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Tooth-change and Tooth-formula in the Lagomyid.e.

1 HE three extinct Lagomyidoe, Titanomys, Prolagus, and Lagopsis, and the surviving

Lagomys, have five nppev cheek-teeth, as against six in Leporidfe [Palceolagus and

Lepus s. 1.). From a comparison of the form and relative size of the teeth in Lepus and

Lagomys, the type genera of l)otli groups, Waterhouse * and Gervais f had rightly argued

that the last uj^per molar of Lagomys corresponds to the penultimate upper molar in the

Hare. Since Lepus changes the three anterior of the upper six, and the two anterior of

the lower five cheek-teeth, the formula heing therefore P.^, M.^, it might have been

further inferred that the number of premolars in Lagomyidae is the same as in the

Lejioridfe.

Curiously enough, in recent species of Lagomys the tooth-change has never been

examined. In 1870 J, O. Fraas described and figured the milk-dentition of Prolagus,

with J cheek-teeth, there being three deciduous molars above and two below. The

obvious inference is that the premolars are the same in number as the milk-teeth, and

therefore in agreement with what is known iu Lepus.

Fraas, however, proposes quite a novel definition of what we have to consider to be

premolars, with the vmavoidable result of thus introducing an element of confusion.

Finding the three upper posterior and the three lower posterior cheek-teeth of Prolagus

more ia agreement as to general form with each other than with those anterior to them,

which are two in the ujiper and one in the lower jaw, he concludes that these last are to be

considered as premolars. According to this theory, which conflicts with the prior state-

ment of the number of deciduous teeth, the tooth-formula would be P. ^, M. tt. But

this second statement is again in flagrant contradiction with the following description of

the mode in which the tooth-change is supposed to occur. The anterior upper premolar,

termed P.^ by Fraas, is stated to have no deciduous predecessor, the place of the anterior

of the three deciduous teeth being taken by the premolar following behind the first, the so-

called P-i ; while the anterior premolar pierces the jaw in front of P.j and comes in place

* Ci. E. Waterhouse, ' A Natural History of the ilammalia," vol. ii. p. 14 (1848).

t Zool. et Pal. Fraae., sec. ed. pp. 48, 49 (1859).

t Wiirttemb. naturw. Jahresh. xxvi. p. 169 (1S70).
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through the same lacuna (" Zahnliicke "), produced by the dropping out of the first

deciduous. The two posterior deciduous teeth are, according to the writer, situated on

the top of molars I. and II. (!) respectively, like so many caps. So that, according- to this

description, of the five upper cheek-teeth of Frolagns, the tirst and the last liave no

deciduous predecessors, hut the three intermediate have. In the lower jaw Praas finds

two deciduous cheek-teeth :
" Neben dem ersten zweiwurzeligen Deciduus, der iiber dem

eiuzigen Praemolaren sitzt, ist noch ein zweiter zweiwurzeliger Deciduus, der von dem

ersten Molaren verdrangt wird." According to this, iu the lower jaw the supposed

unique jiremolar and what he believes to be the first true molar Avould have deciduous

predecessors.

Those astounding views necessarily created a distrust in Fraas' description of tj deciduous

molars (in Prolagus) ; and as a consequence most of the subsequent authors on the

subject, up to this day, have, with regard to the Lagomyidaj, preferred to adhere to the

old Cuvierian dictum, viz., that in all the Ilodents with more than three molars, only

the one (or more) anterior to the three ai'e replaced, and that the latter alone are to be

considered true molars.

Eilhol has observed the two anterior lower cheek-teeth to change in Tifuuovtijs, and he

apparently extends this observation to the maxillary teeth as well :
" Chez le Titanomys,

les deux premieres dents ^taient sujettes au remplacement " *.

The one author who first rightly interpreted the tooth-formula of Lagomyidae is Winge,

although he has not seen the tooth-change. Of Fraas' statements he says that they are

not clear, partly due to some of the premolars l)eing called molars ; and he continues to say

that Lagumys —which, according to him, includes the fossil " Jli/olagiis" and its allies

—

"has^ orT cheek-teeth; these are the ~ ,- , 't ,. „ or "..,'-
,. of the tvpical ~, as is seen

from a comparison with Lcqms ; in the maxillary the three anterior teeth, in the mandible

the two anterior are changed "
t-

In the first part of his memoir on Tertiary Eodentia, Schlosser speaks invariably of

only one inferior premolar and of a fourth inferior true molar (m. 4) in fossil Lagoinyidye J .

but later on he gradually § arrives at the true statement of things as given in the

supplement to the above memoir, in the following words : —" In this group (/. e. the

Lagomorpha) at least the first two anterior teeth in each jaw are changed, so that we

must speak of two, respectively three premolars "
1].

My own observations are to the following effect :

—

1. Titanohnjs. —This genus has five cheek-teeth in the upper jaw. The deciduous

teeth arc three in the maxillary and two in the mandible, as is seen in the llott skeleton

described belo^v. The two deciduous inferior teeth, as mentioned above, have already

been figured by Filhol %.

* Ann. Sc. Gool. X. p. 29 (1879).

t " Omruttcdyrenes Tandskifte "
( Yideusk. Meddcl. Natiirh. Toreuing i Kjiibenliavu f. 1882), p. 48 (1883). Sec

also H. AViugc, iu ' E Museo Lundii,' i. pp. 11)8, 111 (1S88).

% ' Pala-'outographica," xxxi. p. 10 &c. (1884). § Op. cit. p. 110, Anm. 2.

l| Palwontogr. xxxi. p 327 (1SS5). f Oj>. cit. p. 20, pi. 3. fig. 3.
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As to the number of lower clieek-teeth, I find, as a rule, five in one of the species,

Tilanomys Fontannesi; but in two out of seventeen mandibular rami there are only

four teeth, there being no trace of an alveolus for the last small tooth, which probably

will be found constantly present in young specimens.

In the other species, T. visenooiensis, the fifth lower molar is supposed to be oftener

missing than not. Pomel called Ampliilagus —regarded by him as a subgenus of

Lacjomiis —those specimens of T. viseuoviensis in which fi.ve mandibular cheek-teetii

were present ; those with only four teeth he placed in his genus Lagodus [Lagodits

picoides, Vomc\, = T'danomys visenomemis, H. v. Mey.). Eilhol has based a fusion theory

on the presence or absence of the small molar in question *. He assumes that at a certain

given moment there prevails a tendency to simplification in the Lagomyine dentition

—

firstly by the fusion of the last (fifth) tooth with the penultimate, and secondly by the

tendency of the fused elements to disappear.

This theory is at once disposed of by the fact that in the mandibles of Titanomijs

Fontannesi. before me both the fifth tooth and the posterior colonnette of the fourth

—

which colonnette Filhol considers to be the fifth tooth fused to the fourth —are present

togetlier. I think that for T. visenovleusis the same explanation holds good as with

regard to T. Fontannesi, viz. tlie fifth tooth has sometimes been lost in the young animal

and its alveolu.s obliterated ; its frequent absence is simply explained by the fact that it

has dropped out in the fossils.

Anyhow, the formula of Titanonii/s will have to be written as follows :

—

P.!!,M. A, or i'-^'P-'P-'="-'-™--
2' "-"• 2—3' ""

p. 2, p. 1 ; m. 1, m. 2 (m. 3)'

2. Prolagvs. —I have at my disposal the deciduous molars of two species of Prolagus

[P. fpningensis (Kon.) and P. sardus (Wagn.)]; there are three in the upper and two in

the lower jaw, as seen already by Fraas in the first-named species. In the skull of a

young P. sardus, where the deciduous teeth are in situ, the following may be seen : —The
anterior of the three deciduous teeth is not situated directly above the anterior premolar,

but slightly backward, closely appressed to the second deciduous, so that with its anterior

moiety it covers only the posterior part of the premolar ; besides it could not possiblv cover

the latter completely, being much smaller. It is needless to say that neither of the true

molars, both of which are already protruded in the skull under observation, supports a

milk-tooth ; as a matter of fact, the tooth called molar I. by Fraas, which in reality is the

posterior of the three premolars, is situated under the posterior of the three deciduous

molars, as is the middle premolar imder the middle deciduous.

In the lower jaw of both species the two anterior of the four lower cheek-teeth replace

the two deciduous teeth.

Therefore, since Prolagus has in the full-grown animal five cheek-teeth above and
four below, its tooth-formula will be :

—

P. ', M. :-, or
P-^-P-^-P-|='"-i-"^-^

.

- 2 p. 2, p. i ; m. 1, m. •!

* Aun. Se. Geol. x. p. 28 (1870).

61*
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3 & 4. Lagopsis and Lagomi/s. —Since these genera have five cheek-teeth in both jaws,

there being a small fifth inferior tooth, their tooth-formula will be :

—

p 3 ^ 2 p. 3, p. 2, p. 1 ; m. 1, m. 2

2 3 p. 2, p. 1 ; m. 1, m. 2, m. <i

To sum up. The nvimber of premolars is constant in all the genera of Lagomyidye,

and the same as in Lepus ; whereas that of the true molars varies in the different genera ;

not rice versa, as has been supposed by Lydekker *, Flower f, and Zittel %.

The iipper m. 3, always present in Lepus, is always absent in the Lagomyidte. Of the

lower true molars, m. 3 is always present in Lagopsis and Lagomijs, when not lost in the

fossil : it is always absent in Prolagm ; while in TUanomys this tooth is rarely absent

in one species, T. Fontannesi, more frequently in the other, T. visenoviensis, but presumably

always present in young specimens of both.

1. Genus Titanomys.

TUanomys, H. v. Meyer, Neues Jahrb. 1843, p. 390.

Lagodus, Pomel, Cat. meth. Vert. foss. Loire et Allier, p. 41 (1853) ; Deperet, Arch. I\Iits. Lyon, iv.

p. 12(5 (1887).

Lagomys (subg. Amphilagus), Pomel, op. cit. p, 42.

Lagomys, Lydekker, Cat. Foss. Mamm.Br. Mus. i. p. 255 (1885).

Lagomys (Lagopsis), Schlosser, Pal. Oestr.-Ung. viii. p. 8fi, foot-n. 4 (1890), p.p. ; Deperet ?, Arch. Mus.

Lyon, V. p. 58 (1892).

Titanomys visenoviensis.

Titanomys visenoviensis, H. v. Meyer, Neues Jalirb. 1843, p. 390; Gervais, Zool. et Pal. fr., prem. ed.,

Expl. No. 46, pi. xlvi. fig. 2 (1848-52) ; Bronn, Lcth. Geogn. iii. p. 103 (1853-56) ; Gervais, Zool.

et Pal. fr., deux, ed., p. 50, pi. xlvi. figs. 1, 2 (1859); H. v. Meyer, Palieontogr. xvii. p. 225,

pi. xlii. (1870) ; Filhol, Ann. Sc. Geol. x. p. 26, pi. ii. figs. 25, 26, pi. iii. figs. 1-18 (1879) ;

Schlosser, Palaontogr. xxxi. p. 29, pi. xii. figs. 36, 38, 39, 41, 43, 45, 47, 48 (1884) ; Zittel, Handb.

d. Palajont. i., iv. p. 552 (1891-93).

Titanomys trilohus, Gervais, Zool. et Pal. fr., prem. ed., Expl. No. 46, pi. xlvi. fig. 1 (1848-52).

Lagodus picoides, Pomel, Cat. meth. p. 41 (1853).

Lagomys (subg. Amphilagus) antiquus, Pomel, op. cit. p. 43.

Ampkifagus antiquus, Schlosser, op. cit. p. 30.

Lagomys visenoviensis, Lydekker, Cat. Foss. Mamm.Brit. Mus. i. p. 258 (1885).

Sistorical Sketch.

In announcing his new genus Titanomys (type species T. visenoviensis), from the Lower

Miocene of Weisenau near Mayence, H. v. Meyer characterizes it as having prismatic

cheek-teeth, agreeing in size and number and resembling in form those of Lagomys,

with the difference, however, that the lower molars of the fossil present a distinct

* Cat. Foss. Mamm.Br. Mus. i. p. 255 (1885) ; Nicholson & Lydekker, Manual of Palseont. ii. p. 1412 (1889).

t Flower & Lydekker, ' Introduet. to the Study of Mammalia,' p. 491 (1891).

t Zittel, Handb. d. Pala30nt. i., iv. p. 551 (1891-93); id. Grand;!, d. Paloeont. p. 825 (1895).
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posterior appendage (" Hintoransatz ") not known to exist in Lagonii/s, while the

Weiseuavi Rodent lacks the distinctly developed tooth-particle (-'Zahutheil ") in the last

lower molar of existing Lac/07ni/s and of those of the "ossiferous breccia"; by which

is apparently meant the Prolagus of Corsica and Sardinia.

Wemeet here at the outset with several incorrect statements. The upper molars are

not, as we shall see later, j)rismatic, and the lower are only incompletely so. By the

allei^ed agreement in number of the molars of both Titanomys and Lagonii/s we are

to understand that both genera have fovir lower cheek-teeth, the author believing at that

time that the existing Lugomys has four mandibular cheek-teeth, while in reality there

are five. H. v. Meyer considered the fifth small cylindric tooth ol Laguiiujs to be a third

prismatic particle connected with the anterior molar, as is the case in JProlagus. The

author further makes a distinction —which is repeated two years later in his ' Fossil

Mammals of Qi^ningen,' where incidentally the genus Tltanomijs is mentioned * —between

a distinct " Hiuteran.satz " in the 2X)sterior molars of Titanoinys, and the " distinctly

developed " posterior or third " Zahutlieil " of the last molar in some Lagomyidoe, without

beina: aware that the tw'o are one and the same thing and homologous.

The characteristics given of the upper molars are not incorrect, but rather vague,

showing that the author did not succeed in making out the pattern of the triturating

surface, as is confirmed also by his manuscript drawings subseqiiently published by

Schlosser.

In the first edition of his ' Zoologie et Paleontologie francaises,' Gervais figures, without

description, two mandibular rami from the Lower Miocene of Saiut-Gerand-le-Puy

(Allier) ; the fig. 1 of pi. 46 is named Titanomys trilobus, the fig. 2 T. cisetioviensis. In

the explanation of the plate it is stated that the identification with T. visenovieims rests

on a comparison with a mandible of this species from Germany in the British Museum
(this is under No. 2149.3, from Weisenau). Gervais had no upper molars from the French

deposit, but says that those from Germany, which are in Loudon, " sont assez semblables

a celles des Lapins, mais beaucoup pkis courtes et plus arquees," adding tiiat they are of

the same form as those from the Miocene of the Limagne, called Marcuinomys by Croizet

and Fl(ityodo)i by Bravard. These are two manuscript names.

In 1853 Pomel issued a small work of a high standard on the fossil vertebrates of tlie

Loire and Allier basins, pretending to be nothing more than a catalogue f . The

descriptions are in consequence very short, and as there are no figures, the utility

of this excellent publication has been rather limited. The Leporidae family opens J

with a new genus, Lagodus, from the Tertiary of Langy ; the only species, L. picoides,

scarcely larger than Lagomys pusillus, is based mainly on the upper and lower cheek-

dentition, the description of which 1 transcribe at length for future reference. From
this it will be seen that the author assigns to his genus Lagodus five upper and four

* 'Zur Fauna d. Yorwelt. —Foss. Saugethiere etc. vou (Jiningen,' p. 10 (1845).

t Catal. method, et descr. des Vert. foss. deoouv. dans le Bassiu hydrogr. sup. de la Loire, et surtout dans la

VaUee de . . . 1' Allier (1S53).

t Op. cit. p. 41.
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lower cheek-teeth ; the first superior was missing, and from the form of the alveolus it

is declared to have heen very small. " En haut il paralt y avoir eu cinq molaires ; la

seconde est plus etroite que chez les Lagomys et pour ainsi dire reduite a une seule lame

marquee en travers de deux plis d'email, de maniere a figurer presque trois croissants

concentriques ; les trois autres ont deux lames dont la premiere est simple, et la seconde

pourvvie des deux replis d'email de la dent qui precede, excepte a la cinquieme dent,

oil elle est plus petite .
." The lower teeth are said to be four in number, " par

absence de la derniere. Premiere tetragone divisee par deux sillons en deux cylindres

comprimes, dont I'anterieure plus saillante est aussi un pen plus large et la seconde a

en arriere un petit pli d'email partant de Tangle interne surtout evident a la derniere

molaire et s'effa^ant assez tard par la detrition. Ces cylindres sont moiiis comprimes

d'avant en arriere que chez les Lagomys, et leur disque de detrition est ovale oblong,

brusquement attenue en angle du cote externe, arrondi vers rinterne."

From the later descriptions of Titanomys and from examination of originals, we are

enabled to refer Pomel's Lagodus to the former genus, and at the same time to appreciate

the accuracy of his description. But without this help and iu the absence of figures,

it becomes ditRcult to form an exact conception of the comj)licated pattern of the

upper teeth, from their necessarily too short characteristics by Pomel. Hensel, when

describing the teeth of Prolagus (his Myolagus), was on the look-out for allied forms

;

he gives in full Pomel's description of Lagodus *, but fails to see the curious relationship

existing betAveen the upper premolars of the former and all the U2:)per cheek-teeth of

the latter.

The small enamel fold described by Pomel as starting from the internal angle of the

posterior lamina in the three mandibular teeth behind the first is the " Hinteransatz
"

of H. V. Meyer's Titanomys. The relations of the latter to his Lagodus are not discussed

by Pomel ; he suggests tlie former to be probably the same as JProlagus sansaniensis

(Lartet's Lagomys sai/sa>riensis).

Pomel's Ai)i2)hilagus rests on lower jaws ; he considers it to be a subgenus of Lagomys,

apparently because in both there are five lower cheek-teeth :
" la derniere molaire " (in

AmphUagiis) " ties petite est cylindrique et caduque, en sorte qu'il ne reste souvent que

quatre dents a la machoire." The form of the anterior lower premolar is the same as in

" Lagodus " and Titanomy s, and very diff'erent from the premolar of Lagomys, a

character which at once suggests that "Lagodus" and AmphilagHs may be identical,

and that the absence of the small posterior apj^endage in the lower molars attributed to

Amphilagvs is due to the specimens being from older individuals than those assigned to

" Lagodus."

In Bronn's ' Lethsea Geognostica,' Pomel's Lagodus is given as a synonym of

Titanomys visenoziensis on the authority of H. v. Meyer {'^Jide Meyer in litt.').

The second edition of the Zool. et Pal. fran^. (1859) gives good reasons for considering

Titanomys trilobus as the young of T. risenociensis. Of the last lower molar in particular

Gervais says: —"la derniere monire encore avec assez d'evidence un troisieme lobe, qui

* Zeitschr. d. deutsclj. geol. Ges. viii. p. G&9 (lS5<i).
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est d'ailleurs petit et qui, a un Age plus avance, eut etc confoadu avec le second lobe de

lameme dent, commecela se roit chez le sujet de la figure 2" {T. vlsenoviensis) ; and he

goes on stating, as Pomel had done for his Lagodus, that this little posterior column is

gradually worn away. It is mentioned by Gervais only in the last molar, and his iigures

show no trace of it in the anterior molars.

Referring to Pomel's Lagodus and Amphilagus, Gervais launches an ungenerous and

unfounded accusation against this author, alleging that the former genus is " du moins

en partie " based on his, Gervais', figure of Titan, trilobus, and that An/pkilagus rests ou

fig. 2, representing Titan, visenoviensis. jSo mention is made of Pomel's description of

the upper dentition of " Lagodus.'' If the latter writer failed to recognize in his Lagodus

and AmiMlagtis H. v. Meyer's Titanomys visenoviensis, it was perfectly excusable at the

time he wrote, wlien this species had been so very imperfectly diagnosed both by

H. V. Meyer and by Gervais, who both failed to make out the 2)attern of the upper

teeth. Up to this day we have not been ])etter oflp with regard to the upper cheek-teeth

from the type-locality Weisenau.

It would have been fairer on the part of Gervais to acknowledge that Pomel's

descrijition of the inferior molars of " Lagodus " had gone far in enabling him

(Gervais) to recognize the non-validity of his species T. trilobus, and that Pomel had

besides described more accurately than himself tlie lower teeth, in demonstrating the

presence of the " petit pli d'email " in all the posterior teeth of younger specimens. He
certainly could not have based this statement on Gervais' fig. 1 of the young specimen,

where only the last molar shows a posterior appendage. The accusation with regard

to Amphilagus is quite as unfounded as the first one. Pomel assigns five teeth to the

lower jaw' of his genus, Gervais' figure shows only four ; the description of the first tooth

of Amphilagus does not exactly agree Avith the tooth in Gervais' figure, from which last,

moreover, it could not be made out that the two cylinders of each of the posterior teeth

are united by cement, as stated by Pomel to be the case in his Amphilagus. Other

particulars occur in the description of Amphilagus, which miglit at once have convinced

an impartial critic that Pomel based his descrij^tion on originals. These were, many
years later (1879), handed by M. Pomel himself to Prof. Pilhol *.

In his posthumous paper (1870) on the skeleton of a young Titanomys visenoviensis

from the Lignite of Ptott near Bonn, now in the British Museum (No. 41085), H. v.

Meyer mentions rooted cheek-teeth in Titanomys, and he has been understood to

state that only the deciduous teeth of this genus are provided with roots. However,

when reading attentively H. v. Meyer's paper —I might almost say, in reading between

the lines as well —one necessarily comes to the conclusion that in adult specimens

the permanent molars were also rooted, and that the author himself had suspected this

fact, but hesitated to jiroclaim it. Two kinds of rooted Titanomys-teeth are mentioned in

the paper. With regard to those of the Ilott skeleton, the author states that their

triturating surfaces are concealed in the matrix, so that their opposite ends only could be

examined ; but this does not hide the fact, he continues, that the two posterior upper

* Aim. Sc. GJol. X. pp. 27, 28 {ISJ'J).
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teeth were formed as in Lagomys. This evidently implies that they have no roots ; for

the writer proceeds to state that in the teeth anterior to those just mentioned lengthened

roots can be seen. In the two anterior cheek-teeth of the lower jaw, H. v. Meyer

describes a short crown and a long root, composed of two strongly converging parts;

and these two teeth seem to be situated somewhat higher than the two posterior, which

suggests that they had not yet emerged above the alveolar margin. Contrary to the

anterior rooted teeth, these two posterior ones are described as " prismatic "
; the whole

of their crown has an enamel coating, and is not completely closed below. The author

concludes that the teetli seem to indicate that the animal was of immature age, a

supposition which would explain the differences of the anterior teeth from those of

Jjagomi/s.

As a matter of course, in the lagomorphoiis Rodentia with permanent cheek-teeth

growing by persistent pulj)s, the deciduous teeth are rooted too as in the Rott skeleton.

But the author proceeds to state (p. 128) that he has examined detached teeth of the

Titanomijs from Weisenau of two kinds : on the one hand, small teeth corresponding to

the anterior teeth of the Rott specimen ; on the other, lower teeth ditfering from the

last by a lengthened prismatic crown and quite insignificant roots ; and upjDer teeth

as well, of larger size than those corresponding to the U2:)per anterior teeth from Rott,

supposed by H. v. Meyer to be possibly deciduous. In the larger teetli the roots are

said to disappear almost comjdetely ;
" die flach prismatisohe, gekrummte Krone vertritt

zugleich die Hauptwurzel, und es wird nur aussen oben ein kleines "Wiirzelchen wahrge-

nommen, das audi in einer entsprechenden Stelle des Kiefers eingrcift, wahrend das an

der Innenseite mit einer Rinne versehene Zahnprisma die eigentliche Alveole ausfiillt."

Prom what will be seen later on, these larger teeth, upper and lower, are in fact the

permanent teeth of Titanomys, as H. v. Meyer hesitatingly suggests. Therefore there is

no foundation in the distinction —such as is drawn by Deperet —of two genera, founded

on the presence or absence of roots in the permanent teeth, viz. :

—

(1) Titanomys, with roots in the deciduous set only.

(2) Lagodus, with roots in the permanent teeth as well (premolars and true molars).

Proceeding with our historical sketch in chronological order, we next have to

consider Filhors descrij)tion of Titanomys cisenoviensis from Saint-Gerand-le-Puy

(AUier) *, which has already been quoted more than once in the preceding pages.

Among the synonyms of this species are given Ariiphilagus antiquus, Pom., and

Lagodus pico/des, Pom. : the identification of the former rests on one of the type

specimens of Pomel ; the latter is not discussed in the paper. An important character

noted by Filhol is the relatively considerable longitudinal extension of the bony

palate in Titanomys. The shortness of the bony palate in lagomorphous Rodents is

doubtless a specialization ; but by its greater extension Titanomys approaches more

the condition of other Ptodentia and Mammalia generally. The same is true of

Falcpolagus, from the Miocene of North America, which presents curious resemblances

with Titanomys in its dentition also. Moreover, we meet with a lengthened bony

* Ann. Sc. Geol. x. p. 26 (1879).
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palnte in Lepus valdariiensis, Weith. *, from the Upper Pliocene of Tuscany, and

in three existing Leporines, Lepus hispidus. Pears., from the foot of the Himalayas,

L. Netscho'i, Schleg. & .lent., from Sumatra f, and Romerolagus Nelsonl, Merr., from the

Popocatepetl (Mexico) %, all three of which have other generalized characters in common

with each other and partly with Palceolagns.

Description of Original Specimens.

1. Tiie Rott Skeleton. —In. its present condition, of the two anterior lower cheek-teeth

described and figured by H. v. Meyer, only tlie imprint is i^i'eserved, with the exception

of the anterior half of the front tooth, which is still in place. Prom what can still be

seen, and with the help of H. v. Meyers description and figures, there remains not the

slightest doubt that these two anterior teeth belong to the deciduous set, since they

bear the characters oi milk-teeth, viz., a short crown and (two) long roots, much
diverging from each other dowuAvai'd. The number of teeth in front of the tw^o

posterior in the npjier jaw is left uiuiertain in the figures and text of the original

memoir. A close examination shows tliat there are three of them : the first apparently

is provided with a stouter internal and a somewhat weaker external root ; the two

following with one internal and two smaller external roots, the latter strongly diverging

from the shaft in opposite directions. Here, too, Ave have the characteristic features of

milk-teeth, of which there are consequently three upper in Titanomgs, as might have

been anticij)ated by analogy to Fj-olagiis. The immature condition of the specimen

can be fiu'tner inferred from the fact that the two posterior teeth, viz., the fourth

and fifth in ihe series, are not yet on the same level with the three iu front of them.

As these two posterior teeth are broken at their lower ends, nothing can be stated as to

their roots.

Still less —and this applies to all the teeth of the Pi,ott specimen —can be made out

about the pattern of their tritur.itiug surface, which, as noticed already by H. v. Meyer,

is concealed iu the matrix. This deficiency is partly supplied by some teeth from the

type-locality of Weisenau, in the British Museum.

2. Titanotnys risenoviensisfroin Weisenau. —A fragment of the right upper jtiw from the

Lower Miocene of Weisenau, iu the Geological Department of the British Museum(21495),

PI. 36, fig. 19, shows the two posterior piemolars, p.l, p. 2, and part of the alveolus of

the anterior jiremolar, p. 3. These upper teeth were seen by Gervais, who alludes to

them §, contenting himself with the above-reported general remarks. The first of the two

premolars preserved, p. 2, at once calls to mind by its general form the anterior upper

premolar, p. 3, of Lepus, and to it therefore may be justly applied Gervais' remark

referring to all the ujjper teeth in London, viz., that they are " assez semblables a celles

des Lapins." The general outline of this tooth is somewhat triangular, the broader basis

heing on the inner side, which is imperfectly divided by a slight notch into two abraded

* Jabrb. k.-k. geol. Eeichsanst. vol. xxxix. p. SO (1889).

t ' Notes from the Leyden Museum,' vol. ii. note sii. p. 5'> (18S0).

J Proc. Biol. Soc. Washington, s. pp. 160-174 (1896).

§ Zool. et Pal. Fran,:;. 1st ed. t. ii. expl. no. 46 (1848-52) : 2nd ed. p. 50 (1859).
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cusps (8 & 9). Proceeding outward, we meet with two enamel folds starting from the

anterior side of the tooth. The one placed more internally (b) is hy far the larger of the

two ; it opens freely on the anterior side, and thence proceeds first internally, and then,

gradually attenuating, postero-externally, thus assuming approximately the form of

a crescent, whose anterior horn is much shorter than the posterior. Both horns are

delimited externally hy a cusp (6), having its long axis almost parallel to the long axis of

the skull, and protruding Avith its internal convex horder into the enamel fold just described,

while its shorter and almost longitudinal external border forms the inner margin of the

much smaller second enamel fold (c). On the outer side of the tooth we meet with a large

bulging enamel tubercle (5), worn by attrition on its inner side only, and showing thus that

the outer side in this otherwise much-worn tooth is only partially affected by trituration.

The second tooth, p. 1, presents the general contour of the crown of lagomorphous

Rodents, the transverse diameter largely predominating over the longitudinal : the

anterior border is slightly more convex than the posterior. The minute pattern of the

triturating surface, however, is very different from that which we are accustomed to

consider characteristic of upper leporine molars. The main difference from p. 2 consists

in the two enamel folds being .shut out from the anterior border by a transverse anterior

lobe, Avhich in p. 2 is apparent only in a much reduced condition, its outer portion being

entirely wanting. In p. 1 the anterior lobe or " wall " delimits the anterior horn of

the enamel fold (b) on its front side, so that in this tooth the anterior horn is much more

lengtheued transversely than the posterior. As compared with p. 2, p. 1 has undergone,

as it were, a lateral pressure, by which the various parts of the surface have been forced

into a more transverse direction. This is apparent, especially in the strong cusp (6)

separating enamel folds Ij and c, which is no more longitudinally directed as in p. 2

but has likewise assumed the form of a crescent with its convexity projecting

inward into enamel fold b, and forming externally the inner margin of enamel fold c.

The latter has in its turn assumed a more transverse direction, and is only incompletely

shut out from the outer border of the tooth by a blunt enamel tubercle (5), occupying

mainly the postero-external part of the tooth. The summit only of this tubercle is

slightly worn.

The inner border of p. 1 is more distinctly divided than in p. 2 into two abraded

cusps l)y a vertical groove, manifesting itself on the triturating surface in the shape of

a short enamel fold, or notch (a).

The levelling effect of trituration —favoured by the enamel folds in both teeth being

more or less completely filled with cement, —together with the more transverse direction

assumed by the folds and cusj)s of p. 1, tends to produce a lophodout character of its

triturating surface ; or rather, we haA'e a selenodont type leaning towards lophodonty.

3. Titauomys visenoviensis, from the Allier (France). Br. Mus. 31094 (Bravard Col-

lection). —A detached tooth (PI. 36, tig. 12) is more Avorn still than that just described,

as revealed by its triturating surface being more flattened and the enamel folds more

narrowed. It can only be either p. 1 or m. 1. P. 3 is quite out of the question, as, to

judge from its alveolus, it was a very small tooth ; p. 2 is reduced in its antero-external,
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ni. 2 in its j)Ostero-exterual portion (compare fig. 19, PI. 36, with fig. 6) ; so that the choice

remains only hetweeu p. 1 and m. 1. It resembh's closely the p. 1 described ; only it is

narrower, and the anterior lobe of the latter is more developed in its internal portion,

althongh the inverse w"as to be expected, tlie p. 1 described being less worn. For tliese

reasons I think it more likely to be m. 1. This tooth shows tw'o small roots on the outer

side ; on the inner side the crown gradually thins out downward into a single large root.

It cannot be a milk-tooth, because the two small external roots do not diverge downwards,

but run parallel with each other. Wehave here another proof, if one were needed, that

in Titanomys visenomeiisis the upper teeth are provided with roots ; although this fact

has been denied with regard to this species of the Lower Miocene.

Mandibular teeth of Titanomys visenoviensis. —As a characteristic feature of the lower

cheek-teeth of T. visenovietisis, II. v. Meyer makes mention of a small posterior lobe,

calling it a distinct posterior appendage (" ein dcutlicher Hinteransatz ") *. About the

occurrence of this small particle much uncertainty prevails. When establishing the

genus, in the paper just quoted, H. v. Meyer mentioned it in a general way as present in

the lower cheek-teeth, seemingly implying that all of tliem were provided with this

appendage. In his posthumous memoir, however, speaking again of the Weisenau speci-

mens, he says that it occurs on Win posterior cheek-teeth and would have disappeai'ed by

effect of attrition t- Pomel assigns it to the three posterior cheek-teeth of " Lagodus

jyicoides," adding that it takes its origin from the internal angle, that it is more evident

especially in the last molar and disajjpears rather late by attrition |.

According to Gevvais § it would occttr only on the fourth tooth (m. 2), and as a character

of young specimens ; the same is stated by Filhol
||

, who had at his disjjosal a considerable

number of lower jaws. Schlosser ^ styles it a third lobe occttrring as an anomaly

(" abnorm vorkommend ") in "m. 3" (meaning m. 2) of Titanomys visenoviensis;

although in the same memoir he figures manuscript drawings by H. v. Meyer, wdiere

it is shown in two molars. This same small lobe occurs in Palceolaff/is also; it is

transitional in one species, P. Haydeni, as described l)y Cope **, apparently persisting

in another sjiecies, P. triplex ff. On a former occasion I incidentally pointed out the

interest attached to it from both a phylo- and ontogenetic point of view J J.

As to the occurrence of this small lobe or cusp in T. visenoviensis, myown observations

tend to show that it is constantly present in young specimens, not only of the posterior,

but also of the anterior lower teeth, including p. 2. In a fragment of a right

mandibular ramus of T. visenoviensis from the Allier (Bravard Collection, Br. Mus.

31094-104), PI. 37, fig. 25, exhibiting the two anterior cheek-teeth, p. 1 and p. 2, in a

moderate stage of wear, traces of this iol)e are visible in both these premolars, very

distinctly in the posterior (p. 1).

* Neues Jabrb. 1S43, p. 390. t Talicontogr. xvii. p. 226 (1870).

+ Cat. nn'-th. p. 41 (1853). § Zool. ct Pal. Franc;, sec. ed. p. 50 (1859).

i;
Ann. Sc. C4l:o1. x. p. 27 (1879). If Pala-ontograph. xxxi. p. 32 (1884).

** ' The Yerteljrata of the Tertiary Formations of the West," p. 876 (1883).

+t Op. cii. p. 881. Ji Proc. Zool. 8oc. London, p. 203 (1893).

62*
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It has been found convenient to give the detailed descriptions of the lower molars of

this and all the other genera in a separate chapter (p. 473).

TiTANOMYSFONTANNESI.

Lagodus Fontannesi, Deperet, Arch. Mus. Lyon, iv. p. 127, pi. xiii. figs. 19-19 c (1887).

Lagomys [Lagopsis) verus, ScLlosser, Pal. Oestr.-Ung. viii. p. 86 (1890) ; Deperet (?), Arch. Mus. Lyon,

V. p. 57 (1892).

Under the name of Lagodus Fontannesi, Deperet described a fragment of an ixpper

jaw, from the Middle Miocene of La Grive-Saint-Alban (Isere), as related to Titanomys

visenomcns-is, H. v. Meyer ; but, in addition to its larger size, he distinguished it by other

more important characters.

Schlosser has sup2)osed, without assigning reasons, that Lagodus Fontannesi, Dep., is

synonymous with Lagomi/s {Lago2)sis) verus, Hens. {^Lagomys oeningensis, H. v. Mey.),

and Deperet, in his second publication on the Fauna of La Grive, is disposed to accept

Schlosser's views. It may be asked at once, Avhat then becomes of the left palate,

figured and desci-ibcd by Deperet in his first memoir *, where he considers it, rightly in

my opinion, to belong to the Lagomys rerus. As this question will be discussed under

the head of Lagopsis verus, when it will be shown that Deperet's original view in

distinguishing between " Lagodus Fontannesi " and Lagomys verus is the correct one,

we have for the present only to deal with Deperet's first memoir, in which " Lagodus

Fontannesi" is described, and where he asserts that it is distinct as a genus from

Titanomys viseno^iensis of the Lower Miocene.

For this Deperet gives two reasons. In the first line he maintains that his Lagodus

preserves in its adult dentition part of the characters of the deciduous dentition of

Titanomys visenoviensis, meaning that in the latter the milk-teeth alone are rooted,

while in the former the permanent cheek-teeth arc rooted as well. I have already

disposed of this supposed difference, by showing that the permanent teeth of Titanomys

nisenovicnsis are likewise rooted.

Deperet's second reason is given in the following words :
—" Le Lagodus Fontannesi

se distingue d'ailleurs facilement du Titanomys visenoviensis . . . par quelques differences

dans les dessins d'email qui ornent la surface de la couronne " (i. e. of the upper molars).

" D'apres M. Filhol, le lobe posterieur des molaires superieures du Titanomys d'Auvergne

est orne d'un double pli en chevron entourant une pointe externe ; dans le Lagodus de

La Grive il y a trois plis en chevron concentriques et pas de pointe exterieure bien

manifeste"t.

The enlarged figures of the triturating surface in the teeth of "Lagodus Fontannesi"

and Titanomys riseiioviensis do not help us, as they are sadly inaccurate. The artist who
drew the former J completely failed to understand the pattern ; while in Filhol's enlarged

drawings § the artist has not even made an attempt at accuracy, contenting himself

with drawing the outlines of the teeth, and leaving out almost completely the details of the

* Arch. ilus. Lyon, iv. p. 104, jil. xiii. tig. 17 (1SS7).

t Op. cit. p. 128. i Op), dt. pi. xiii. fig. 19 b. [§ Op. cit. pi. iii. fig. 15.
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crown's surface. In the figures which I give of the teeth of both forms *, no essential

difference is to be seen in tlie pattern. The disagreement in the description of the two

writers finds its explanation in the somewhat loose way of describing the triturating

surface, i. e. hj the failure to distinguish between a dentine surface bordered by two enamel

ridges which alternates with an enamel fold filled with cement, so that only the two

enamel borders of the fold appear on tlie surface. As an outcome of this alternation we

find, when proceeding from the inner side of the tooth to its outer side, the following

succession in the middle line of the tooth : enamel ridge ; dentine ; enamel ridge ; cement

;

enamel ridge ; dentine ; enamel ridge ; cement ; enamel tubercle of the outer side.

Apparently the two writers do not always apply the term " chevron " to the same

thing. Filhol, speaking of the " deuxieme element " of the tooth, by whieli he means

the part of the crown backward from the anterior lobe, his " premier element," says

:

" Chez les Titanomys, on peut le considerer comme constitue par un chevron a sommet

interne, dont les deux extremites circonscrivent une pointe externe. Ce premier chevron

est borne en dedans par un deuxieme chevron dont le sommet correspond au bord interne

de la dent. Ce mode de structure est surtout bien marque sur la troisieme molaire"!.

This description, which is quite correct as far as it goes, applies equally well to the

species of the Lower and to that of the Middle Miocene, as may be seen by a com-

parison of the figures (Pis. 36, 37, 39) ; by consulting the figures it may be further seen

that what the author calls chevrons are the spaces of dentine bordered by enamel ridges,

which spaces mark the position of enamel cusps before wear set iu.

Deperet, in describing the same " troisieme molaire," I. e. the posterior of the three

premolars, of Laxjodiis Fontcmnesi, says : —" Cette couroune se compose de deux prismes

d'email etroitement accoles, un pen niieux distincts en dehors que du cote interne, qui est

de forme arrondie. Le prisme anterieur [Pilhol's premier element] est compose d'un

seul pli d'email transverse ; le prisme posterieur au contraire, a surface triturante coupee

obliquement en arriere, presente deux plis d'email en chevron a pointe interne, ce qui

dessine sur la couronne trois petits croissants concentriques, si Ton compte la lamelle

d'email qui limite le bord interne de la couronne "$.

It is certainly not accurate to describe the single cylinder of which these upper teeth

consist as composed of two enamel prisms " etroitement accoles." Apart from this,

Deperet's descrij)tion, like Filhol's, applies to both Lagodus Fontcmnesi and Titanomys

visenomensis. By " deux plis d'email en chevron a pointe interne," the author evidently

has in view, firstly, the larger, internal, of the two enamel folds ; secondly, the crescent-

shaped cusp (6) external to it, which by the effect of wear presents a dentinal surface

bordered l)y an outer and an inner enamel ridge. By counting, moreover, the enamel

border of the internal side of the crown, Deperet arrives at the number of three " petits

croissants concentriques," which on the following page are called " trois plis en chevron

concentriques." Lilhol leaves oiit of account the enamel fold by which his two chevrons

are separated.

* PI. 36. figs. IS, 19; PI. 37. fig. Tl; PL 39. fig. 16 (Tkanoiinjs vhemvlensis). PL 36. figs. 6-8. 12-1.5

.{T. Fontannesi). t Op. cit. p. 30. t Op. cil. p. 127.
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As a result of this minute analysis we find that there exists no essential difference iii

the tooth-pattern of the two supposed genera.

The roots of the Titanowi/s-Taolars have next to he described. I have elsewhere dealt

incidentally with the conditions in Titanomys {Lagodus)* . I was impressed by the

fact that the chief points of wear are on the inner side in the upper, on the outer in the

lower molars, and that these parts are the first to appear lengthened (vertically) in

teeth in a condition intermediate between brachyodonty and hypselodonty, while the

outer sides of upper, and the inner sides of lower molars remain, as it were, in a passive

condition (for upj)er molars of Titanomys see PI. 39. figs. 1, 2, 5, 13, 14, 19). It then

appeared to me that the upper teeth of Titanomys showed the hypselodonty —which,

as above demonstrated, is here in fact " accompanied by a gradual and essential change

of the pattern of the crown "f —to extend gradually towards the outer side. In the

description of the pattern of the ProZ«Y/?is-molars (pp. 452, 453) I have reconsidered my
former ^dew, and have been able to show that the obliteration of the original pattern is

chieflv the consequence of an atrophy on the outer side ; whereas the secondary pattern

is brought about by a new addition, starting from the inner side and directed chiefly

inward. It remains none the less true " that the vertical elevation of the crown, the

first stage towards hypsodonty, always has its starting-point from the inner side of

upper molars "+. I added at the same time that "the inner root (of the upper molars)

which ultimately will remain open, gradually extends outward, increasing in size, and

receives a coating of enamel "§. It is agaiiist this latter assertion especially that the

Hev. Pcre Heude has directed a criticisni, couched in energetic terms
Ij.

When he

begins by saying that I had not demonstrated my assertion, he is perfectly riglit; but I

had at the time no other intention than to assert, reserving full demonstration for a

work on the Lagomorpha under preparation, as intimated on p. 208.

The Rev. Pere's arguments are to the effect that the roots of teeth cannot be imagined

to receive a coating of enamel, because brachyodonty " est un arret de dcveloppement,

une fixation par cessation de mouvement, une deterioration du fut transforme en racine.

Consequemment la dent ne jieut revenir a son mouvement initial." In order to

demonstrate that " logiquement " hypselodonty is more primitive (" plus ancien ") than

brachvodouty, and that " rcellement ces deux faits sont phylogeniquement independants,"

the Rev. Pere adduces the incisors of Rodentia. " D'aatre part toutes les incisives des

Rono-eurs etaut essentiellement hypsodontes et a toutes les epoques, au point qu'elles

emportent la definition de I'ordre, il faut admettre qu'elles n'ont pas varie, qu'elles ont

un caractere commun fixe, et qu'a ce litre I'hypsodontisme est plus general que le

brachyodontisme."

It is not hypselodonty, as such, which is the more jirimitive condition, but tlie

o-rowini;- of a tooth by a persistent pulp. And, since hypselodont teeth continue to

o-row by persistent pulps during the greater part or the whole of the animal's life,

* Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1S93, p. 206. t //). t Il>. § L. c.

II

' Memoires coiicernant I'Hist. natiirelle de TEmiare Chinois, jiar dcs Pures de la Compagnie de Jesus,' t. ir.

p. 75 (1808).
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they may, in a sense, be termed primitive ; but, as a matter of coui'se, bracbyodont

and semibypselodont teeth, before they are perfectly developed, have the cavities at

their bases open as well as bypselodont teeth ; and when they are in this condition,

their brachyodonty is not yet " nn arret de developpement." Ontog-enetically and

" logiqiiement," every bypselodont tooth passes through a bracbyodont condition, the

shaft only gradually increasing in length. Phylogeuetically, brachyodonty is also more

primitive than hypselodonty, as is known to all scientific morphologists wlio have a

knowledge of paleontology.

On PI. 39. tigs. 19 and 20, I liave delineated side by side in the anterior view a

posterior upper right premolar, p^, of Titauomys Fontaunesl —the same specimen

of wliich the upper view is figured on PI. 36. fig. 8—and an upper right molar of

a young Pteromys, in which the roots are not yet closed. Fig. li< represents the

anterior view of a right upper molar of Tit. viseaovieusis, figured i]i upper view on

PI. 36. fig. 18. Now, if we are entitled to call roots, even though they be

imperfectly developed, the three prolongations of the crown in Pteromys (fig. 20),

I think we are justified in applying the same term to the evidently homologous

parts in the figured teeth of Tltanomys (cf. figs. 14 and 19, and figs. 1, 1, 5, and 13),

and in repeating what I have said formerly *, that the inner root of Tltanomys, which

ultimately will remain open, increases in size and receives a coating of enamel.

Even perfectly adult bracbyodont teeth preserve at their extremity a minute

opening for the passage of nerves and vessels, so that it may be left to individual

judgment at which phase in the ontogeny or pbylogeny of a tooth we may begin

to use the term " root." Having no desire to juggle with words I would, be

quite ready to desist using this term for the part of the tooth of Tltanomys which

is the hoinologue of the inner root of Pteromys; but thereby nothing would be

altered. The question at issue is, whether or not a coating of enamel lias extended

to that part; and that this has been the case is shown [)lainly enough by the figtu'es.

It is interesting to compare the tooth of Tit. vlsenooleiisis (fig. 14) with those of

Tit. Fontannesl (figs. 1, 13, 19). The small outer roots are perfectly closed in the

former and more detached from the shaft than in the latter. The tooth of the

former, as shown by the upper view (PI. 36. fig. 18), is from an old individual; but in

none of the numerous upper premolars or molars of Tit. Fontannesl have I met with

closed outer roots. The coating of the enamel does not extend so far downward on

the inner side in Tit. vlsenovlensls as in Tit. Fontannesl.

A further diff'erence between the Lower and the Middle Miocene species is also

characteristic. In the former (PI. 39. fig. 14) the external part of the crown extends

more outward than in Tit. Fontannesl, beyond the small roots ; this character has

been already noticed and explained in the description of the triturating surface, as

due to the atrophy of the outer region being less advanced in Tit. olsenoclensls than

in the more recent species.

To proceed now to a closer examination of the small outer roots of the upper molars

and premolars of Tltanomys. In a passage, quoted above, p. 4.10, from H. v.

* Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1S93, p. 206.
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Meyer's posthumous descriptiou of the E,ott skeletou, mention is made of upper molars

of Titanomys found isolated, but only one small outer root is ascribed to them.

I likewise find that the anterior milk-tooth, d- •^
, of the E-ott skeleton has one

small outer root. Almost all the isolated teeth at my disposal, of both species,

exhibit two symmetrical outer rootlets, which represent the lower free terminations

of two prominent ridges on the upper outer region of the tooth, as in the figured

deciduous tooth of Lepus PI. 39. fig. 9, b), with the difference that in the latter the

posterior part of the first appears higher, and the ridges, therefore, more lengthened

than in Titanomys. The ridges, of which the outer rootlets are the lower termina-

tions, are present also in molars and premolars of all Lagomorpha growing from

persistent pulps. Pigs. 7 and 8 (PL 39), representing germs of the first upper true

molar of a rabbit, show them in side view (at the right side of the figures).

In a left ujjper jaw of Titanomys Fovtaunesi the roots of the cheek-teeth are

described in the following manner by Deperet :
—"La disposition des racines est

aussi tr^s particulifere, et differe de ce que Ton voit chez les Leporides pour se

rapprocher d'autres groupes de Rongeurs tels que les Spermophiles. Chacune des

quatre dernieres molaires porte trois racines, dont une interne grosse, ovalaire trans-

versalement, et deux externes relativement tres petites et arrondies. L'alveole de

la premiere molaire est petit et rond : il annonce une molaire uniradiculee et a

couronne assez petite " *. The figure of tlie sjiecimen f shows the empty alveoli of

p. 2 and m. 1, so that the mode of disposition of the roots in the jaw can be seen.

Deperet's description is confirmed and supplemented by the figure which I give

(PL 36. fig. 23) of a left maxillary from which the teeth have dropped out.

P. 2 of Tit. visenoviensis, the anterior lobe of which we have seen to be somewhat

reduced antero-externally (PL 36. fig. 19), as compared with the posterior teeth, has

only one outer rootlet (PL 39. fig. 5«) ; in the place of the antero-cxternal rootlet

it displays a citrious conformation, which gives at once a clue to that of the rootless

molars of the other lagomorphous genera, and explains why the upper teeth described

by H. V. Meyer have one outer rootlet only. There is no free antero-external radicle

to this tooth ; bvit, as seen in the side-view (fig. 5 a, PL 39), a raised ridge runs along

its antero-external side down to the bottom, where, as shown in the lower view of

the tooth (fig. 5, t)), it is confluent with the lower opening of the large inner root,

the homologue of the widely open cavity in the genera {Lagopsis, Prolagus, Lagomys,

Lepvs) with rootless teeth.

To judge from its alveohts, p^ of Titanomys Fontannesi was more like p. 1 and tlie

true molars, than p^ of Tit. visenoviensis.

Pig. 2, PL 39. represents [a) the anterior, and {!)) the outer view, of the last upper

molar, riirht side, of Tit. Fontannesi, the iijiper view of which has been figured in

PL 36. fia'. 6. Both outer rootlets are broken off, but they seem to have had a free

* Cliarlts Dqioret, "Eoch. nii- ]:i S^iiccession des Faiiucs de Vnt. llioci'Ees, etc.," Arc-b. Mus. Hist. Nat. Lyon,

t. iv. 1). 171 (1887).

t Oj-i. (it. pi. xiii. fig. 10.
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termination like the teeth anterior to them (figs. 1, 13, 19). The outer view {b) shows the

whole of the outer side devoid of enamel.

The levelling effect of trituration tends to produce a more lophodont character of

the crown. In an unworn condition, however, these teeth present a much more

bunodont appearance, and it requires a very small effort of imagination to trace them

hack —conspicuously so the intermediate in the series, which are more typical —to a more

hrachyodont as well as bunodont form, in which the predominant feature is that the

cusps, while the intervening enamel folds would appear as shallow valleys, are not yet

filled with cement. We meet with such hrachyodont types in the Eocene (classed as

Creodonts and Lemuroids) ; more than any other, the Eocene " Felycodus helveticus

E-iit.," and Plesiadapis, both so-called Lemuroids, show teeth in close agreement with

Titanomys. Let, vice versa, a hrachyodont molar of the shape of " Pelycodus,

helveticus " (PI. 36. fig. 3) or Plesiadcqris (PI. 36. fig. 2) l^ecome somewhat more

hypselodont by the heightening of its shaft, and let the valleys between the cusps be

filled with cement, and the result will he a Tifaiiomys-tooth. This I had in view when,

on a former occasion *, I stated that the structure of the lagomorphine molar can

be traced back to a " pelycodoid type."

2. Geniis Prolagus.

Lagomys, G. Cuvier, Oss. foss. iv. pp. 21, 22 (1812), sec. ed. iv. pp. 200, 203 (1823) ; Rud. Warier,

Kastner's Arch. f. d. gcs. Naturlehre, xv. pp. 1-i, 18 (1828) ; id. Oken's Isis, p. 1136 (1829) ; p. p.

H. V. Meyer, Neues Jalirb. 1836, p. 58
; p. p. id. Foss. Saugetli. etc. von (Eningen, p. 6 (18i5)

;

Waterliouse, Nat. Hist. Mammalia, ii. p. 32 (1848) ; Lartet, Not. Colline de Sansan, p. 21 (1851) ;

p. p. Fraas, Wiirtt. naturw. Jaliresl). xxvi. p. 171 (1870); Lydekker, Cat. Foss. Mamm.Brit. Mus.

i. pp. 256, 257 (1885), v. p. 325 (1887).

Anoema, Konig, Icones Foss. Sectiles, pi. x. fig. 126 (1825).

Prolagtis, Pomel, Cat. mctli. p. 43 (1853).

Mtjolayus, Hcnsel, Zeitschr. deutsch. geol. Ges. viii. p. 695 (1856).

Arch(eomys, Fraas, Wiirtt. naturw. Jaliresli. xviii. p. 130 (1862).

G. Cuvier was first to recognize that some fossil remains, which belong to the above

genus, are those of a lagomorphine Piodent ; he figured and descrilied them from an

ossiferous breccia of Corsica, and later from a breccia of Sardinia, considering them

to be a species oi Lagomys.

In 1825 Konig figured, in his ' Icones Foss. Sectiles,' a skeleton from CEningen.

H. V. Meyer (1836) notes among the Mammals of CEningen the genus Lagovii/s; the

same, according to Murchison, had been previously suggesied by Laurillard t- H. v.

Meyer further supposes that Konig's Anoema might belong as well to the former genus.

From the Miocene of Sansan (Gers) and Venerque (Haute-Garonne), Lartet mentions

a lagomorphine Eodent of the size of a large rat, which he proposes to unite with

* P. Z. 8. 1893, p. 208.

t R. I. Murchison, " On a Fossil Fox found at (Eningen, near Constance,"" Trans Ueol. Soe. London, iii. 2,

p. 285 (1832).
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Lagonii/s, on account of its having one superioi' molar less than the genus Lepus; adding,

however, that the Sansan fossil has one inferior molar less than the existing Lagomi/s.

For this same Rodent from Sansan, Pomel proposed to create the sub-genus Prolagiis,

on the ground of its differing from Lagomys " par la derniere molaire inferieure, qui a

trois pi"ismes par reunion de la cinquieme molaire a la quatrieme. Du reste, la premiere

est aussi triangulaire. On pourrait nommer I'espece Prolagus sansaniensis." The

hypothetical fusion of two molars, stated here as an undoubted fact, does not stand

close investigation, any more than in the case of Tiiaiiomi/s. But to this I shall return

in the sequel.

An excellent description of the remains of the lagomorphine Rodent from the

ossiferous breccia of Sardinia is eiven bv Hensel. He foimds on them his new trenus

Ilyolugus, and poiats out that one of the two Lagomyidae from ffiningen, Lagomys

Meyeri, v. Tschudi, is closely related to the Sardinian fossil, and therefore likewise to

be placed in the genus Mi/olagm. (It is a pity that the perfectly well-characterized

Mi/olagus has, for priority's sake, to give way to Pomel's " Prolagus," just as it is to be

regretted that Pomel's amply-described Lagodus has to stand back before H. v. Meyer's

imperfectly characterized Tltanomj/s.) Hensel refers to Pomel's Prolagus *, and rightly

observes that the characters mentioned by the latter writer recall to mind the genus

Myolagus ; he considers them, however, to be insufficient for a decision. This was quite

true at the lime when Hensel wrote. It is incorrect to say, as has been done by

H. V. Meyer f, that Hensel based his genus uniquely on the form and number of the

lower cheek-teeth and the position of a foramen mentale. Hensel had laid great stress

also on the pattern of the upper teeth %, a character which H. v. Meyer, as in the case

of Titanomys, studiously avoids discussing.

A step backward is made by Fraas, when he figures and describes a well-preserved

mandibular i-amus from Steinheim under the name of Arclueornys steinheimensis. He
was set right by H. v. Meyer §, who referred the supposed Archceonnjs from Steinheim

to ''Lagomys {Myolagus) Meyeri, Tschudi," and in 1870 he atoned for his mistake by

giving a full description of the Steinheim Eodent in question.

Prolagus ceningensis.

Anoeiiia wiiinyciisis, Kuuig, Icoues Poss. Sect. pi. x. fig. 126 (1825).

Lai/omys ceninycnsis, p. p. H. v. Meyer, Neu. .Jalirb. p. 58 (1836).

Lagom;/s wninyensis, Waterliouse, Nat. Hist. Mamnialia, ii. p. 32 (18-18).

Lagomys Meyeri, v. Tschudi, iu H. v. Meyer, Zur Fauna d. Vorwelt. Foss. Saugeth. etc. von ffiningeii,

p. 6, pi. ii. figs. 2, 3, pi. iii. fig. 2 (1815) ; Lydekker, Cat. Foss. Mamin. Brit. Mus. i. p. 257

(1885).

Layovujs xa/)saniensh\ Lartet, Not. Coll. de Sansan, p. 21 (1851).

Frolayiis nunsainensis, Pomcl, Cat. metli. p. 43 (1853).

* Oil. cit. p. 702. 1 I'alaiioutogT. xvii. p. 228 (IS70).

+ Oj,. cit. p. sy.5. § Neu. J;ihrb. 1864, p. lt»7 ; 18(35, p. S43.
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Myolayus Meyeri, Hensel, Zeitschr. deutsch. geol. Ges. viii. p. 699 (185G) : Fraas, Wiirtt. naturw. Jalircsh.

xxvi. p. 171, pi. V. figs. 2-16 (1870) ; Schlosser, Palseontogr. xxxi. p. 28, pi. xii. fig. 44 {1884).

Archceomys steinheimensis , Fraas, Wiirtt. Naturw. Jahresh. xviii. p. 130, pi. ii. fig. 19 (1862).

Lagowys ( Miiiilnf/ns) Meyeri, H. v. Meyer, Neu. Jalirb. p. 197 (1804), p. 843 (1865).

Layomys rerun, p. p. Fraas, Wiirtt. Naturw. .Taliresh. xxvi. p. 171 (1870).

Prolaffus Meyeri, Deperet, Arch. Mus. Lyon, iv. p. 12.3, pi. siii. figs. 18-18 f (1887).

Myoluyus sansaidensis, Filhol, Ann. Scienc. geol. xxi. p. 46, pi. i. fig. 8 (1891).

Lnyuniys [Prolagus) Meyeri, Deperet, Arch. Mus. Lyon, v. p. .t,j, pi. i. figs. 30, 31 (1892).

A^'hen publishing liis first note on Lac/oiiii/s-hke E,odents from ffiniagen (1S3G), H. v.

Meyer was not aware that two rather diffei-ent forms occur there ; he comprises them

both under the name of Lagomys ceningensis. Later on, in his Monograph of tbe fossil

Vertebrata from CEningen, he arbitrarily sets aside Konig's specific name for the smaller

form, for which he adopts a manuscript name by v. Tschudi, Lagomys Meyeri, found on

one of the labels, while he reserves the name Lagomys wnhigensis for the larger

form. As stated before, the same author identified the lagomorphine Ptodent from

Steinheim with the smaller form from ffiningen ; and in the sequel equally those from

several otlier Miocene deposits in Germany.

On the ground of Pomel's description of the Sansan species, Schlosser adds Lagomys

{Frolagi(s) sansaniensis, Pomel, to the synonyms of 3Iyolagiis Meyeri; and likewise the

Lagomyidte from the Spitzberg in the Ries, near Nordlingen (Bavaria), referred to

Ljagomys rents, Hens., by Fraas (1S70). Filhol has figured as Myolayus sansaniensis

(E. Lartet) the type-specimen, a mandilutlar ramus, of Lartet's Lagomys sansaniensis,

and is satisfied that " cette espece, comme on le verra par I'examen de la figure grosSie

que nous en donnons, etait tres differente de toutes celles qui ont ete deerites " *. It is

precisely this enlarged figure of the lower cheek-teeth which shows conclusively that the

Sansan fossil is one and the same with the Prolagus species from ffiningen and Steinheim,

as conjectured by Schlosser and confirmed by Deperet f, who has added La Grive-

Saint-Alban (Isere) %, Mont-Ceindre, and Gray § to the localities of this widespread

Middle Miocene species.

The following descriptions are based on specimens collected at La Grive-Saint-Alban

by myself.

In the genus Prolagus the molars are no longer rooted, and, with the exception of the

deciduous teeth, all the cheek-teeth grow from persistent pulps. It does not, however,

follow that the triturating surface preserves throughout the animal's life the same

pattern. This is the usually accepted belief
1|

; l)ut although the proofs to the contrary

* Ann. Sc. Geol. xxi. p. 47, pi, i. fig. 8 (1891 ).

t Arch. Mus. Lyon, v. p. 57 (1892).

+ Op. cit. iv. p. 167 (18fi7), V. p. r,C, ( 1S94).

§ Op. cit. V. p. 57.

II
See, e. y., Giebel, in Bronu's ' Khn^en iind Onliumgen des Thierreichs,' vt. v. p. 15:.' {Is75), where he treats of

the Rodentia with laminated teeth (" Blatterziihiie "), including the Lagomorpha. He says of them: "Die

Kaufliichen dieser Zahne anderu ihre Zeichnung durch Abnutzung nicht."' He might have known better, at least

as regards the Hares, from what Hilgendorf had said ten years before (Monatsber. K. Prenss. Akad. d. Wissensch.

Berlin, 14 De/.. 1SC5, p. 673) respecting the upper grinding-teeth of young Hares.

63*
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tire not in all cases so evident, and so surprising at the same time, as in the group under

consideration, or as in Geomyidre *, or Kaplodonfia f , it is nevertheless a fact that neither

in Rodents nor in Mammalia generally is the surface of the crown absolutely identical

throughout its length ; although in many of them we may sj)eak of a relative constancy

of pattern.

Hensel, in the description of the upper teeth of Frolagns, has overlooked this

circumstance, and as a result has in one case wrongly interpreted the tooth-structure.

This occurs in the description of " Myolugus sardus ;
" % but, since Fraas has endorsed

Hensel's error in his description of Prolagus a'ti/ngensis (Kon.) {'' Mi/olaffus Mei/eri") §,

which differs very little from the former, we shall have to deal with the argument in the

present description as well. How little both Hensel and Fraas n-ere aware of tbe change

of pattern depending on the age of the animal is shown by the way in which, for

convenience sake, they studied the tooth-crown. Hensel does not figure tlie natural

surface of attrition > but gives transverse sections of it ||; while Fraas declares % that it is

more convenient to examine the teeth from the inferior side, meaning the open alveolar

end of the shaft

!

Fig. 21, PL 36, rejiresents the four upper grinding-teeth of Prolagus ceningensis in a

rather worn condition. Both the upper true molars, the fourth and fifth in the series,

those teeth which in Titanomys exhibit a beginning of reduction on the postero-external

side, have undergone in Prolagus ceningensis a considerable change as compared with

the same teeth in the former genus. Of the two more or less crescentic enamel folds

of Tikmomys, only one, apparently the inner, persists, in the foi-m of a very small

enamel islet in the posterior part of the triturating surface {b). The notch of the internal

side (ff) has been transformed into a transverse enamel fold, which, as we shall find to

be likewise the case in Lagomys and Lejyns, approaches the outer side of the tooth. The

enamel lining of the outer side, partially interrupted in the postero-external corner of

m. 2 of Titanomys, is almost entirely missing in the external border of both the molars

of Prolagus (and of its posterior premolar as well). In other words, the outer parts of

the crown, those which are the least affected by trituration, have degenerated in conse-

quence of disuse; and avc might be inclined to assume that com2)ensation has been

effected by the transverse fold penetrating towards the outer part. But this is not, to all

appearance, the exact explanation of the phenomenon. The tritui'ating surface in the

tooth of the young animal —in the part of the shaft which is the earliest formed —is

more square than in the adult ; in the latter, it presents the well-known narrow

transverse shape of the lagomorphine upper molar. If we remove one of these teeth

from its socket and examine it from the anterior or posterior side, it can be seen that,

* 0. Hurt Merriam, ' Monographic lievisioii of the Pocket Go[iliers, Family Geomyidai ' (North American Fauna,

no. 8), pi. 16 (1895).

t Proc. Zuol. Soe. Loudon, p. 70(i (1807).

+ Zeitschr. deutsch. geol. Ges. viii. pp. 690, 691 (1856).

§ Wiirtt. uaturw. Jahresh., xxvi. pp. 174, 17-^ (1870).

II

" Die Baekenziihno siiid stets senkrecht zu ihrer Axe angeschliffen worden, daher sind die Abbildungen

eigentlich eine Aneiuanderreihuug der einzelucu Uuerschnitte " (I. c. p. 703).

^1 Oi>. fit. p. 173.
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while its outer border maintains tliroughou.t its height almost a vertical direction, or is

even concave, the inner part of the tooth slopes down medially, from below to above

(taking into account its natural position in the maxillary). The tooth, therefore, as it

continues to grow, extends persistently in a transverse direction ; but this growth takes

place chiefly, if not exclusively, towards the internal side ; so that the transformation of

the internal notch of the TUanomys-iooih. into the transverse fold of the true molars

of Prolagus is not the result of its extension outward but inward. In other words,

new formation takes place in that part of the tooth where there is increased work,

•while the outer part —that which is scarcely or not at all affected by trituration —not

only remains stationary, but even becomes atrophic.

On the other hand, since in the more specialized forms, beginning with Prolagm

sardiis (PI. 36. fig. 24), the transverse enamel fold reaches almost the outer side in the

true molars, it is very possible, and even likely, that secondarily a slight extension

outicarcl of this transverse fold takes place; although the outer border of the tooth

is nearly lunctionless, its condition, almcst devoid of enamel, would nevertheless effect

a too rapid wear of the dentine if some compensation were not ensured.

The posterior of the three premolars, p. 1, situated between tlie first molar and the

second premolar, is intermediate in shape as in position. Both tlie crescentic enamel

folds of Titanomijs are preserved in this tooth in the shape of central enamel islets, a

much larger internal one {h), with an elongate tmterior horn, and a smaller outer

one (6') (fig. 21). The transverse fold {a) which opens on the inner side is much

shorter than in the molars ; it is scarcely more than an elongate notch. To put it

otherwise, as compared with the molars, p. 1 presents less reduction in its external jmrt,

and less new^ formation in regard to the transverse fold starting from the inner side.

Exactly the inverse is apparent when we compare p. 1 with the tooth in front of it.

This latter (p. 2) has triangular contours, with the apex internally, a shorter, slightly

convex anterior, and a longer posterior side ; as a consequence, its outer border runs

obliquely. In its pattern, this premolar strongly resembles the Titanomi/s-teeth ; instead

of a transverse enamel fold we find in it a short notch («) on the inner side, as

in Titaiioi)ii/s ; while almost the whole of the cro\\-n-surfaee is occupied by the two

crescentic enamel folds [b and t-), with an indication of a minute third one—equally

marked in Titanomys —on the antero-exterual corner. The latter is more distinct in

youu<;er specimens of Prolagiis (jeii'mijensis (PI. 36. tig. 10, p. 2). The enamel folds

alternate with crescent-shaped, pointed cusps.

On comparison of p. 2 witli p. 1 it becomes at once clear that the main ditference

between the two consists in the circumstance that the crescentic enamel folds in the

former have become reduced to the condition of enamel islets, their communication

with the antero-external margin of the tooth having ceased. AVhen describing p. 1 of

Frolagns surdm, in which, as a comparison of our figures shows, this tooth (fig. 24, p. 1)

is almost identical with its homologue in P. amingensis, Hensel labours under a strange

misconception. He says :
—" Das Merkwiirdigste aber an dem Zahn sind zwei isolierte

Schmelzcylinder. Sie befinden sieh in dem ausseren und hiuteren Viertel des Zahnes." *

* Oj}. cit. p. 090.
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Aiter describing these enamel cylinders accurately, lie continues :
—" Der Inhalt dieser

beiden kleinen Cylinder ist ganz gewiss Zabnbein, obgleicli eine mikroskopiscbe Unter-

sucliung nicbt angestellt werden konnte. Man sieht aber an dem Wiirzelende des

Zahnes die beiden Cylinder, sowie den ganzen Zahncylinder, hobl, dalier sie anch wie

dieser sich sjiater wobl mit Zaiuibein fiillen werden. Wir baben bier ein Beispiel einer

Zahnbildung, die bisber nocli nicbt beobacbtet wurde. Denn bier ist nicbt eine Ver-

einigung einzelner Cylinder zu einem Ganzen wie bei den sogenannten zusammen-

gesetzten Ziibnen, sondern eine Einscbacbteluug "[inclusion]" zweier einzelner Ziibncben

in einen grossen." *

It seems strange tbat so accurate an observer sbould not bave perceived at once tbat

the islets (" isolierte Scbmelzcylinder ") of p. 1 are the liomologues of the two enamel

folds which, on the preceding page, be had described in the anterior tooth (p. 2) ; and

that an enamel fold whose central part dips vertically, and deeper in the shaft of the

tooth than the peripheral, generally becomes by attrition reduced to a central islet This

is a phenomenon of the most common occurrence in teetli of all Mammalian orders.

Hensel's misconception is intelligible only from his apparently not being aware that

teeth growing from a persistent pulp, like the brachyodout teetb, though only to a

certain extent, are liable to changes in the pattern of their triturating surface.

As a matter of course the enamel islets of p. 1 are filled wath cement, as are the

enamel folds of the anterior tooth. Tlie argument adduced bv Hensel £?oes for notbim?,

as not only the dentine, but also the cement is always missing in the root-ends of these

teeth, both substances being not yet developed in these younger stages.

As mentioned on a preceding page, Fraas has endorsed Hensel's statements, when

describing the similar-fashioned p. 1 of J\ (rningensis. He is, besides, of o])iuion that

the deciduous teeth furnish the explanation of the conformation of p. 1 : —" Die

Betracbtung der Milchziibne wirf fc auf diese in der That von alien bekannten Zahnen

abweichende Bildungsweise ein Licht." f A supposed extraordinary j^benomenon calls

for an extraordinary explanation, and this be gives when describing the deciduous

teetb J. He means to say that there is a coimection between the roots and the enamel

folds, inasmuch as the cylindrical roots are included in (or l)y) the tube composing the

whole tooth, as it were, nested in it (" eingeschacbtelt ") —̂just as we should speak of

willow-boxes nested one into the other —the folds appearing on the surface of attrition,

according to this theory, being but the upper ends of the cylindrical roots ! The only

thing which the author thinks remarkable is the fact that the central folds, which are in

connection with the roots, are present as well in tlie permanent teeth which are devoid of

roots. At the bottom of this singular theory lies, first, the author's initial statement, to the

* Op. cit. p. 091. i Op. cit. ]i. 175.

X op. cit. pp. 177, 178. "Die Fait en. . . .die auf der Kauttiicho d cs Zalins zu Tage tret en sind nichts anderes,

als die oberen Enden der in die Zahnbiichse eingeschachtelten Wtrzelcvlinder. Sehen wir somit an den Mileh-

backenziihnen auf deren Oberfliiche Schmelzfalten zu Tage freten, wo die Wurzeln sich vereiiiigen, so begreift sicb

dieser raltenschlag leicht. Das Eigenthiimliche ist nur, dass .sich die inneren, mit den Wurzeln zusammenhangenden

Ealten adcli an den permanenten Zahnen zeigen. die viber ihre ganze Dauer wurzellos bind. Es ist diess, so zu

sasen, die Ucbertrasung eines Jugendzustandes auf das Alter. ..." etc.
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effect that the roots of the deciduous teeth of Prolagus have a coating of enamel :
" sie

hesteheu geuau aus derselben Sehmelzmasse, wie die Zuhnbiichse selbst, die das Zahnbein

umg-iebt " *; and secoudly the fact that in some instances he seems to have mistaken

foi' roots what in reality are tlie tul)e-like lower terminations of the enamel folds.

In the first tooth of the ujjper series (p. 3, PL 36. fig. 21) the two enamel folds are

also present ; they penetrate into the surface of the crown from its anterior side

and run in a longitudinal direction. The anterior liorder ('• wall ") of the triturating

surface, already sliglitly shortened in p. 2, is still more shortened in p. 3, being reduced

to a short longitudinal stump on the antero-internal corner.

From what has previously been stated, we are prepared to find, in different stages of

attrition of these upper teeth, some difference in the pattern ; this is, in fact, what takes

place. The enamel islet of m. 2 has disappeared in old specimens ; and such is the case in

the specimen figured by Fraasf. The enamel islet of m. 1 varies in size according to

age, being larger in younger specimens. The same holds good with regard to the two

enamel islets of p. 1. Weanticij)ated tliat in young stages of this tooth the enamel

islets wouhl have the shajie of enamel folds ojieuing freely on tlie margin of the tooth,

as is the case in p. 2. This is, in fact, what happens in young specimens of the following

species [P. sardus). Of P. a'ltingeims I have no very young examples.

P. 2 varies little with age; the notch on the inner side is more distinct in comparatively

young individuals, and there is shown in this stage (fig. 10) a third very small enamel

fold in the postero-external corner of the tooth, which soon disappears by attrition.

Deciduous upper teeth ofV. oeningensis. —Fraas has figured the three deciduous upper

cheek-teeth iji. situ J ; he scarcely describes their pattern, contenting himself with the

statement that the anterior one is well provided with folds (" faltenreich "), and that it

presents much resemblance to the second of the permanent dentition §.

I have only detached upper deciduous teeth, five in number. Two of these are in the

British Museum, under M5237, from my collections. The anterior milk-tootli (d. 3) is

not represented among these five detached teeth ; according to tlie figure of Fraas, and

to what I know of the same tooth of P. sard/is, it has triangular contours ; while the

detached teeth at my disposal arc squarish ol:)long, almost tetragonous, their transverse

diameter slightly exceeding the longitudinal. They show (PI. 36. fig. 29) an internal

notch and two enamel folds, the latter opening freely on the outer side. The internal of

the tw^o folds (b) has the form of a crescent and is the larger of the two. The roots

are three in number ; the outer two very minute, the inner single one considerably

larger ; the former run jjarallel with each other, hut not wdth the odd inner root, whicli

strongly diverges from them inward, while tiiey diverge outward (PI. 39. figs. 21, 22).

Prolagus sakdus.

Ldyoniys sardus fossilis, Riul. Wagner, Okcii's Lsis, \). 113G (1829).

Lagoinys foss'dis. Id. op. cit. jj. 1139.

* In this there is some trutli ; see above, pp. 446, 447.

t Op. cit. pi. ii. iig. 6. + Op. cit. pi. ii. fig. 14. § P. 177.
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Lagomys corsicanvs, Eud. Wagner, op. cit. p. 1139 ; Giebel, Fauna d. Vorwelt, i. p. 99 (1847) ; Gervais,

Zool. et Pal. franc., first ed. p. 32 (1848), second ed. p. 50 (1859); Lortet, Arch. Mus. Lyon, i.

p. 53, pi. 8 (1873).

Myolagus sardus, Hensel, Zeitschr. deutsch. geol. Ges. viii. p. 695, pi. xvi. figs. 7, 8, 11 (1856) ; Forsytli

Major, Atti Soc. Ital. Milauo, xv. p. 390 (1873) ; id. Kosmos, vii. (vol. xiii.) pp. 6, 7 (1883).

Lagomys (Jlj/o/agus) sardus, Schlosser, Palfeontogr. xxxi. p. 29 (1884).

Lagomys sardus, Lydekker, Cat. Foss. Mamm.Brit. Mus. i. p. 256 (188.5), v. p. 325 (1887) ; Schlosser,

Pal. Oestr.-Ung. viii. p. 86 (1890).

This Pleistocene species, which is somewhat larger than its Middle Miocene forerunner,

closely resembles the latter in its nppcv molars, as the comparison of the figure shows.

However, the specialization of the true molars has progressed, for in the teeth of the

adult no trace remains of the two crescentic enamel folds (PL 36. fig. 24). P. 1 agrees in

the two species. P. 2 is scarcely different in either ; the enamel folds in p. 2 of the adult

Trolagus sardus are slightly reduced in size, and the larger inner fold {h) is, in old

specimens, sometimes shut out from the outer border by intervening dentine (fig. 24, p. 2).

P. 3 has its anterior " wall " somewhat more developed than in Frolar/us ceningensis.

Of this species I have collected a good number of young specimens. The examination

of yoimger stages of the teeth is of considerable interest, as they recall, more than the

adult teeth, the primitive features of the TlUmomys-iy^Q.

Pirstly as to p. 2, This tooth, being the most conservative, shows, as might have

been anticipated, the least change from young to old. The diminutive postero-external

enamel fold, however, which we met with in a moderately young specimen of P. cenin-

gensis, is visible only in very young individuals of Prolagus sardus.

P. 1, as has been intimated above, exhibits in the young stage a close approach to p. 2 ;

the tw^o enamel folds are not yet reduced to the shape of islets, but open freely on the outer

side of the tooth (PI. 36. fig. 11) ; the only appreciable difference, apart from its squa,re

outline, consisting in this, that the crescentic cusj) (6) wdiich divides the two enamel folds

has its anterior horn less produced otttward, so that the folds unite in a common delta

on the outer side. The next stage of the still young p. 1 (fig. IG) is the pattern we met

with in old p. 2 ; the small external enamel fold (c) alone opens on the outer side, while

the larger internal fold has been reduced to the shape of a crescentic islet {b). The

third stage is that of the adult, the external fold likewise having become an islet (fig. 24).

It might be expected that very old specimens of p. 1 Avould show the complete dis-

appearance of the islets, as is the case in the true molars ; this condition I have never

found in Prolagus sardus, although I have had the opportunity of examining more than

a. hundred upper jaws. But it occurs in a Pliocene form of Continental Prance

(Koussillon), of which more will l^e said hereafter.

In the yomigost stages of the anterior true molar (fig). 4, in jaws which still jireserve

the deciduous dentition, remains of the two enamel folds are still visible ; they are very

imperfectly divided by the last trace of the once powerful intermediate cusp. In a

slightly more advanced stage (PL 36. fig. 10 (m. 1), one or two diminutive enamel islets,

situated postero-externally to the internal end of the transverse fold, are the last vestiges
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of the enamel folds of m. 1. In rare cases, very young m. 2 likewise show at the same

place a diminntive circular enamel islet, fig. 16 (m. 2).

The deciduous teeth (PI. 36. fig. 4) are scarcely different from those of the preceding

species ; but in these teeth also the crescentic cusj) " 6 " does not completely divide the

two enamel folds. D. 3 is triangular; d. 2 in younger stages somewhat approaches to

a triangular contour.

Pkolagus LOxoDrs (Gerv.).

Lepus sp., Gervais, Zool. et Pal. Fr. 1' eil. i. p. .'52 (1818).

Lepus loxodus, Gervais, ib. ii. explic. pi. xxii., pi. xxii. fig. 9 (1848-52).

Lagomys loxodus, Gervais, Zool. et Pal. Fr. 2' ed. p. 50 (1859) ; id. Zool. ct Pal. geu. p. 148 (1867-69).

? Lagorivjs {Prolagus) corsicaniix, Deperet, M(>m. Soc. Geol. France, i. p. 56 (1890), iii. p. 122, pi. xii.

figs. 1, Iff (1892).

'iMyolagm elsanus, Forsytli Major, Atti Soc. Tosc. So. Nat. i. p. 229, 238 (1875), &c. {vide infra).

Gervais' Lagomys loxodus has been a stumbling-block for fifty years, owing, as I

think, to the circumstance that the pattern of the four posterior right upper cheek-teeth

preserved had not been grasped and was incorrectly represented. An inspection of the

original specimen would at once settle the question; but since I amnot acquainted with

the original, I must deal, as best I can, with the pul)lished figure and Gervais' incom-

plete description.

The figure is four times natural size. Gervais' desci'iption runs as follow^s: —"DifFere

des Lagomys actuels et diluviens par la forme ovalaire et sublosangique des doubles lobes

de ses seconde a quatrieme molaires superieures ; la molaire anterieure est en memetemps

plus forte, et elle a ses replis plus compHques ; —taille sensiblement inferieure a celle du
Lapin de Garenne"*. It was found in the town of Montpellier, in the fluviatile

Pliocene marls f. At the same locality, under the Palais de Jiistice, was found the

Semnoplthecus monsjjessulamis; and this circumstance is of imjiortance, as proviu"-

that these fossils belong to the older of the two faunas, mixed together under the

designation Montpellier. SemnopithecMs occurs also in the Lower Pliocene of Casino

(Tuscany).

The reason for which Gervais considered the teeth to be the first, second, third, and

fourth is obvious ; the last in the series is equal in shape to the penultimate, Avhile in

Layomys the last molar has a postero-internal apjjendage. I believe them to be the

second, third, foiu'th, and fifth (p. 2, p. 1, m. 1, m. 2) of a species of Prolagus, because the

anterior tooth has the characteristic triangular outline of p. 2 of Prolagus, with the apex

turned inward [cf. pi. 36. figs. 10, 21, 24, p. 2). In further agreement Avith Prolagus,

Gervais' figure of this tooth exhibits on the outer side two enamel loops ; on the inner,

one. The more minute features of this tooth, as well as of those following behind, were

not recognized, and therefore the latter have been represented in the manner in which

lagomorphous upper teeth generally were and still are, founded on the belief that they

are composed of two distinct lamellce closely connected.

In my opinion there is not the slightest doubt left that we have to do with a species

* Zool. et Pal. Fr. 2" cd. p. 50. t L. c.
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of Prolagiis, and I feel sure that a close examination of the fossil, if it still exists in the

Museum of Montpellier or elsewhere, will confirm my view.

It remains to enquire whether there is some reason for identifying it with one of

the species of Prolagus found in deposits contemporaneous, or approximately so, with the

strata of Montpellier in question. Of these there are two: (1) Prolagus {Myolagus)

elsanus, which I have mentioned from the lignites of Casino, in the Val d'Elsa, Tuscany ;

and (2) " Lagonnjs [Prolagus) corsicanus" described under this name from E,oussillon by

Deperet *. The little I have to say of the former will he stated in a separate paragraph

hereafter.

As to the latter, Deperet declares that it agrees in size as well as in all other characters

Avith the Prolagus from Corsica and Sardinia, and he therefore describes it under the

above name. This proceeding is as it should be ; so long as no differences are traceable

between both there is no reason for two specific names. But, so far as my own
(ixperience goes, the circumstance of a mammalian species surviving unaltered from the

Lower Pliocene to the present era (I have found calcified remains of Prolagus sardus,

var. cors'wamis, in an "abri sous roche" of the Neolithic period in Corsica) would be

quite unique, and it is a priori highly improbable, even taking into consideration that

insular species may become, up to a certain extent, conservative in their character. I

therefore incline towards the belief that hereafter characters distinguishing the Houssillon

from the island form will be shown to exist.

The presence of a third lower molar, supposed by Deperet to appear occasionally

in the Roussillon fossil, would be such a distinctive cliaracter, since it has never

been observed in the Pleistocene species ; but I give further on (pp. 482, 483) what I

hold to be tlie real explanation of the fact noticed by Dcp6ret, viz. that the supposed

m.. 3 in certain jaws from Roussillon is simply a portion of m. 2, which has been

cicciden tally detached.

Another cliaracter noticed by Deperet in the Ptoussillon species deserves mention here,

[n the specimen from this locality first described f it was stated that the three posterior

upper cheek-teeth are similar to each other, being " construites sur le type ordinaire des

Leporid6s." In the third volume of the ' Memoires ' a second specimen is described %;

in this the " premiere arriere-molaire "
(p. 1) differs from the same tooth of the first

specimen by " exhibiting on the surface of its posterior lobe a double chevron-shaped

enamel fold, recalling the molars of Titanomys. These folds must disappear rather

rapidly by effect of trituration, thus explaining their absence on the specimen previously

figured, which apparently was more adult." Dej)eret adds that these chevron-like folds

exist equally in the corresponding tooth in the specimens of " Lagomys corsicanus
"

from Bastia (Corsica), although this character is not represented in the figure of the

latter published by Lortet §, and he concludes that the above is a complete confirmation

* Ch. Deperet, " Animaux plioci'nes du Rous.sillo:i," Jlt'in. !Soc. Gi'ol. France, i. p. 50, pi. iv. figs. 27-^5 (1S90)

;

lii. p. 122, pi. xii. figs. 1, 1 (( (1.SU2).

t Mom. Soo. Gcol. Frauee, i. p. 57 (1890)..

X. Op. cii. iii. p. 122, pi. xii. figs. 1, 1 a (lS92j.

§ Arch Mus. Lyou, i. pi. viii.
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of the identity of the Corsican and Sardinian fossil with tlie Pliocene animal from

Roiissillon.

1 venture to siiggest that the inverse conclusion may he drawn from these statements.

The character in question has been figured and exhaustively descinhed in the preceding

pages. Of Frolagus sanlus, I have represented on PL 36. three stages. Fig. 11 shows

p. 1 of a young individual in which the two enamel foldings {b and c) are large and

confluent on the outer margin. In tig. 21 (p. 1 from an adult and rather old individual),

they are seen to be separated from each other and reduced to the shape of central

enamel islets. Fig. IG exhibits an intermediate condition (see p. 456). If these

chevrons are not represented in Lortet's figure quoted by Deperet, this is due to an

inadvertence of the artist ; for an examination of the figure quoted shows that the

artist had seen something of the kind, but omitted to represent it accurately. In the

vast number of maxillaries of Prolaf/us sarcitis from Bastia and various Sardmian

localities which have passed through my hands, I have never missed the presence in

p. 1 of the two enamel folds ; but it is possible that they may disappear in very old

individuals. The fact that, of the only two specimens from Roussiilon examined, this

cliaracter was absent in one, proves in my ojiinion that the Roussillon species, although

geologically older, has exceeded the island species in the transformation of the cheek-

teeth, thus representing the last stage of Prolagiis ; /. c. that which approaches closest

to the condition shown by p. 1 of Lagopsis and LagonnjH.

The peculiarity which 1 am about to mention in the anterior lower premolar of the

Frolagus from Casino is not recorded l)y Deperet in the lower p. 2 from Roussillon ; but

it would be worth while to re-examine this tooth in the specimens from the latter place

;

for the two Prolagi from Roussillon and Casino may be identical, if we judge from the

association of other identical species in the two localities. The same may be said of the

fossils from Roussillon and Montpellier ; but the information concerning the Frolagus

from the latter locality at present at our disposal is insufficient for close comparison with

other fossil forms.

Prolagus elsanus, Maj.

Myolayvs elsanus, Forsyth Major, Atti Soc. Tosc. Sc. Nat. i. pp. '220. ,2.38 (1875) ; id. in L. Riitimeyer,

Ueber Pliocen und Eisperiode auf beiden Seiten der Alpeii, p. 15 (187()) ; id. Atti Soc. Tosc. Sc. Nat.

Proc. Verb. p. xc, ] 1 jMaggio 1879.

A few fragmentary mandibular rami from the Lower Pliocene lignites of Casino, Val

d'Elsa (Tuscany), preserved in the Pisa Paloeontological Museum, have been long ago

noticed by me, and I have on various occasions stated that, by the conformation of their

lower anterior premolar (p. 2), their reference to Hensel's genus Myolagus {Frolagus) is

beyond doubt. As at the time no species of Frolagus had been recorded from the

Lower Pliocene, I felt justified in assigning a new specific name to the Casino fossil.

Of some importance, not only as distinctive for the species, is the following character

not previously recorded by me, but of which I was perfectly aware at the time, for it is

shown in tuo sketches which I made of the lower anterior premolar, right and left,

presumably of the same specimen. At the postero-internal margin of tbis p. 2 is a

64*
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narrow enamel fold —more distinct in the left-hand tooth —corresponding to a shallower

and wider fold in Tltanomijs, which forms the anterior houndary of a minnte terminal

cusp, marked " t" in the figures {Titanomys, PL 37. figs. 2, 3, 7, 2.5). More ahoiit

the significance and the homologies of this terminal cusp will he said in the chapter

treating of the lower cheek-teeth. I mention it here, since in no other species of

Prolagus have I met with it in p. 2, and it may therefore be characteristic of Pmlmjus
elsamis.

The only teeth known from Casino are mandibular ; and as tliose from Montpellier

are maxillary, no direct comparison can be made between them. Both deposits are

contemporaneous, and bear other species in common; wherefore there are good grounds for

assuming the specific identity of the remains of Prokujus from the Italian with those of

the Prench deposit. If this can be satisfactorily shown in the sequel, Gervais' specific

name will have to replace mine on grounds of iiriority.

3. Genus Lagopsis, Schloss.

Lagopsis verus (Hensel).

Lagornys wningensis, H. v. Meyer, Neu. Jahrb. 183G, p. 58, p. p. ; id. Foss. Saugethiere &c. vou CEniugeii,

p. 6, pi. iii. fig. 1 (1845) ; Biedermann, Pcti-efacten aus d. Umgeg. v.Wintertliur : II. Die Brauiikohleii

von Elgg.p. 13, pi iii. figs. 1, 2, 3 (1863) ; Lydekkcr, Cat. Foss. Mamin. Brit. Mus. i. p. 256 (Specim.

Br. Mus. nos. 42815, 42816 (?), 42820 (?) (1885).

Lagmnys verus, Hensel, Zeitschr. deutsch. geol. Ges. viii. ]). 688, pi. xvi. figs. 12, 13 (1856) ; Deperet, Arch.

Mus. Lyon, iv. p. 164, pi. xiii. figs. 16, 17 (188/).

Titanomys mningensis, H. v. Meyer, Palseontogr. xvii. p. 228 (1870), p. p.

Lagomys {Lagopsis) wningensis, ScMosser, PalaeontogT. xxxi. p. 31 (1884), p.p.

Lagornys [Lagujtsis) verus, Sclilosscr, op. cit. p. 31, pi. xii. figs. 40, 46, 49 (1884) ; Deperet, ArcL. Mus.

Lyon, V. p. 57 (1892), p. p.

Hensel's type-specimen is a mandibular ramus, and will therefore be more fully

discussed in a later chapter. He was impressed by its approaching much nearer the

recent Lagomys than the remains of Prolagus [''Myolagus") described in the same paper.

' Ich nenne die Art Lagomys verus, weil sie sich durch die Zahl ihrer funf Backenzahne,

durcli die Stelluug des Eoramen mentale iind durch den ersten unteren Backenzahn, der

uui- aus einem Cylinder besteht, als ein achter Lagomys ausweist " *.

It is perfectly triie that this fossil is closely related to Lagomys. However, Schlosser

proposed to raise " Lagomys oeningensis, H. v. Mey.," and " Lagomys verus, Hens.," to the

rank of a genus, Lagopsis, a position with which I in general agree, while I disagree in

part with the reasons assigned for it. There is no doubt that some of the larger Lagomyidse

of QEningen, which were comprised by H. v. Meyer under the above name, are identical

with Hensel's Lagomys verus ; but with regard to other specimens this has not yet

been demonstrated. We cannot therefore throughout regard " Lagomys aiiiliigeusis,

H. V. Mey.," as synonymous with " Lagomys verus, Hens.," as Schlosser has hesitatingly

assumed in his ' Nager des europ. Tertiars ' (p. 32) and more positively asserted later f,

followed by Lydekker %.

* Op. cit. pp. 688, 68'J. t Beitr. Pal. Oestr.-Ung. viii. p. 86 (table) (1890).

t Cat. Foss. Mamm.Brit. ilus. i. p. 256 (1885).
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Schlosser bases his new genus Lagopsis on the differences (froua Layomys) in the shape

of the anterior lower premolar (p. 2), " und das, wie es scheint, haufige Fehlen des vierten

Molaren," thereby meaning the lower m. 3. I agree with the first proposition; as to the

latter, it will be shown later on that in all the specimens of Lagomijs verus, in wliich

m. 3 is missing, it has simply dropped out, for its alveolus is present.

The upper teeth of Lagopsis, which are here described for the first time, although more

closely resembling Lagomys than Prolagus, present, however, characters which strengthen

the conclusion based on the lower teeth, viz. the establishment of a separate genus.

Lagopisis realizes the penultimate stage in the evolution of the cheek-teeth of Lagomyidse,

Lagomys the last.

The description of the upper cheek-teeth of Lagopsis may be appropriately preceded by

that of Lagomys *. The numerous existing species of Lagomys show a considerable

constancy in the pattern of their cheek-teeth. Young individuals were not available to me.

In the adult we find a further step away from the Titanomys type ; not only the two true

molars, but the posterior premolar (p. 1) likewise, have lost every trace of the crescentic

enamel folds, so that p. 1 has become very similar to the true molars, all three showing

the transverse fold proceeding far outward. P. 2 exhibits, in a very interesting manner,

a reduction of the Titanomys tyj)e. There is no transverse fold, the original internal notch

being maintained ; of the tAvo crescentic enamel folds (/;) and (e) only the former,

the internal, remains, and it bears on its outer side a strong cusp (6) and opens on the

antero-external margin of the tooth. P. 3 shows a further reduction as compared -with

Prolagus. Of the internal notch only a feeble vestige is visible, and of the two typical

enamel folds only the internal one, which runs obliquely from the middle of the anterior

margin in a postero-external direction.

Deperet has figm-ed from La Grive a left palate devoid of teeth, but exhibiting very

distinctly the alveoli of the five cheek-teeth ; he assigns this fossil, quite rightly in my
opinion, to Lagopsis verus f

.

Among the fossils collected by myself at La Grive are tAvo rooted upper cheek-teeth

(Brit. Mus., G. D., No. 5264), which in size agree with the lower teeth of Lagopsis

verus from the same deposit. Lagopsis being the one Tertiary genus Avhich, by the form

of its lower teeth, comes nearest to Lagomys, it covild be anticipated that the upper teeth

of the fossil would likewise show a near approach to the recent genus, and this is,

in fact, the case. Additional evidence is furnished by a specimen from CEningen, to

be described later on.

One of the isolated teeth just mentioned, from La Grive (PI. 36. fig. 31), exldbits the

same somewhat triangular outline —the apex being turned outward —and about the same

characteristic enamel folding (6) as the upper p. 2 of Lagomys. In the p. 2 of LMgomys

the outer enamel border of the crescent {h) is raised into a strong triangular cusp, with its

convexity turned inward ; in the fossil tooth the inner border of the crescent is raised in

the same manner. From p. 2 of Prolagus oeningensis (Kon.) (PI. 36. fig. 21) the tooth

* Enlarged horizontal sections of the u^jper cheek-teeth of Lar/omi/s aJpinni, and L. nejialaisis are given by Heusel,

op. cit. pi. xvi. figs. 1 & 5.

t Ojo. cit. p. 164, pi. siii. fig. 17.
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figured in fig. 31 can at once be distinguished ; the former is much smaller, has a tri-

angular outline with the apex turned inward, and a smaller enamel crescent (c), smaller

than, and external to {b). The upper teeth of Titanoijii/s Fontannesi, which in size

come nearer to the original of fig. 31, though slightly smaller, are provided with roots,

and they present other differences which have already been described. Prom its

resemblance to Lagomys this tooth (fig. 31) can therefore with certainty be determined

as belonging to Lagojjsis vents. The second of the isolated teeth before mentioned, from

LaGrive (PI. 36. fig. 32), agrees in size with the first; and for this reason alone Prolagiis

ceniiigensis can be excluded. It is either p. 1 or m. 1, if we judge from its agreement

Avith the corresponding teeth in Lagomys.

In the Palaeontological Collection of the British Museum (No. -12815) is preserved a

slab from ffiningen, showing the skeleton, " in a much crushed and imperfect condition,"

of a lagomyid Rodent, which Lydekker has determined as Lagomys amingensis, H. v.

Mey., because it agrees very closely in size with that figured by H. v. Meyer on pi. iii.

fig. 1 of his ' Possile Saugethiere von (Eningen '
*. On examination of this specimen

(No. 42815) several cheek-teeth are seen in a fragment of the cranium, presenting their

inner sides, the bone being here broken away. The lower parts of these teeth, in tlie

neighbourhood of the crowns, as Avell as these, were hidden in the matrix when the

specimen came into my hands. By carefully removing the matrix, the triturating

surfaces of the three anterior cheek-teeth (the three premolars) uere l;nd bare, and

it became at once apparent that this fossil is a Lagopsis.

It w^as too late to have the teeth figured in the present memoir, so that I must

content myself with their description. I give figures of them elsewhere t- The posterior

of the three teeth (p. 1) exhibits the pattern, which is shown by the homonymous premolar

of Lagomys and by the latter's two true molars. On the outer side of this tooth is a

shallow and open groove, which, so far as can be made out under a strong lens, has no

enamel border. Prom the middle of the inner margin a lozenge-shaped narrow enamel

fold [a of my figures in PI. 36) runs transversely across two-thirds of the breadth

of the triturating surface towards the outer side ; the posterior enamel border of this

fold is raised into a strong crest, running parallel with the anterior enamel border of

tbe tooth, both presenting a slight convexity turned anteriorly. The enamel fold is

filled with cement in its outer narroAver portion, its wider internal ojiening being devoid

of this substance.

The pattern of the middle premolar, p. 2, proves that the isolated tooth from La Grive

(PL 36. fig. 31) has been rightly determined as p. 2. As in the latter and in Lagomys^

there is only a comparatively shallow internal enamel fold {a) jiresent in the tooth

from CEningen, the greater part of the triturating surface being occupied by the enamel

crescent {h) before described in the tooth from La Grive. Outside the crescent (i)

appears a small enamel ring filled, like the latter, with cement ; this ring is doubtless the

vanishing homologue of the outer enamel crescent [c) of T/^^'«o;«y.s and Pro^^^MS, described

in the preceding pages and figured in PI. 36. In the La Grive specimen (fig. 31) there is

* Catalogue of the Fossil Mammalia iu the British Museum (Natural History), i. p. 250, No. 42815 (1885).

t Geol. Mag., dec. iv. vol. vi. p. ;J70, figs. 1 & 2 (1890).
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a mere vestige of some such element in the same place, the tooth beinj^ presumably

more worn than that in the CEuingen specimen. As in the La Gvive tooth, that from

ffiningen has both enamel margins of crescent {b) raised into triangular cusps, with

the convexity turned inward.

The anterior premolar, p. 3, of the CEningen fossil is not dissimilar to the same tooth

of Prolagus amingensis (Kon.). Whereas in recent Lugomijs the triturating surface of

p. 3 exhibits only one enamel fold —starting from about the middle of the anterior

margin and running backward obliquely, i. e. postero-externally —the same tooth in

Lagopsis shows two enamel folds, as in l?rolagus (eningensis, opening on the anterior

margin, and thence running almost straight backward.

These differences from. Lagomys strengthen, therefore, Schlosser's opinion, that the

Miocene fossil is to be considered as a genus [Lagopsis) distinct from Lagomys. At the

same time they present a further link in the gradual transformation of the tooth-pattern

{Tltanomys —Prolagus —Lagopjsis —Lagomys —Lepiis), which begins in the hindmost

molar of Lagomyidae and, gradually proceeding forward, stops at p. 1 in Lagopsis and

Lagomys, and at p. 2 in Lcpxis.

Genus Lepus s. 1.

It would seem more rational to treat of the Miocene Fal<Bolagiis before Lepus, since

there are strong reasons for the assumption that the former is the ancestor of the latter.

On practical grounds, however, I tliink it more advisable to give the description of

Lepus first, because we can fully understand tlie dentition of Palceolagus only after

having dealt with the dentition of the young of the existing genus ; and because, ou the

other hand, the latter exhibits a further development of the modernization initiated by

Titanomys.

Hensel, writing in 1856, stated that, contrary to the usual descriptions of authors, the

upper molars of Lepus consist each of a single cylinder, which in the second, third, and

fourth teeth is provided with a deeji enamel fold, filled with cement and penetrating

from the inner side*. When contending that all the previous writers on the subject

had incorrectly interpreted the conformation of the leporine molar, Hensel could

hardly have guessed that 43 years later he might have made an almost similar

complaint. Wecontinually meet with descriptions and figures of lagomorphous animals

in which the upper molars are represented as formed by two cylinders closely united or

soldered together, presenting three transverse enamel ridges !

As compared with the Lagomyidtu, by the presence of m. 3 in the maxillary, Lepus

exhibits a more primitive condition. In the characters under consideration, however,

Lepus is undoubtedly the extreme member of the series. While in Lagomys the j)Osterior

premolar (p. 1) has alone acquired the transverse fold of the true molars, in Lepus

(PI. 36. fig. 33) p. 2 has been transformed as well. P. 3 alone retains what we may fairly

consider to be the ancestral enamel folds, as well as the ancestral internal notch. There

is no anterior " wall "
; wherefore the enamel folds open freely on the anterior side.

* Zeitschr. deutsch. geol. Ges. p. GSl (IboO).
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In a skull of L. nujricolUs from Ceylon (B. M. Z.D. No. 81.4.29.7) (PL 36. fig. 34) I

find that the modernization has l:)egnn to invade p. 3 also ; in the tooth of the right

side the internal notch {a) has assumed the shape of a lengthened fold, stretching half-

way across the crown and provided with plications as in the other molars.

M. 3 of Lepns is a small, vanishing cylindrical tooth ; in rare cases, however, of

L. eurojjcens a transverse fold has been observed in this *.

Now as to the condition of the teeth in the young of Lepus. Hilgendorf stated long

ago f " that the upper cheek-teetli of young Hares are jirovided with a crescentic enamel

tube, which forms a transition to the fossil Ilyolayus." This is perfectly true, but it is

not all.

In the Rabbit Oryctolagus cunicuhis, the two posterior upper deciduous teeth when
worn, and the permanent molars when slightly abraded (PL 36. fig. 5), exhibit a pattern

identical to that presented by the two anterior true molars of PalcBolagus, as figured in PL 36,

fig. 36, viz., an internal notch and a central crescentic enamel fold. Before attrition has

set in, they exhibit besides a strong crescentic cusp (6), which delimits the outer side of the

enamel fold (fig. 1). On the outer side of the cusp is seen a minute and shallow enamel

fold, incompletely dii-ided into an anterior and a posterior part by a ridge descending from

the middle of the outer slope of the cusp (c, figs. 1, 5). In d. 2 the anterior horn

of the larger crescentic enamel fold stretches further outward than in d. 1, and almost

reaches the outer border of the tooth. When attrition is going on, the shalloAver outer

fold may be seen for a short while on tlie triturating surface, under the form of one or

two minute enamel islets, which are soon completely Avorn away. The deeper inner

crescentic fold {b), apparently that mentioned by Hilgendorf, persists longer.

Here then we still meet with, in an epliemeral condition, the elements constituting the

Titanomys-tooih. : two enamel folds {b nnd c) separated by a strong cusj) (6) and an

internal notch («). The deciduous teeth of Leims s. 1. are cast olf without presenting

any other change except that produced by furtlier wear (fig. 26). In the permanent

teeth (PL 36. fig. 17) the internal notch begins to extend. That this growth takes place,

in these initial stages at least, wholly in an inward direction —by a prolongation of the

two internal cusps, which have gradually been transformed into transverse lobes %
—

becomes evident when Ave compare these teeth before attrition and in a moderately

worn condition. In the former stage the crescentic fold is separated from the internal

* Hilirendorf, in Monatsber. K. preuss. Akad. der Wiss. Berlin, 14 Dec. Ifi65, \). 073. t Und.

X " 8 " and " 9 " in the iigures of all the upper cheek-teeth on Pis. 36, 37, 39. The scarcity of my material

prevents me from entering into particulars with regard to the young stages of other recent Leporidas, In a slightly

abraded p. 2 of Caprolagus hispidus (PL 36. fig. 27), h and c surround almost completely the well-developed

cusp (6) and unite together to form a common outlet on the antero-external side of the tooth. The enamel

exhibits numerous secondary plications characteristic of the teeth of this Hare. In the deciduous teeth oi Syhilagus

brasiKeiisis (PI. 38. fig. 20), a and b are united and present the pattern of a branched fork, visible also in

young stages of permanent teeth : in the latter (?<), represented by the two branches of the fork, soon disappears

from the triturating surface. In the true Hares, Lepus s. str. (PI. 36. figs. 22, 2-5, 2!S), the primitive pattern is

more ephemeral still than in the Eabbit ; the enamel crescent {h) is quite superficial. As is generally the case in

disappearing structures, these vanishing elements present a considerable amount of variation in diflFercnt specimens

of the same species.
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notch only by a longitudinal enamel ridge ; in the latter it is still in its place, while the

internal notch has grown into a transverse fold stretching across half the transverse

diameter of the triturating su.rface *.

Upper Incisors of Leporidse.

The upper incisors of several Leporida^ present some little-known peculiarities.

In his description of Lepns nUjricollis, G. R. Wateriiouse says :
—" The upper incisor

teeth have each two longitudinal grooves, placed very closely together, and not very

distinct"!. About the same statement is made with regard to Lepm yarkandensis,

Giinth., by Biichner, who believes this to be a special character of the species :
—" Sehr

characteristisch fiir Lepiis yarkandensis ist der Bau der oberen Nagezahnc, durch VFclchen

diesc Art sich, wie es scheint, von alien Gattungsgenossen uatcrscheidet. Die

Vorderfiache des oberen Eackzahnes weist uamlich zwei iiache, schwach markirte

Binnen auf ; dieselben verlaufen dicht neben einandcr auf der inneren Halfte der

Vorderfiache" %.

I have before me the type-specimen of L. yarkandensis, Guuth. (Br. Mus. Z. D. No. 75.

3.30.10) ; an examination of the outer surface of its upper incisors shows but one

groove, as in other Leporidte ; the groove is filled with cement, but only incompletely,

so that the outer and inner border of the zone of that substance is marked by two

longitudinal strisB which somewhat simulate grooves. There is besides a median

superficial depression of the cement layer, so that the appearance of three longitudinal

grooves is produced. (In Caprolagus hispidus the median hollowing of the cement is

more accentuated.)

In L. niyricollis, as a rule, the appearance of two grooves is j)i*oduced by the same

cause as in L. yarkandensis. Sometimes, howevei", there is in the former species

a very sliallow longitudinal groove in the enamel, to the outside of the principal

groove filled with cement ; the lormer is somewhat more distinct in the unique skull

of a specimen from Ceylon in the Br. Mus. (Z. D. No. 81.1.29.7).

The fact of the presence of cement in the groove having been overlooked has given

rise to another misunderstanding. Wuterhouse says that in Lepus ruficaudatus the

* According to Pure Heude, the anterior upper premolar, p. 'A, of Lepus is composed of p. 3 ami a more anterior

premolar, which latter is said to be represented by the median of the three anterior lobes (" 6 " of my figures) of p. 3.

{op. cit. pp. 03, 64, pi. xiii. figs. 4, 5, 7, 189S). As I believe to have satisfactorily demonstrated —although not,

perhaps, to the Kev. Pore's satisfaction —that this '• 6 '" of p. 3 is tlio homologue of " (i " in the posterior premolars

and true molars of all Lagomorpha, I think we can, for this reason alone, dismiss the fusion theory, since each of

these posterior teeth woidd have to be considered also as a compound of two. (Similar remarks apply to p. 2 of the

lower jaw of Lepus, which, according to Pere Heude, is = p. 2 + p. 3.) I may add here that I have never observed

in the upper molars or premolars oi Lepus a longitudinal enamel ridge closing the opening of the internal enamel-

inflection (rt of my figures), as figured and described by Pere Heude ("fissure qui se ferme avec unc lamellc d'email

chez I'adulte," op. cit. p. 65, pi. siii. fig. 4), and would gladly learn in which species this occurs.

t G. li. Waterhouse, ' A Natural History of the Mammalia,' ii. p. 73 (1S4S).

j Eug. Biichner, ' Wiss. Eesultate der von X. 31. Przcwalski nach Central-Asien unternommenen Keisen,' i. 5.

p. 193 (1894).
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superior incisor " hns the external groove less deep, and placed nearer to the inner edge

of the tooth," than in the CommonHare *
; and W. T. Blanford states of Lopiis dmjamis,

Blf., that "the upper incisors appear very indistinctly grooved " f. The species

mentioned are precisely among those in which the groove of the upper incisors

is very deep ; but they present the appearance of being shallow, owing to the cement

which incompletely fills them. In fact, the cement appears in all species in which

the groove penetrates further backward than in the commonly accessible species

(i. eui'OjJcBUS, Oryctolagus cunioulus), and it is in that case very often associated with

other complications which we have now to consider.

Hodgson gives as one of the distinctive characters of Oaprolayiis hispidus the

following :
—" the groove in fi'ont of the upper incisors is continued to their cutting-edge

so as to notch it "
|. Strictly speaking, the cutting-edge of the upper leporine incisors is

always notched —even in Lepus europcBus ; only, in C. hisp/'dus (text-fig. VIII), the

groove, filled with cement, is much broader and penetrates further backward, so that

the natural section presented when the incisor is viewed from its lower side (same fig.)

shows the groove under the form of a A^ery elongated triangle, with the apex at its

posterior end. A more complicated form has been noticed by Hilgendorf, as stated in

the following brief sentence: —"Die oberen Schneidezahne von Lepus caUotis aus

Mexico uud Lepus nigricollis aus Indien sind gabelig schmelzfaltig (dentes complicati)
;

die entsj)rechenden ZJihne der afrikanischen Hasen bilden durch eine einfachere

Einbuchtung des Schmelzes einen Uebergang von jenen zu den anderen Hasenarten" §.

In a later note by the same writer fiirther particulars are given ||. In the text-

figures I-XXIV are shown, enlarged (about 4x1), the principal modifications of

the enamel-folding of upper leporine incisors viewed from below and with the anterior

border directed downward. Some slight difi'crences between the few descriptions

given by Hilgendorf and my figures of the supposed same species are apparently

due to different causes : in the first place, because Hilgendorf describes tooth-

sections. Moreover, specimens of the same species may vary slightly {of. figs. XVI &
XVII), owing partly to individual variation. But the shape of the enamel-fold varies

equally at different stages in the age of the animal ; species whose incisors show the

most complicated pattern in the adult have as yet no trace of this in very young

animals ; and, vice versa, in very old specimens complication tends to disapj)ear again.

As shown by several of the text-figures, slight variations between the right and left

incisor of the same individual also occur. These circumstances will, of course, iiave

to be taken into account for systematic purposes.

The most complicated folding in Hilgendorf's inateinal was i)resented by a L. callotis,

Wagn. (=i. mexicanus, Lichtenst.), from Mexico ^, in the shape of a T, whose transverse

* Op. elf. p. 77. —R. Swinhoe (Proc. Zool. Soc. Loud. lcS70, p. 234) makes a similar remark with regard to

L. haiiuinus.

t W. T. Blanford, -'On New Mammals from Sind," P. Z. S. London (lS7-f), p. (563.

J Jouru. As. Soc. Bengal, xvi. 1, p. 576 (1846).

§ Sitzungsber. Berl. Ak. Wiss., Sitzg. 14 Dec. 1865 (1866).

II
Sitzungsber. Ges. naturf. Freunde Berlin, Sitzg. 15 Jan. 1884, pp. 18-21. % Op. cit. pp. 18, 19.
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part, turning backward, rims ajiproximately parallel with the anterior border of the

tooth, and is slightly folded from behind, so that it may be compared with an

outspread fork. Figs. XVI and XVII, re2:)resenting the left incisors of two

specimens from Mexico in the Nat. Hist. Museum, labelled Lepus callotis, show this

same form, with a slight complication of the transverse part in one of them (XVII).

L. melanotis, Mearns (fig. XV), from Clapham, New Mexico, belonging to the same

group {llacrotolagus), exhibits in the right incisor the T pattern in a much reduced

form, and in the left a condition approximating to that of the African L. saxatilis, of

which more hereafter.

The nearest apjjroach to L. callotis is seen, according to Hilgendorf, in L. dayaims,

Blf., to which species he refers also the L. nlgricolUs of the first note. I have figm-ed

(fig. XVIIi) the right incisor of the co-type of L. dayanus, from Sukkur, Sind (Br. Mus.

Z. D. No. 90.4.9.2), which corresponds almost exactly to Hilgendorf's description. A
nearly similar form I find to lie exhibited by L. hainanus, from Hainan (fig. XIX) ; the

folding, however, is considerably shorter, and the opening broader. In L. nigncollis

from Ceylon (fig. XXI) the branches of the fork are more elongate, and the anterior

opening is considerably more constricted, than in L. hainainis.

L. feguensis, Blyth, from Pegu (fig. XX), shows a further complication, already

foreshadowed by one of the callotis specimens (fig. XVII), there being three branches

of the fork. Not much different is the left incisor —the rio-ht one is damaijed —of a

L. nigricoUis from the Nilghiris (fig. XXII), and both incisors of L. ruficaudatus

[L. kurgosa, Gray) from the Punjalj (fig. XXIII). The maximum of complication

known to me is exhibited by a L. ruficaudatus from Rajputana (fig. XXIV), where the

left incisor exhibits a four-branched fork, the right being a slight modification of the

same pattern.

Following the description of the incisors of L. dayanus, Hilgendorf gives that of an

vindetermined skull brouglit home from Africa by the Von der Deckeu Expedition. In

this the T with a narrow opening is still strongly marked, but the median moiety of the

transverse part is reduced. The whole of the enamel-fold occupies less sjoace than

in L. dayanus, not being so much extended either backward or laterally *. This

description applies fairly well to my fig. XIV, L. Victorice, Thos., from Nassa, Victoria

Nyanza, except that the opening of the fold is not narrowed.

Pigs. IX, X, and XII represent L. saxatilis, F. Cuv., from Pirie Bush, Kiag William's

Town (Cape), Transvaal, and " Cape of Good Hope " respectively, in none of which

IS there a bifurcation at the posterior end ; the folding penetrates far backward and

the opening is wide, as described by Hilgendorf f in L. saxatilis. Fig. XI, '^ Le^ius

sp.", from Sena, Zambesi, is of the same pattern ; and so is L. Whytei, Thos., type-

specimen, from Pacombi P^iver, Nyasa (fig. XIII) ; in the latter, however, the fold

penetrates further back than in figs. IX-XII, and the opening is comparatively more

restricted. To this form seems to approach Hilgendorf's specimen of " Lepus cajjcnsis,"

* Op. cit. p. 20. t 0/>. (('. p. '21.

65*
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Anterior end of upper Leporine iuoisors, from below. Enlarged.
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from Mozambique *, collected by Peters, which, however, is certainly not a Lepm capensis.

The latter differs scarcely from i. enropceifs, Pall., s. 1. (including L. oecidentalis, de

Wint.), by its minute enamel-folding-, not filled with cement.

The forms which remain to be described (figs. I-VII) are all approximately of the

same type, viz. a triangular fold with the apex turned backward ; the fold in none

of them stretching so far back as in Caprolagm hispidus (fig. VIII), mentioned above.

The pattern of the latter is approached somewhat by that of fig! VII, from

a specimen labelled '' Lepus ^arkaiidensis?," from Koko Nor (Br. Mus. Z. D.

No. 94.2.2.12), exhibiting an enamel-fold with thick borders, but shorter than in

C. hispidus, and with a much wider opening. It is decidedly not L. ijarkaiidensis, Giinth.

The type of the latter, which is not figured, approaches in the form of the folding

L. sinensis, Gray, the type of which (Br. Mus. Z. D. No. 38.10. •-'9.23) is represented in

fig. V. Both are imperfectly filled with cement, in L. sinensis still less so than in

L. tjarkandensis. The latter differs also from the former by the opening and the

whole fold being narrower.

L. tihetunHs, Waterh., has no trace of cement ; in the shape of its fold it is

intermediate between the former two ; the opening is slightly broader than in L. yark-

andensis.

The conformation of the type of Gray's '-i. Judicce " (fig. IV), from Palestine, and

of "i. sinuificus" (fig. Ill), from Midian, N.W. Arabia, almost identical in both, is

shown by the figures.

L. timidus, Linn. {L. i-ariahiUs, Pall.) (figs. I & II) hardly differs, Imt still the two
figures of this species show that there are slight differences between a specimen

from Prussia (fig. I) and one from Scotland (fig. II). In this species I have always

found the enamel-fold with a filling of cement, though very often incomplete. In

L. europceus, Pall., I have never met witli a trace of cement. This difference would
seem to be a good character for distinguishing isolated fossil incisors of the two species ;

but it is probable that much-weathered specimens of L. timidus may have lost their

cement.

Lepus cumanicus, Thos., from Venezuela (Br. Mus. Z. D. No. 94.9.25.18), the type of

which is represented in fig. VI, stands somewhat apart l)y its very narrow and
comparatively elongate enamel fold.

Hilgendorf holds these complications of the enamel in the upjier incisors to be a

specialization, the only reason given being that in the fossil Prolagus {3L/ol((gus) nothino-

of the kind is seen. " Phylogenetisch betrachtet, ist die bedeutende Schmolzentwickluno-

des Lepus mexioanus gleichfalls ein Extrcni ; denn die Einbiegung der Schmelzplatte an

der Vorderflache tritt bei den fossileu Leporidea-Gattungen {Myolagus) als eint; seichte

Einknickung auf , deren Seitentheile fast die ganze Vorderflache einnehmen "
t. This

argimient would be of some weight if Prolagus could be considered ancestral to

Lepus ; but this is certainly not the case, although the molars of the former are of a

more primitive type than those of the latter. As insisted upon in the jiresent

memoir, the Lagomyida?, of which Frolagns is a member, run parallel with the

* Oj:i. fit. p. 21. t Ojj. cit. p. 20.
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Leporidas from the Lower Miocene (or it may be from the Oligocene) to the present

time.

The incisors provided with enamel-folds point back towards cuspidate incisors, for

the enamel-folds of lophodout and laminated teeth are obviously the derivates and

horaologues of the " valleys " separating the cusps or tubercles. Now it is very

suggestive that we meet with cuspidate incisors in Plesiadapis, a genus from the lowest

Eocene of Rheims, classed among the Lemuroidea by Lemoine and other writers,

considered by Schlosser and me to be a very primitive Rodent. In the jaws of

Plesiadapis the teeth are greatly reduced in number. In the lower jaw we have only

one powerful elongated incisor, directed obliquely forward and upward, and separated

from the five cheek-teeth —the premolars being already reduced to two —by a con-

siderable diastema. On its posterior face the lower incisor has a cingulum supporting a

small cusp. The upper incisors, too, are separated by a long interval from the five

cheek-teeth, and appear to have been three in number (Lemoine considers the very small

outer one to be the canine). The two outer pairs are very small and unicuspidate

;

the inner pair robust, generally tricuspidate, there being an anterior pair of cusps, and

backwardly an additional cusp, which starts from a kind of cingulum *.

If we imagine the cusps of these upper incisors of Plesiadapis to have become

lengthened in accordance with a general change of the more brachyodont incisors

into a hypselodont one, and their interstices filled with cement, so that by trituration

a level surface can be produced, the result would be a pattern somewhat similar to

that of several of the figured Leporida^. The posterior cusp of Plesiadapis, projecting

from behind into the cavity f , would produce a posterior ramification like that of the

Leporidse.

The test will lie in the search for Tertiaiw Leporidse exhibiting an intermediate stage

between the condition of the upper incisors of Plesiadapis and that of recent Leporidge.

An examination of the incisors of Paheolagtis might decide the question.

Genus Palji;olagus.

Palceolagus, from the Tertiary of North America, is represented by Leidy | and by

Cope § as showing in the teeth only one character distinctive from the genus Lepus,

viz. the more simple conformation of the anterior inferior premolar of the extinct genus,

and of this character more hereafter. When, however, we go over the descriptions,

accompanied by numerous figures, and an examination of originals, several of which are

in the British Museum, we cannot but be struck at once by some very essential differ-

ences in the triturating surfaces of the two genera. When do we ever meet with

molars in any species of Lepus showing the complete absence of all traces ^of

enamel, with the exception of part of the marginal border % This is the case in old

* Lemoine, in Bull. Soc. Gcol. France, xix. 1, p. 278, pi. x. iig. ."^O, n, /;, t (1891).

t Lemoine, 1. c. pi. x. fig. 50, 6, c.

+ Proc. Acad. Philadelphia, p. 89 (1850) ; id. ' Extinct Mammalia of Dakota and Nebraska," p. 332, pi. xsvi.

figs. 14-20 (1869).

§ ' The Vertebrata of the Tertiary Formations of the West,' i. p. 870, pis. Ixvi., Ixvii. (1883).
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specimens of Falceolagus. TIic pattern of less worn teeth, too, is rather different from

what occurs in Lejius. In none of the numerous triturating surfaces of Fnlcvolagns-

teeth figured do we meet with a transverse fold penetrating so far outward as in the

four intermediate teeth of Lcpus, and in the true molars and posterior premolar of

Lagomys. This is confirmed by Cope's description :
—" The inner side of the four inter-

mediate molars is deeply grooved/o;- a short distance " (italics mine; cf. Cope's figures),

" which gives a fissure-like notcli on attrition. This disappears after use, as does also a

less profound crescentic fossa in the middle of the crown, whose concavity is directed

outward " *.

This statement, in my opinion, does not fully describe the pattern in young specimens,

which seems to be very ephemeral in Falcpolagus. In a fragment of the right upper

jaw of P. Kaydeni in the Brit. Mus. (5727), of which I give an enlarged figure

(PI. 36. fig. 36), the alveolus of the second premolar (p. 2) is sliown, and the three

teeth p. 1, m. 1, m. 2 are seen in place. The empty alveolus of the premolar

suggests that in its contour this tooth very much approached the corresponding tooth

0^ Prolagns oeningensls (PL 36. fig. 21), and to judge from \\hat we find in the following

tooth (jj. 1) there is a strong assumption that the pattern of p. 2 of Pcdceolagus also

resembled that of Prolagus cen'mgensis. P. 1 of Palceolagus exhibits the internal notch

{a) with which we are acquainted in TitoHomys and in the deciduous teeth of Prolagus,

Lagomys, and Lepiis, and wliich moreover persists as such ia the premolars of Prolagus,

in the second premolar of Lagomys, and in the anterior premolar of Lepiis. In the

premolar of Palceolagus we find, on proceeding inward, a crescentic central enamel

islet in the centre of the crown, known already from the descriirtions and figures of

Leidy and Cope. It is, too, an old acquaintance of ours ; for to all appearance it is the

homologue of the large internal enamel-fold {h) of Tltaiiomys, whose fiu'ther history we

have followed up in tlie other genera. But this is not all. From the antero-external

corner of p. 1 of Pahvolagits starts an enamel-fold in a postero-internal direction,

terminating near the outer end of tlie crescentic fold's posterior horn. No mention is

made of this outer fold in Leidy's and Cope's descriptions ; it is, however, visible in

one p. 2 of Cope's figures (pi. Ixvii. fig. 16 a) ; but I have not seen it delineated for

the same tooth together with the crescent fold, as in the figure which I publish. The
outer fold just described is undoubtedly tlie homologue of the outer enamel-fold (c)

of Titanomys, and I do not doubt that still younger stages of PaUvolagus —which
have been figured by Cope, but in an uusatisfectory manner —will show a greater

development of both the enamel-folds, and therewith a stronger resemblance to the

pattern of the Titanomi/s-teeth and the posterior premolars of Prolagus.

The true molars of Palceolagvs in the specimen figured exhibit only the crescentic

central islet (6) and the internal notch. As stated by Cope in the passage quoted above,

and as shown likewise by the illustrations of both the American writers, the internal

notch and the crescentic islet are worn away by attrition, without any other change taking

place. In this consists the great difference between the American fossil and all the forms

* Op. cit. p. 876.
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previously described in this paper. While in all the upper grinding-teeth of Titanomys

the initial condition, two crescent folds and an internal notch, is retained throughout life,

and this is more or less so in the premolars of ProloQus, in the molars of the latter the

crescentic folds are worn away and the internal notch is enlarged to a transverse fold, s

in the molars and p. 1 of Lagopsis and Lagomys, and in the molars and posterior premolars

of Lepiis s. 1. Milk-teeth and very young permanent molars of Lepus show, with slight

variations, the pattern before described as characteristic of moderately-worn teeth of

Fulceolagns. No modernization takes place in the latter ; the only change we perceive,

by the further progress of wear, is the complete obliteration of the crescentic folds and

of the notch on the inner side. In Lepiis, the large crescentic fold of the deciduous

teeth, and a small islet external to it —present in some of the species, and representing

the external crescentic fold of Lagomyida3 —̂disappear at a very early stage of the two

posterior premolars and of the two anterior true molars, and are replaced in the

permanent teeth by the transverse fold already described.

The permanent teeth of Palceolagus, therefore, can only be compared with the

deciduous teeth of Leinis; like these (PI. 36. fig. 26), they exhaust their primitive

pattern, without evolving a secondary one *.

Pcdceolagus cannot find a place in our phylogenetic series {Titanomys —Frolagus —
Lagopsis —Lagomys). With regard to the condition of their upper cheek-teeth, the

species of Palceolagus in which these teeth are known would follow after Titanomys.

But they are certainly not the forerunners of Frolagits, except in the form of the true

molars ; while Frolagus is more conservative tlian Palceolagtis in the conformation of

its two posterior premolars. On the other hand, Falceolagus is certainly the forerunner

of Lepns, and presumably its ancestor ; and this cannot be said of the LagomyidcB, in all

of which the upper m. 3 has been lost.

To resume. —We have in the preceding pages followed the transformation in the

pattern of the upper check-teeth on three lines : —(1) From genus to genus ; (2) from

behind forward in the dental series ; (3) from young to old.

(1). From genus to genus, we might almost say from species to species, the series is as

follows:

—

Felycocloidty-pe {Felycodus, Flesiudapis) —Titanomys visenoviensis —1'. Fontan-

^lesi —Falfeolagus —Frolagus ceningensis —F. sardus —Lagopsis —Lagomys —Lepus.

Felycodus and Flesiadapis are genera of the Lower Eocene.

Titanomys appears in the Lower Miocene, and vanishes in the Middle Miocene.

Frolagus appears in the Middle Miocene and lingers on, protected by an insular habitat,

until the Neolithic period.

Lagopsis is at present kno^Ti only from the Middle Miocene.

Lagomys makes its appearance in the Pleistocene and survives to the present day.

Lepus, preceded by the Oligocene and Miocene Falceolagus, appears with many of its

present generic characters in the Lower Pliocene, and survives to the present day.

* The remarkable Hare from Sumatra, Nesohgus Netsfluri, approaches Pdlaolagiis more than other recent

LeporicUe, inasmuch as, by the feeble development of the transverse enamel-fold (PI. 37. fig. 17), it represents a first

stage in the evolution of the secondary pattern. The same form exhibits other primitive features, to be described

later on.
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(2) From behind foncnrd in flic dental series. —Tlie true molars are the first to lie

transformed, and successively one after the other of the premolars, the anterior pre-

molar (p. 3) being the most conservative.

(3) From young to old. —Tlie cheek-teeth of the genera under consideration exhiltit, in

the first developed jiarts of their shaft, more or less evident traces of the ancestral

pattern; mostl)/ so the deciduous teeth, which are cast olT Avlien the primitive pattern

has almost vanished, and without sliowing a beginning of transformation ; least so

the true molars, \Ahich in the first stages observable of the calcified tooth, and before

trituration has set in, show the primitive pattern already reduced and the secoudaiy in

process of evolution.

Lower Molars of Lagomorpiious Rodextia.

To state it in a general way, the lower molars of the Lagomorpha present the

same characters as their upper antagonists : viz. anteriorly in the series we meet with

complication, posteriorly with a simple transverse j)attern. On closer examination,

however, it may be seen that in the mandibular teeth the process wliich we have followed

through its various stages ia the upper set is accelerated. Although it must be taken

into account that we have one premolar less below than above, none the less —leaving for

the present out of consideration the reduction which takes place at the posterior end

(m. 3) —there is in the adult mandible only one tooth, the anterior, which diffei's materially

from the others, by being more complicated. In Titanomys, the oldest member of the

groitp, this tooth (p. 2) as generally described and figured, presents a more simple

structure tlian in later genera, and even than do the other teeth of Titanomys, by being

composed of only one column, divided into two lolies by an inner and an oiiter enamel-

inflection ; whereas in the teeth situated posteriorly there are two columns, the division

between them being complete ; tliey are held together by cement.

"We meet here with a phenomenon which is pretty general among Eodents, whether

the number of their cheek-teeth be three, four, five, or six. To state it more fully :

—

1. The mandibular cheek-teeth precede those of the maxilla in the reduction of their

number; mc have instances of .', of
'' and of .. cheek-teeth, but never of "!, or ;, or j.

2. Very frequently the anterior tooth in the lower series, whether it be p. 2, or p. 1,

or m. 1, is more complicated than those behind; which circumstance suggests that the

complication has some connection with the anterior position of the tooth in question.

3. When the anterior lower tooth is nearly or actually equal in pattern to those behind,

this is generally so in older forms. Thus we find that in Winge's Anomaluridae

—

including mostly Tertiary genera —provided with four lower teeth, the anterior one (p. 1)

is equal or subequal in size and pattern with the others, and sometimes even of smaller

size. Again, in Muridte, with three inferior cheek-teeth, the geologically older forms

have the anterior one (m. 1) equal or subequal in size with the two following, whereas

the complication of the first molar appears only in more recent forms. The same is

true with regard to the lagomorphous Rodentia, where the anterior tooth is p. 2, and

in the oldest known genera {Titanomys, Fala;olagiis) of a rather simple pattern,

second SKRIES. —ZOOLOGY,VOL. VII. 66
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The explanation whicli I suggest for these curious occurrences is as follows : —Whenan

anterior tooth drops out from the mandihle —generally through an apparent interference

of the incisor with its pulp —some compensation for its loss is necessary, as the corre-

sponding maxillary tooth is generally still in its place ; this compensation is brought

about by a complication on the anterior side of the tooth which has become the first in

the series by the loss of the origiually anterior one. Those genera which are nearer in

date to the epoch when the anterior tooth was lost will still present a less complicated

form of that which has succeeded to this position, while in the later genera the

foremost tooth will have acquired the complication. When p. 2 is dropped, p. 1 will

become the foremost tooth, and the same cycle will recommence, and so on.

I next proceed to a closer examination of the lower cheek-teeth, starting from those

of Titanomys. A superficial comparison of the anterior tooth, jTli, of this genus, Avith

that of the other Lagomyida;, shows that in the former it is more simple than in

the latter, and presents an approximately tetragonal outline at its triturating svu-face

;

in FrolcKjus, Lagopsis, and Lagomys this is triangular (apex in front). Thus it

is that we find the tooth generally described ; but on closer, examination the matter is

somewhat more complex. I have figured five specimens of p. 2 of Titanomys Fontannesl,

from La Grive-Saint-Alban, in different stages of wear ; four are isolated teeth

(PL 37. figs. 1-4) ; the fifth is in its place in a left ramus, presenting the complete series

of two premolars and three molars (PL 37. fig. 7). Of T. visenoviensis I have one speci-

men, in a fragment of the right ramus, containing the two premolars (PL 37. fig. 25).

This species is from the AUier (Bravard Collection, Br. Mus. Geol. Dep. No. 31095).

The first stage in T. Fontannesi (fig. 1) represents a tooth which has not yet come into

wear. In the main it is composed of two lobes ; the anterior is subconical, the posterior

is much more extended transversely, and composed of a tapering outer and a thicker,

rounded inner cusp ; moreover, on the middle of its posterior surface appears a small

cusp {t) ; the anterior surface of this lobe is wrinkled. Even in this early stage the

separation of the two lobes is incomplete ; a ridge, running almost longitudinally back-

ward, from the middle of the posterior side of the anterior lobe towards the posterior,

shows that trituration Avould very soon have connected the two by a narrow isthmus of

dentine, thus separating from each other an outer and an inner enamel-inflection. This

we sec, in fact, brought about in the second stage (fig. 2). Towards the middle of the

anterior margin of the anterior lobe, a feeble cusp is visible in the first stage (1, fig. 1) ;

the same is more distinct in the second stage (1, fig. 2), where it is nearer to the inner

side. This cusp, to all appearance, is Wiuge's 1, Osborn's paraconid. Whether it

contains potentially some other element I must leave undecided ; as a mtitter of fact,

in the two teeth described, it does not occupy exactly the same position ; and in

T. visenoviensis (1, fig. 25) it is more approximated to the outer side. What is called

the paraconid is, however, somewhat inconstant in its position*. In p. 2 of T. vise-

" Sue c.i/., the text-figuros in "W. D. Matthew, " A Revision of the Puerco Fauna," Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist,

is. {l^'Jl).
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noviensis (fig. 25) it is evident as a small vertical pillar, h'ing far below the triturating

surface of tlie moderately worn tooth.

To return to the second stage in Titcowmys Foiitannesi. The inner of the two

principal enamel-inflections resembles somewhat in outline its homologue in Lagopsls

verus (PI. 37. fig. 26, p. 2). It is seen to be composed of two parts : a posterior, which

communicates by a narrowed opening with the internal margin of the tooth, and thence

runs straight towards the middle of the tooth, and an anterior circular one; the

two communicating with each other by a narrow channel. The terminal cusp [t] is

situated much nearer the inner side than in the first stage. I have dealt with this

terminal cusp of the lagomorphous Eodentia on a former occasion, and homologized

it with Osborn's hypoconulid *
; a view from which I see no reason to depart. In

the third stage (fig. 3) this hypoconulid is still apparent ; but the " paraconid " has dis-

appeared, and so has the circular part of tlie inner enamel-inflection. The transverse

posterior part of the latter is on its way to be shut off' from the inner margin, and to

assume the form of a circular enamel islet. " t " is visible on the posterior internal edge

of the tooth. In the fourth stage (p. 2 of fig. 7), the circular enamel islet is quite

separated from the inner margin, and lias become confluent with the outer enamel-

inflection, so that the triturating surface of the tooth presents —if we except a small

enamel fold limiting anteriorly the still extant t —only one enamel-inflection, pene-

trating from the middle of the outer margin and approaching the inner. In the fifth

stage (fig. 4) we find only the latter inflection, t also having disappeared. This tooth in

its general outline again approaches the first stage.

No lower deciduous teeth of Titanomys are at my disposal. Filhol has figured d,

and A.-, of T. visenoviensis from Saint-Gerand-le-Puy (AUier) ; from this figure nothing

more can be made out than that in d. 2 the anterior part seems to be more produced

anteriorly than in p. 2. No description is given of the triturating surface f.

The anterior lower premolar of T. visenoviensis is distinguished from the same tooth in

T. Foi/faiinesi by the persistence of the enamel-inflection of the inner side in the adult

(PI. 37. fig. 25) ; in the immature specimen figured by Gervais, and originally described as

a separate species, T. frilob/is, the two enamel-folds are confluent in the middle of the

triturating surface, thus comj^letely separating an anterior and a posterior lobe J. The

terminal cusp (t) present in the specimen figured (PI. 37. fig. 25) must certainly be

expected to be visible likewise in younger specimens ; Gervais makes no mention of it in

this tooth ; in the profile view oi the tooth, however i^, there are two vertical grooves on

the inner side. A small anterior pillar ("paraconid") on the anterior side (1), lielow

the triturating surface, lias already been mentioned as present in the British Museum
specimen. -'

* Proc. Zool. Soe. Lnnaon, i8!t3, p. 203.
.'.''

t H. Filhol, " Etudes des Mammif. t'oss. de Saint-Gerand-le-Puy, AlHer," Ann. Sc. Geo), x. p. 29, pi. iii. fig. 3

(1879).

+ Zool. et Pal. Fr. p. .51 :
" les denx lobes de la prcmiire [molaire] ny sent point encore reunis I'un a I'aurre par

\m petit isthme d'ivoire "
;

pl. 46, fig. 1 (1S.59).

§ O^j. cit. pl. 46, fig. 1 c.

66*
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Wehave to follow up this same tooth, ]3r2, ia the other genera of Lagomyidae. In

Lagopsis verus (PI. 37. tig- -6), from the Middle Miocene of La Grive-Saint-Alban, the

posterior transverse lobe of p. 2 is undivided, with uo trace of t. The next anterior lobe

is separated from the former by a T-shaped enamel-intlection on the inner side —which

has already been mentioned as approaching in form its homologue in Titanomys

Fontcmnesi (tig. 2) —and by an outer one. We have, therefore, here the tAVO enarael-

infiections of T. visenoviensis and of the yoimg of T. Fontmmesi. However, in Lagopsis

the lobe is more distinctly divided than even in fig. 2 (T. Fontannesi), into an outer

and an inner cusp ; for in the former the T-shaped inflection extends more anteriorly,

aad the lobe is delimited in front by two smaller enamel-folds. These latter

delimit on their anterior side two further cusps, an outer and an inner ; the latter

corresponds to 1 (paraconid), as seen by comparison with tig. 2 ; the former may

correspond to the pillar which in T. visenovienms (fig. 25) is nearer the outer than the

i:mer side. In any case, in Lagopsis the anterior part of p. 2 is much more developed

than in 'I'ltanumys; for Ave have, in the former, two comparatively stout cusps against

one feeble cusp in each of the two species of the latter. Besides, there is in Lagopsis a

small odd cuspidule, situated in front of the anterior pair, and in the middle line of the

tooth, to which it gives a triangular form.

The principal difference in Lagomys, to Avhicli Lagopsis is nearly related, consists in

the fact that the characteristic T-shajjed inflection of the Lagopsis p. 2 is either

absent or replaced by a slight indentation of enamel. The latter is the case, e.g., in

Lagomys rutilus *, the former in L. alpinus and L. nepuleiisis f. Moreover, the odd

anterior cuspidule has vanished in Lagomys.

In Prolagus also tlie anterior part of d. 2 is much more complicated than in j^ of

Titanomys. Eig. 5, PI. 37, shows this tooth of Frolagtis sardtis, var. cursiiaims, from the

ossiferous breccia of Toga, near Bastia (Br. Mus. Geol. Dep. No. M318(5) ; tig. 6, the

same tooth of the IVLiocene Frolagiis ccningeasis from La Grive-Saint-Alban ; both from

the left side. I liaA'e still younger stages than those figured of tliis deciduous molar,

showing the posterior lobe completely separated from the middle one. The anterior

lobe of d. 2 of P. ceningensis (fig. 6) is tripartite, as in Lagopsis, but the odd anterior

cuspidule is less distinctly divided from the inner than in the latter genus. In

tlie tooth of F. a'liingensis the whole tripartite lobe is connected only by cement

with the rest of tlie tooth ; in younger stages it is still more divided into a smaller

external cusp —which is isolated, also, in the d. 2 of F. sardiis figured (fig. 5) —and a

lari;er internal one comprising both the "' paraconid," 1, and the odd anterior cuspidule.

The isolated small external cusp of F. sarcitis is situated lar below the triturating

surface ; the iimer larger one, showing no sepanited odd cuspidule, is connected on its

inner side with the rest of the tooth, as happens likewise, though very rarely, in the

corresponding permanent tooth, p. 2, of the same genus. In still more advanced stages

* For a fi^nu-L'il specimen of this tooth see E. Schiifl", " Ueber Linjonujs rui'dus, f^evertzoft'," i^ep.-Abdr. aus Zool.

Jiihrl.i. ii. \>. 09, tig. 5 h.

t H. Hcustl, " Beitiiige z. Keuiitii. I'ossiler Saiigethiere," Zcitschr. dcutsch. geol. Ges. viii. pi. xxvi. figs. 2 & (i

(1856).
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of wear of the deciduous tooth of Frolagus, the whole of the anterior tripartite lobe

appears invariably connected with the posterior part of the tooth by a dentinal isthmus,

thus giving the whole tooth some resemblance to m. 1 inf. of a vole ; and it has, in

fact, been mistaken for a molar of Mtcrotus.

A characteristic feature of the anterior lower premolar, '^7^, of Prolafjus, is an odd

isolated cusp or pillar, connected only by cement with the rest of the tooth, and

situated on its anterior side, thus giving to the whole tooth a triangular outline, as in

Lagopsis. In Prolagns aniingensis (PI. 37. fig. 9) this cusp is situated near or close

to the middle line ; in P. sanlns *, of which I have examined hundreds of specimens,

its position is nearer the inner side. As before mentioned, in very rare cases of

P. sardiis, this usually isolated cusjj is united with the tooth near the inner side, as in

d. 2 of fig. 5. In other cases of P. oenuigenals (fig. 12, PI. 37-) and P. sardus, it may
be united with the tooth near its outer side. This latter fusion I found to have

taken j^lace in 10 specimens of ytTH out of 575 examined, from the ossiferous breccia

of Monte San Giovanui (Sardinia) (P. sardus), and in two cases out of 84 examined

from Toga, near Bastia (P. sardus, var. corsicanus). The cusp was united with the

tooth near the iuuer side in two of tlie 575 examples from Monte San Giovanni.

Cusp " ^" I have met with only in p. 2 of Frolagus ehaiiiis (page 460).

A comparison witli the specimens before described shows the usually odd isolated cusp

to be the homologue of the " paracouid " combined with the anterior odd cuspidule of

Lagopsis, while the outer cusp of the tripartite anterior lobe is jiresent, also, in p. 2 ; in

P. ceniiigrnsis it is generally stouter than tlie outer cusp (6) of the median lobe, whereas

in P. sardus the inverse is the rule. In exceptional cases of P. sardus 1 find this outer

cusp of the anterior lobe completely isolated, as it is in the deciduous tooth of fig. 5.

A second characteristic feature of the pTs of Prolagus (figs. 9, 12) is a longitudinal

enamel-fold, filled with cement, which, beginning from behind the isolated anterior

cusp, proceeds backward to near the hinder margin of the tooth, thus completely dividino-

the middle lobe into an outer and an inner cusp, and incompletely so the posterior one,

on which it also encroaches. The longitudinal arrangement of the elements of this jj. 2

of Prolagus. in opposition to the transverse arrangement of the posterior teeth, is very

striking.

I now proceed to a consideration of the same tooth in the Leporidse. With reference to

p. 2 of Palceolagus, Leidy states: —"The anterior four inferior molars [of Paheolayus^ bejr

a near resemblance in Ibrm and constitution Avith the corresponding series of TUauonigs

visenoviensis, as represented in j)!. 46 of Gervais' Zool. et Pal. Fv." f. Comparing it with

the same tooth in Lepus, Leidy further says in the original description of Paheo-

lagus

:

—" The first inferior molar is bilobed, and not trilobed as in the latter (Lepus) "
j.

In his second memoir the first inferior molar of Pakeolagus is said to be composed of a

double column as in the others, the same tooth in the Hare of a triple column §. Cope

* R. Hensel, l. c. pi. xvi. fig. S.

t ' Extinct Mammalian Fauna of Dacota and Xebraska,' p. 333, pi. xxvi. (iSii'j).

t Proc. Ac. Philad. p. 89 (18.56).

§ Extinct ilamm. Fauna, &c., p. 331.
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supplements this description by the following information based upon a great number of

remains :
—" 1 am able to show that it is only in the immature state of the first molar

that it exhibits a double column, and that in the fully adult animal it consists of a

single column with a groove on its external face " *. A more complete description is

given on p. 878 :
—" There is the merest trace of a posterior lobe " —corresponding to the

termiual lobe (/) of Tltanomys —"at tliis time, and that speedily disappears. The

anterior lobe is subconical, and is entirely surrounded with enamel. By attrition, the

two lobes are speedily joined by an isthmus, and for a time the tooth presents an

8-shaped section, which was supposed to be characteristic of the genus. Further

protrusion brings to the surface the bottom of the groove of the inner side of the shaft,

so that its section remains in adult age something like a B." From this description it

appears that p. 2 of Falceolagus Maydeni is almost exactly like the same tooth in

Titanoniys Fontannesi.

The difference between the p. 2 of Talffolagus and Lepus is stated by Cope to be as

follows : —In the extinct genus the first tooth " consists of one column more or less

divided. In Lopus this tooth consists of two columns, the anterior of which is grooved

again on the external side in the known species." Leidy's description of the Leporine

p. 2, as being composed of three lobes or columns, is more accurate. It is quite true

that in the adult p72 of many Leporidaj appears to be composed of two columns, witli

an additional antero-external enamel-inflection (see Pi. 37. figs. 13 & 19) ; but by no

means universally so, and, so far as my experience goes, it is neA'er so in the young

(PI. 37. figs. 8, 18, 22, 23).

In the immature p7^ of Lcinis s. 1. (PI. 37- figs. 8, 22), as well as in the immature stage

of all the other inferior molars of the same, the posterior and the middle-lobe column are

completely divided ; only in later stages a very ]iarrow isthmus of dentine connects them

on the inner side (PL 37- figs. 33, 20, 23). The fact of a primary separation into two

lobes of the inferior molars of Lepxis was first announced by Hilgendorf +.

The unworn lower p. 2 of the "Wild Piablnt (PI. 37- fig- 8) displays anteriorly the

anterior of the three columns completely divided into a smaller outer and a larger inner

subconical cusp ; this division is brought about by a longitudinal enamel-inflection,

which invades part of the middle lobe as well, so that the latter is also divided, though

incompletely, into an outer and an inner cusp. (Compare the homologous enamel-

inflection of Prolacpis, fig. 9.)

Passing on to the lower cheek-teeth backAvard from p. 2, the various stages which I

have represented in PI. 37 show in the lower molars the simple transverse pattern of the

two lobes of p. 1 ; m. 2 is a secondary one, as in Ihe ujiper teeth, though in the inferior

molars the original pattern is much more ephemeral, least so in p. 1, which forms a

transition between p. 2 and the true molars.

* ' The Yertebrata of the Tertiary Formations of the West,' p. 874, pis. ')(! & 57 (1883). t Op. cit. p. 870.

X " Bcstebeu die unteren Backziihiie anfaiigs aus z-nei getrennteii Schmclzlamellcii, 'welche erst spiiter mit

ciuaiicler verwachsen, so class cin wcsciitlicher TTiitcrschicd z-\vischen zusammengesctzten mid schmclzfaltip;eii Zahnen

dcr hasenartigcn Thiere nicbt zu machen ist
."' Monatsher. d. K. preiiss. Akad. d. Wiss. zu Berlin. Sitzg. v. 14.

Dee. 1SG5, p. G73 (1800).
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These teeth, as a whole, exliibit in younger stages a greater longitudinal diameter than

in the adult ; this is notably the case in Titanomijs (PL 37. figs. 7, 10, 24), and is chiefly

due to the greater develojiment and indepeudence of the terminal cusp {t).

The youngest mandible of Titanomijs which I possess is a left ramiis of T. Fonfannesi

(Br. Mus. Geol. Dep. M5267 h), figured PI. 37- fig. 10. P. 2 and m. 3 have dropped

out. Flanking the three corners of the alveolus for p. 2 are visible the small

alveoli for the roots of deciduous teeth ; the anterior and the postero-external seem to

belong to d. 2 ; the postero-internal was presumably occupied by the anterior root of

d. 1. P. 1 is still in the socket and had not yet come into use. Both the principal

lobes composing this tooth are surrounded by enamel ; but the wrinkled central surfaces

of the lobes are composed of dentine, with the exception, perhaps, of the summits of some
of the wrinkles, which, to judge from their shining appearance, mav bear a very slight

coating of enamel *. In p. 1 and the true molars of adiiU Tltanomys Fontannesi, the

enamel bordering appears interrupted in the middle of the anterior margin (PI. 39.

fig. 6 a). Hilgendorf has recorded a similar instance of the absence of the enamel
bordering on the inner half of the anterior border in the lower cheek-teeth, p. 2

excepted, of Lejy/isf. The anterior transverse lobe of p. 1 (fig. 10) still shows

traces of having been divided originally into an outer and an inner cusp and of the
" paraconid " on its anterior border ; vestiges of the latter are visible also on p. 1 of a

slightly older individual (fig. 16, of the right side), and on m. 2 of the same right ramus.

The terminal cusp f (" hypoconulid ") is present in both p. 1 and m. 1 of the younger
sj)eciraen (fig. 10), as wxdl as in p. 1, m. 1, and m. 2 of the second individual (fig. 16),

and in p. 1 of a third (fig. 21, right side). In the left ramus, exhibiting the complete

series of five cheek-teeth (fig. 7), i is present in all of them. In p. 1 of T. visenoviensis

(fig. 25) it is remarkably large, although partly fused with the posterior lobe ; and it

is equally present on the posterior border of m. 1 and m. 2 of the second specimen of

T. visenociensis (fig. 24) ; so that, contrary to what has been stated by former Avriters, the

cuspidule in question may be present in all the four anterior cheek-teeth of this sijecies.

Passing on to the recent representatives of the family, it may be seen from fio-. 22

(Pl. 37-), of an immature Caprolaijuti ///.•ijjichts, that p. 1 nearly apjH'oaches p. 2 in its

anterior complication. The two principal lobes are not yet connected on the inner side

by a dentinal isthmus, but are merely held together by cement ; the anterior lobe is

distinctly composed of an outer and an inner cusp, the latter being more pointed and
slightly higher than the former. The anterior border of the tooth presents two minor

cusps, an outer and an inner, the median odd cusp of p. 2 being absent. Both the lobes

show a very marked wrinkling of their surface. As in p. 2, t is apparent on the

posterior margin of the second lobe.

Two very distinct minor cusps are likewise visible on the anterior border of ]). 1 of the

* Wehave here an instaucc similar to that recorded by Heusel ia JIus decumaiius, 7-attus, museuhts, si/Juaticus

agrarius, and minutus, where in perfectly unworn molars " iiberzieht der Schmelz die Ilociier der Zahnkrone nieraals

vollstiindig, sondern liisst an den Spitzen das Zahnbein frei hervortreten." Zeitschr. d. deutsoh. geol. Ges. viii

pp. 283, 2S4, pl. siii. figs. 2, 3 (1S56).)

t Sitzungsber. Ges. naturf. Freunde zu Berlin, 1-i Jan. ISS-t, p. 23.
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Rabbit (fig. 8) ; the first lobe of the same is mainly composed of an outer and an inner

cusp, separated by a median hollow ; the second lobe is wrinkled as in p. 2 of tlie same

species. The minor cusps, though less distinct, are visible also in m. 1 and m. 2 of the

Eabbit, in m. 2 almost vanishing. I have noted tlieir presence in the true molars of

young specimens of other species as well {Lcpns europam, Lepns sp. from China,

Syloilagus brasiliensis) : t is generally present in unworn deciduoiis teeth, in premolars,

and in molars of several Leporidse.

To sum up tlie above as regards the lower cheek-teeth, p. 2—m. 2. An original

ari'angeinent into outer and inner cusps, sej^arated by a median longitudinal valley, is

traceable in the lower molars of Lagomorpha generally. It is more distinct in the

anterior cheek-teeth, and persists throughout life in p. 2 of most genera in both families

;

it is less distinct, though perfectly perceptible, in true molars, in which it very soon

disappears by wear, being replaced by the transverse arrangement. In p. 2 we have to

distinguish between an older complication and secondary additions ; the increase in the

plication alone is present in the posterior cheek-teeth, the anterior cusp not. On
comparing adult stages of p. 2 of Titanomijs witli the corresponding tooth of all other

Lagomorpha which, on the Avhole, are more recent forms, the latter appear to be more

complicated ; but in young stages p. 2 of Tiianomys Fontannesi presents also a com-

plicated appearance. This cannot be an incipient complication, for that joart of the

shaft of the tooth which is situated on the opposite end of the pulp-cavity is, as a matter

of coiu'se, always the oldest. llilgendorf has found the interruption of the enamel

border on tlie inner side also of lower molars of Lepiis *, a fact which points towards

a degeneration of this part of the tooth, and would seem to coll for a compensatory

increase on its outer side. However, I am ]:ot aware of a jjerceptible additional increase

on the outer side of lower molars of more recent forms, as compared with older ones f.

Upj)er molars are more progressive than lo\^e^ as concerning occasional additions.

An ingenious explanation of this general occurrence is given by Winge in the following

remark: —
' The explanation of the maxillary teeth making a larger increase than those

of the lower jaw is in all likelihood the following : they are placed in an unmovable

bone, where the conditions for nourishment are more favourable than in the compara-

tively slender and movable mandible " %. In our special case an increase of the lower

molars in the transverse direction can be the more dispensed with, since in the Leporidae

the movement of the jaws is chiefly lateral. This will not be denied by any one who has

ever examined the shape of their glenoid cavity or watched a Eabbit or Hare chewing.

Moreover, the dentine of both upper and lower cheek-teeth shows unmistakable signs of

this movement, in the piesence of ti-ansverse stria?, due to the action of the transverse

enamel crest of the opposite tooth.

It remains to discuss in some detail the last molar, m. \'>, ahoiit which verv diver2:ent

views ha,ve l)een put forward.

* Op. at. p. 23.

t Neither am I aware of lacun.T on the internal enamel hoideriiic; of any Lngomvida^ ; but I must add that no

sections were made.

I Vidcnsk. Meddelelser naturliist. Forciiing i Kjiihcuhavn f. Aar. ISSl?. p. ]7 (181^=3).
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Fig. 7, PI. 37, shows this tooth iu place in a left mandibiilar ramus of Tltmiomys

Fontanuesi. It is not a simple cylinder, as in Lagopsis and Lacjomijs, but is composed of

two lobes, a larger anterior one and a small posterior, attached to the former in the

same manner as in the anterior molars the terminal cusp {t) is attached to the lobe

preceding it, viz. separated from it by cement, only iu the upper part. Eor this

reason, and because the anterior lobe of m. 3 shows traces of greater complication,

1 homologize the posterior lobe of this tooth with t of the anterior molars ; the anterior

lobe of m. 3 would then represent hoth the principal lobes of the anterior molars.

When discussing the tooth-formuhi of Tltanomijs, allusion was made to Filhol's

suggestion that the terminal cusp of m. 2 of T. visenoviensis might be the representative

of m. 3 of the recent Lagomys, in the specimens of the former where this is missing.

" Si cette opinion est juste, on pourrait en tirer comme conclusion qu'a im certain

moment, sur les animaux voisins des Lagomys, il y a une tendance a la simplification du
systeme dentaire, d'abord par la fusion de la derniere dent avec ravant-derniere, et

ensuite par la tendance a la disparition de cet element sonde " *. Filhol here ignores

the circumstance that all the anterior teeth have this "troisieme lobe " as well, wbile in

their case we have not at our disposal an occasional small isolated tooth to suggest a

fusion theory. Besides, as was said before, this theory may be at once disposed of by a

glance at our fig. 7, showing m. 2 with a well-developed terminal cusp {t), m. 3, the

supposed homologue of this latter, being liliewise present. Other figures also (figs. 10,

16) show m. 2 with the terminal cusp, together with the alveolus of m. 3.

As will be seen further on, Schlosser seems to incline to the opinion that the presence

of a terminal cusp in m. 2 of T. viseiiooiensis is an indication of mTs having become fused

to m. 2 ; for he says that m. 3 of Lagopsis verus may be the analogue of the terminal

cusp (f) in m. 2 of Tltanomys f. It is, however, difficult to make out what meaning
he wishes to attach to this vague term " Aualogon ".

Lagopsis. —The type-specimen, Hensel's Lagomys venis X,\\ii^ ^xa lower cheek-teeth,

the last being a small cylindriform tooth, precisely as in the recent Lagomys, to which

Lagopsis is closely related. The tooth in question was not complete in Hensel's

specimen, but a fragment seems to have remained inside the alveolus ; else he would
have presumably used the term " ausgefallen," whereas he says, sj)eaking of the condition

of this tooth, that it is broken away (" weggebrochen ").

Three more or less complete mandibular rami, from Deggenhausen, Elgg, and Hohen-
lioven respectively, are mentioned by 11. v. Meyer, and drawings of their teeth, found

among H. v. Meyer's MSS. have been reproduced by Schlosser §. They show an

agi'eementin their pT^ with HanseVs Lagomys verus, and Schlosser therefore concludes
||,

rightly, I think, that they are of the same species. He further deems it not improbable Tf

that Lagomys wningeiisis, H. v. Mey., from ffiningen may be identical with Lagomys

* Ann. Sc. Geol. x. p. 28 (1S79).

t ' Nager des europ. Tertiiirs," p. 32 (1<S84).

X Zeitschr. d. deutsch. geol. Ges. 1856, p. 688, pi. svi.

figs. 12, 13.

§ Op. cit. p. 31, pi. viii. figs. 40, 46, 49.

]| Op. cit. pp. 31, 32.

IF Op. cit. p. 32.
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verm, Hens." That this is true with regard to the CEningen specimen in the British

Museum has been sliown on p. 402. I can affirm the same for the Seyfried specimen *

at present in the Constance Gymnasium, where I examined it and found it to have

the characteristic ^2 of Lagopsis veriis. With regard to the Carlsruhe specimen t,

since the shape of its pT^ cannot be clearly made out from H. v. Meyer's figures

and description, the true position of this "i. ceningensis, H. v. Mey.," cannot be

satisfactorily determined for the present. It might quite as Avell be a Titanomys

Fontannesi. In the former, as well as in the specimens from Deggeuhausen, Elgg, and

Hohenhoven, no last molar (m. 3) could be seen ; as, however, this tooth is very caducous,

its absence in the fossils is not in the least conclusive ; it may have dropped out and the

alveolus been filled with matrix. Nor does Schlosser attacli any great weight to the

absence of this small tooth in the three specimens drawn in H. v. Meyer's MSS.

;

this, however, for reasons with which I completely disagree. " Auf das Fehlen des

letzten einfachen Backzahnes l)ei den drei von H. v. Meyer gezeichneten Exemplaren

darf wohl niclit allzuviel Gewicht gelegt werden. Es ist uicht unmoglich, dass auch hier,

wie bei Titanomys vise)wviens/s,im.novma\en Iviefer nur 3 zweilobige Molaren vorhanden

sind, und dass daher der stiftformige m. 4 " (meaning m. 3) " des Hensel'schen Originales

als Analogon des bei T. msenomensis abnorm vorkommenden Lobus des m. 3 " (meaning

m. 2) " betrachet werden muss." %

This whole statement is somewhat vague ; the author seems to assume (1) that in

T. viseiioviensis both the m. 3 and the third lobe {t in my figures) of m. 2 occur only

abnormally; (2) that in " Zagomys veriis" the presence of m. 3 is equally an abnormal

occurrence. From these two assumptions the inference is drawn that mTs in the type

of Lagomys vents is the analogue of the equally abnormal third lobe in m. 2 of

T. viseiioviensis. Schlosser concludes by saying that he is almost inclined to consider

the presence of m. 3 as a juvenile character, and that this tooth is caducous (hinfallig).

This is very probal^ly true with regard to T. rlsenoviensis, and I liave myself suggested

it in the preceding pages. But it is decidedly erroneous witli regard to mTs of Lag apsis

verus, as are all the other suggestions tentatively put forward in the passage quoted.

With regard to T. viseiioviensis, the matter has been fully discussed above. As to the

mTs of Lagopsis verus, in all my specimens from La Grive-Saint-Alban, either the tooth

itself or its very distinct alveolus is present (PI. 37. figs. 14, 26). Deperet, too, has before

figured a mandibular ramus of Lagopsis verus from the same locality, showing the m. 3 § ;

and Biedermann has described this same tooth in specimens from Elgg.

Prolagus. —There is no third inferior true molar, m73, in this genus ; m. 2 is composed

of three lobes, the posterior connected with the middle one by cement, in the same

way as the latter is with the anterior one. From this circumstance Pomel concluded

—

ust as Filhol has in the case of Titanomys —that in 'Prolagus m. 3 had become fused

with m. 2. Of the Prolagus ceningensis of Sansan, he says :
—" Ceux de Sansan different

* H. Y. Meyer, " Fossile Siiugetliiere, etc., vou Giuingen,'' Fauna d. Yorwelt, p. 6, pi. iii. fig. 1 (184.5).

t Ih. pi. ii. fig. 1.

t Oj). cit. p. 32.

§ Arch. Mu8. Lyon, iv. p. 104, jjl. xiii. figs. 10, 10 ct (1887).
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encore, comme sous-^enre, par la derniere molaire inferieure, qui a trois prismes par

reunion de la cinquicme molaire a la quatrieme " *. Eraas holds the same opinion f.

This theory would at first sight seem to be supported by what Dei)erct has found

in the ProIagKS of Roussillon. He figures two mandibular rami '^, in one § of

which he records five cheek-teeth, in the other
1|

only four ; and he goes on to say :

—

" Cette dilFeronce est moins importante qu'elle ne pent sembler au premier abord

;

elle tient simplement a ce que le dernier prisme d'email de la serie dentaire est soude

au prisme jirecedent de la quatrieme molaire dans I'une de ces mandibules, tandis que

ce meme prisme libre constitue une cinquieme molaire dans la fig. 29. Cette soudure,

qui se fait d'ailleiirs uniquement par I'intermediaire d'une certaine quantite de cement,

ne me parait pas avoir I'importance qu'on lui a attribuee pour la distinction des deux

genres Lacjomys et Frolagus, puisqu'elle est variable suivaut les sujets dans le petit

Leporide de E,oussillon " ^.

I agree witli Prof. Deperet that this difference has no great importance in the E-oussillon

jaws, though not for the reasons adduced, for I apprehend he is mistaken when he

institutes comparisons with Lacjomys, and considers that the isolated prism of his

fig. 29 " constitue une cinquieme molaire." H. v. Meyer met with similar occm--

rences among twenty mandibular rami of Frolagus oenmgensis (Kon.) from Steinheim,

and refers to them in the following words :
—" In some instances one might be induced

to believe that the posterior of the three prisms constituting the last molar is separated,

so that the creature would have the character of Lagomys "
; but he judiciously

adds :
—

" On closer examination, however, it can be seen that tlie posterior prism is

included in the alveolus of the rest of the tooth, so that it evidently is part of the

latter " (" dass das hinterste Prisma nicht durch die Alveole von dem iibrigeu Zahu

abgeschlossen ist, zu dem es daher offenbar noch gehort) " **. Numerous mandibular

rami of the Frolagus ceii'mgensis from La Grive have passed through my hands, as well

as from 600 to 700 of F. sardus from the Corsican and Sardinian ossiferous breccias and

caves. Not unfrequently I foimd the third prism of m. 2 separated from the rest of

the tooth ; but by the criterion established by H. v. Meyer there could never be a doubt

as to the interpretation, which invariably was that, either by fracture or by the weathered

condition of the cement, the last prism had been separated from m. 2 ; as are likewise,

though more rarely, separated from each other the two prisms of the aiaterior teeth.

I do not doubt for a moment that the same explanation will hold good in the case of

the E-oussillon specimens. In Frolagus each of the prisms has its alveolar niche

formed by two partial septa starting from the outer and inner alveolar border ; but these

must not be confused witli the complete septum separating one alveolus from the

other.

I consider the tliird prism of ni72 of Frolagus to be the homologue of t of the

* Cat. meth. et desor. Vert. toss, du Bassiu de la Loire et de I'Allier, p. 43 (1853).

t Wiirttemb. naturw. Jahresh. xxvi. p. 170 (1870).

% " Aiiim. plioo. du Koussillon," Mem. Soc. Geol. France, i. p. 57, pi. iv. (1890).

§ Op. tit. pi. iv. figs. 2iJ, 29 a.

II
Oj}. cit. pi. iv. figs. 28, 28 a. f Oi>. dt. p. 57. ** Neiies Jahrb. 1865. p. 8t3.

67*
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Titanomys-ieeih ; and that itiTs having been lost in tlie former genus by some means or

otber, the terminal cusp of m. 2 has become enlarged in compensation. "We have

numerous analogies for similar occuri-ences, but we have none for the ever-recurring

theories of fusion between tooth and tooth, which on closer examination always break

down. This notwithstanding, we shall still hear of them, since they yield the explanation

which lies nearest at hand.

Again, although Prolagus presents in its molars, at least in the upper ones, more

primitive characters than Zagopsis and Lagomys, it cannot be considered to be the

direct ancestor of these ; for it cannot be surmised that a tooth— mTs—after having

been lost, reappears in a later genus. Hilgendorf regards m. 3 of Lepus as a recent

acquisition, for he terms it '' phylogenetisch der jiingste (Zahn) " *
;

presumably for

the same reason for which he considers tlic maximum of enamel-plication observed by

him in upper incisors (of ^' Lepus mexicanus") to l)e "phylogenetisch ein Extrem " t,

because there is no trace of it " bei den fossilen Leporiden-Gattungen {Mi/olagus)."

There is no good reason for considering the Miocene Prolagus {Ili/olagus) in the

ancestral line of Lepus, simply because no true Leporida? have been found in the

European Miocene ; nor in inferring from the various primitive characters of P;'oZ«(7?<s

that the absence of m. 3 is a primitive character as well. Besides, Hilgendorf does not

take into consideration the fact that Lagop)sis and Titanomys, both of which are contem-

poraneous with and even partly {T. visenoviensis) older than Pfolagus, possess a m. 3.

I presume that, for similar reasons, Hilgendorf would consider the m- 3 of Le^ms a recent

acquisition also ; and here we must remember tliat the Oligocene Pala'olagus has

both m. 3 and m. 3.

Noack describes the last lower molar of young Lepus saxaUlis as composed of two

antero-posteriorly placed cusps, which seem (" scheinbar ") to be separate, but at any rate

(" jedenfalls ") are only loosely connected, which makes it doiibtf ul whether they ever

coalesce to form a compact tooth. This conformation of m. 3 is in the author's opinion a

sufficient justification for the folloAving generalization: "Jedenfalls ist im Unterkiefer

von L. saxatilis noch die Tendenz zu 6 Backenzahnen vorhaudcn." | Why not, while we

are at it, towards eight ?—since it is stated immediately afterwards that the same

partitioning of the two lobes is also visible in two of the anterior molars. The

* Sitzungsber. d. Ges. natiirf. Freundo Berlin, Sitzung v. 1.5. Januar 1884, ]>. 23.

t Op. cit. p. 20.

+ Th. Noack, " Neue Beitriige zur Kenntniss d. Siiugethier-Fauna von Ostat'rika," Zool. Jahrb. Abth. f.

Syst. etc. vii. p. 54.5 (1693). The writer of this pamphlet has examined numerous dentitions of fostal and young

Habbits, and " -i. vulgaris" (meaning L. eiiropaits), and finds among other things in their cheek-teeth cusjjs which

are absent in the adult. So far, good. Apart from this, his descriptions and generalizations show on almost

every line that he has approached this difficult subject without sufficient scientific training. Hilgendorf's short

sentence of 1865 :
" Die oberen Backzahne junger Hasen sind mit einer halbmondfurmigen Schmelzrijhre verschen,

wodurch ein Ubcrgang zu dem fossilen Mi/olat/us gebildet wird,"' —is of infinitely higher scientific value than the

•la^es filled with laborious descriptions in the paper quoted. If the author had taken Hilgendorf's words as a

starting-point and a guide in the investigation of upper leporine cheek-teeth, he might have been able to

do some useful work. He knows about tritubercular teeth ; he also seems to be aware that on ojie occasion

the molars of lagomorphous Rodents have been compared with those of diprotodont Marsupials, and that
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numerous juvenile dentitions wliicli were at the author's disposal might have shown him

that the separation of the two lobes is characteristic of young stages in the inferior

cheek-teeth of Lepns generally.

The Bony Palate in the LAgomorphine Skull.

The greatly reduced hony palate is considered to be one of the characteristic features

in the skull of Lagomorpha. At first sight the only difference in this respect between

Leporidae and Lagomyid* appears to be that in the latter family the palatal bridge is

shorter than in Leporidte. On investigating the matter more closely, however, it may

be seen that in Leporidte the bony palate is shortest in the genus Lepus s. str., viz. in

those forms which are most sj)ecialized for running and leaping ; and that the

shortness is principally due to a reduction in length of the os palatinum. In Lagomyidse,

on the contrary (PI. 39. figs. 34, 36, "jj"), the latter bone is comparatively elongate,

while the part of the bony palate formed by the maxiliaries (m) is greatly reduced, so

that in some cases the latter do not even join in the laiddle line antei'iorly, the middle of

the anterior margin of the palatal bridge being formed by the palatine bones. As seen

from the figiu'cs, Prolagus (fig. 36) is in this respect scarcely different from Lagomys

(fig. 34).

It might, a priori, be expected that this speci?lization of the Lagomorpha will be

reduced to a minimum, in other words that the bony palate will be longest, in the oldest

members of the group, and this is in fact so. Cojie describes this part of the skull

of Palceolagus as follows : —" The palatine bones are flat and occupy more than half the

palate between the molars. Their common suture is at least as long as that of the

maxillaries, and extends as far forward as the posterior border of the second molar. Prom

this point the anterior suture extends to the posterior border of the third molar. The

palatal notch is rectangalar, and is not wider than the palatine bone on each side of it."
*

some phylogunetic speculation has been based thereon. The author avails himself of these two types, the

tritubercular and the diprotodont, in tracing two primitive types in the teeth of one species, Lepus sa.catilis ; the

anterior upper cheek-tooth is referred to the tritubercular type ; the conformation of the two anterior lower teeth,

on the other hand, " decidedly suggests the molars of Kangaroos and Wombats, and makes it probable that the

ancestors of the Lagomorpha were llarsupials, holding ahout the middle between Phascohjnii/s and Lagorchestes"

(p. 545). By the cheek-teeth of its ripe embryo, the Wild Rahbit is far removed from Lepus curop<ms (p. 553) ; and

the cheek-teeth of the latter were evolved from the tritubercular type (p. 551). The rabbit's skull approaches the

Marsupial type (p. 551). The author seems to be unaware of the existence of deciduous cheek-teeth in the Leporidae.

On p. 549, the anterior of the upper cheek-teeth is twice termed p. 1. Supposing that we have really to do with

a premolar, the anterior premolar in the upper series would be p. 3, according to Hensel's mode of writing, adopted

by the present writer, or p. 2, according to the usual custom, hut under no circumstances p. 1. Considering,

however, that the two teeth referred to by Prof. Xoack belong, the one to a mature, the other to an unripe embryo

of L, europa'us, in which species the tooth-change takes place only some time after birth, the alleged p. 1 is in

reality a d. 3 (d. 2 of authors). On pp. 544 and 545 the remarkable circumstance is noted that in the half-grown

L. saxatilh the second and third anterior upper cheek-teeth are more retarded in their development than the same

teeth in embryos of L. europceus. The very oljvious explanation is that those of the former sjiecies are premolars,

those of the latter deciduous teeth.

* E. D. Cope, 'The Vertebrata of the Tertiary Formations of the West," i. p. 875 (lS7(i) pi. Ixvi. figs. 1, 4

0883).
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Tlie only known palate of Titanomys is that figured by Pilliol *, which too is elongate.

According to him t, the length of the palatal bridge in Lacjomys and Titanomys

respectively is as follows :

—

millim.

Lagomys tibetanus ()'002.

Lagomijs oyoloita 0"0015.

Titanoimjs rismovieiisis. . . 0'0045.

The suture between the palatines and maxillaries is not shown in the iigure of

Titanomys. Thanks to the kindness of Mons. M. Boule, I have been able to examine the

original in the Paris Museum, and can state that in this oldest member of the Lagomyidse

the family character is already very evident in the reduction of the maxillaries,

inasmuch as the palatines occupy the anterior margin of the bridge in the middle line, the

two maxillaries not joining each other. The difference in the length of the palatal bridge

between Titanomys on the one side, and Lagomys (with Prolagns) on the other, is tlierefore

wholly due to the greater elongation of the former's palatine. lu Falceolagus 1 both

bones are lengthened, as compared with other Leporidae, and especially with the most

modernized species of tlie family . The anterior palatal notch formed by the maxillaries

extends forward slightly beyond the anterior margin of p. 3, as it does in Nesolagus

Netscheri (PI. 39. fig. 38), which is one of the most primitive of recent Leporidse. The

posterior palatal notch of Pala;olagus reaches as far backward as a line uniting the

middle of the alveoli of m. 1. Besides, the horizontal portion of the ossa palatiua is also

transversally much less reduced than in most of the recent Leporidaj, the breadth of the

posterior palatal notch being approximately equal to half the breadth of the space

between it and the alveoli. While in this latter character JPalceolagus convei'ges

towards the Lagomyidse, or rather goes beyond them —for, to judge from the figiires, the

palatal notch of Palceolagus is considerably narrower tlian even in Titanomys —it is

thoroughly leporine with regard to the part which the maxillaries take in the formation

of the bony palate.

Those among recent Leporidse which, on account of their several primitive characters,

may be placed in a separate section (Caj)rolagus-group), as oj)posed to Lepus s. str., are

more primitive also in the character of the greater autero-posterior length of the palatal

plates of the palatine and maxillary bones, as may be judged from various instances

figured in PI. 39. Pig. 32 represents the palate of Cajjrolagusjiisjjidus (Pears.) ; fig. 33, of

Sylvilagiis {Romerolagus) Nclsoni; fig. 37, the same part of Oryctolagus crassicaudatus

(Geoffr.) i fig. 38 that, already mentioned, of Nesolagus Netscheri of Sumatra. It is well

known that the bony palate of the Rabbit, of which a figiu'e is not given here §, has a

greater longitudinal extension than ia the CommonHare and that its palatal notch

is narrower ; both these characters are much more pronounced in the young. Pig. 35

* H. Filhol, " Etude des Mammiferes fossiles de Saint-Gerand-le-Puy (AUier)," Ann. Sc. Gcol. x, pi. 3, lig. 13

(1879). t 0^>. cii. p. 31.

+ Cope, ap. cit. pi. Ixvi. figs. 1, 4.

§ lixoeUent lower views of skuUs of the Rabbit, side by side with those of Lepus ewopceus, have been figured by

H. V. Nathusius (' Uber die sogenannteu Leporiden," pi. ii. 187G).
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{PL 39) represents these parts of a young SylvUagiis braslliensis (Linn.), wliich closely

resembles Faheolagus in the great antero-posterior extension of both the palatine and
the maxillary bones and in the very narrow palatal notch, both coming near to the

normal condition of Mammals.

As might have been expected, the Pliocene Lepus valdarmnsis, Weith., also presents a

more normal palatal region than the various specialized species of Lepus, and may for

this reason alone be assigned to the Caprolagus section. The anterior and posterior

palatal notches are much narrower than in L. europcvus, and the whole of the bony
palatal In-idge is considerably longer ; this being especially due to the elongation of the

maxillaries *.

The greater rednction of the palatal plate of the maxillary bone in Lagomyidfe,

as compared with Leporidge, might seem to be due to the greater backward prolongation

of the foramina iucisiva in the first-named family. On closer examination, however,

it becomes evident that in reality we have to do with a fusion of two originally separated

vacuities, viz. the true foramina incisiva, and a sort of palatal fontanelle behind them.

In Lagomys, the premaxillse generally, though not in all the species, join in the middle
line between the foramina incisiva and the fontanelle behind them ; in Leporidte, the

confluence of the two fissnres has generally, but not always, become complete. An
approach to Lagomyidse (fig. -30) is given by the bottle-shaped appearance of the

"foramina incisiva" which Bangs considers to be characteristic of ''Lepus sylraticus

transitionaUs "f —the same occurs also in other American Leporidfe —̂and which is but

the remnant of the original separation of the true foramina incisiva from the palatal

fontanelle. I therefore do not think that Winge is right, when he assumes that the

separation of the two openings is a secondary character in Lagomys, brought about

by the new formation of a bony plate $. Judging from Cope's figure §, the fusion of

botb openings seems to have already taken place in PalcBolagus. But if we judge from
recent forms, in which tlie premaxillai are very thin in this region, it ajipears probable

that the apparent fusion in the figured palate of Palceolagus is due to the defective

preservation of the premaxillas in the figured specimen.

On the Limb-Skeleton of Lagomorpha.

There is a great diff"erence between the Lagomyidte and Leporidfe, and between the

various members of the latter, in the absolute length of the fore and hind limbs, and in

theii- relative length, compared with each other. The diff'erences, moreover, are not only

in size ; and it is the antebrachium which in the first place presents notable divergences

in the different groups. Even for systematic purposes it will be necessary henceforth to

take into consideration these, as well as other, parts of the skeleton ; and we cannot

content om-selves with such general statements as " hind limbs longer than the fore

limbs," and " hind Umljs and fore limbs subequal."

* A. Weithofer, in Jahrb. k.-k. geol. Keichsaustalt, Bd. xxxix. p. 80 (1880).

t Proc. Bost. Soc. Nat. Hist. ssvi. p. 407 (189.5).

X H. AVinge, ' Jordfundne og milevende Gnavere,' &c., J. c. p. 113 :
" Forskjelleii fra Haren er kuo, at det ogeulige

F. incisivum er afskilt ved en nyopstaaet, ikke altid fukUtii'ndig Benbro."' § O^j. cit. pi. Isvi. fi"-. 1.
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In comparing the characters of the common Hare (i. europcens) with those of the

domesticated Rahhit, Nathusius enters into full particulars of the differences presented

by the antehvachium, summing them up in the following statements :

—

Hare. Rabbit.

Ulna weaker than the radius, situated Uhia stronger than the radius, situated

behind the latter. laterally.

In relation to the basilar length of the skull and the length of the vertebral column,

the anterior and posterior limbs are in their totality, as well as in their different parts,

longer in the Hare, shorter in the Rabbit.

Hare. Rabbit.

Humerus longer than antebrachium. Humerus and antebrachium suhcqual in length.

Length of the antebrachium as compared with the tibia :

—

Hare. Rabbit.

Antebrachium shorter than the tibia by Antebrachium shorter than the tibia by one-

about one-fourth its length. half its length*.

With regard to the remarkable differences in the antebrachium of tlie two animals,

the writer concludes that they are doubtless associated with their different habits,

the Rabbit burrowing and the Hare living above-ground f . Put in this general way,

the conclusion is undoubtedly true. Nathusius, however, does not seem to have been

aware that the difference is chielly due to the specialization of the Hares fore-leg, which

specialization is nothing else than the beginning of the process carried much fuiiher in

the modern swift-footed Ungulates. It therefore remains to be seen how far, if at

all, the structure of the Rabbit's antebrachium is a consequence of its burrowing

propensities, —an adaptation to them. Eor neither from what we know of its habits, nor

from the structiu'e of its fore-limb, can the Rabbit be considered to be a truly fossorial

Mammal, as is, e. g., the Mole, or, among Rodcntia, the genera Geomys, Spalax, and

Siphneus.

In districts where the Rabbit finds burrowing in the ground too hard a task, it

manages to do withou.t it J ; as it sometimes does, perhaps, for other unknown reasons.

* H. V. Nathusius, ' Ubur die sogenauuten Lejjorick'U,' pp. 17, .31-33, 67, figs. 2-5 (p. 32) 1876.

t Oj). i:it. p. 33.

X W. Thompson states (Proc. Zool. See. Londoii, part v. p. 52, 1837) that in the North of Ireland persons who

take Rabbits make a distinction between the Burrow -Eahhit and the Bush-Jiahlit, and that the latter is so designated

in consequence of haviug a " form like the Hare, and which is generally placed in bushes or underwood." The

liev. G. T. Dawson, speaking of the Wild Rabbit, says : —" There is a variety . . . which never burrows in the ground,

but lies beneath bushes, or among the herbage ot hedges or woods, and is called by the common peoi)le of that part

of Hertfordshire which borders upon Redfordshire the B%(sh-ltahhit, and in the northern parts of the same county

the Stuh-Eahhit .... A non-burrowing Rabbit may, in its distress, scramble into a hole, or burrow, if there happens to

1)0 one in its waj', in which to die in secrecy ; but, as far as my own observation extends, I never remember one
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One of my principal reasons for separating a certain number of LeporidiB, under the

designation of Caprolagns, from the swift-footed Lepus (figs. XXV-XXVIII), is the

I

xxv
SSVI sxw

rigs. XXV-XXVIII. Left antebrachium of Lfpus timldm, Linn. (L. iwlahilis, Pall), ^ reduced. XXV, front view

XXVI, ulnar (external) view ; XXVII, radial view ;
XXVIII, posterior view.

Figs. XXIX-XXXI. Len ioreAimh oi S>ih<{la</us hrnsiUensis (Lum.), uat. size. XXIX, front view. I-V = first

to fifth metacarpals, f = carpale 5 (vesalianum) ; XXX, radial view ;
XXXI, uluar view.

structure of the antebrachiuni ; but of several of the former it is expressly stated

that they do not burrow at all, or at least that they are not habitual burrowers. I

have thought it would be instructive for my present purpose to record the observed facts

of the physiology of the organs of locomotion of various Lagomorpha, by collecting as

much information as is available to me.

of the bush-mhhifs running to ground, even when wounded, and certainly it is contrary to its habits to do so under

dift'ereut circumstances " (' Zoologist," iii. p. 903, 1845). In W. Thompson's ' Natural History of Ireland' (vol. iv.

p. 80, 1856), his former statement is repeated, and strengthened on the authority of Dr. R. Ball, " who has

long been aware of the difference of habit and appearance between burrow- and bush-rabbits in the County of Cork."'

In Bell's ' History of British Quadrupeds ' (2nd ed. pp. 344, 345, 1874) it is reported that " on moors, where the soil

is wet, Kabbits often refrain from burrowing, and content themselves with runs and galleries formed in the long

and matted heather and herbage. In more than one instance we have known a family to take possession of

a hollow tree and ascend its inclined and decayed trunk for some distance." In comment on this, Prof. Howes has

drawn my attention to the fact that the Oriental Black-necked Hare (L. nigricolJis) habitually resorts to the hollows

in trees when pursued, and that while the European Rabbit may bring forth its young above-ground (' Zoologist,'

ser. 3, vol. i. p. 18) the Hare may do so in a burrow.

SECONDSERIES. —ZOOLOGY,VOL. VII. 68
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Of Oryctolagus crassicandatus, wlaich, in the conformation of its antebracbium

(text-figs. XXXII-XXXV), is almost identical witb O. cuniciilm (PI. 38. fig. 30), Smith

says in a general way that it inhabits " rocky situations" in South Africa, and that " its

manners connect it closely with the Rabbit." * Alexander Whyte describes the same

species in his journey through the high-lying country in the North Xyasa district, and he

xyxTT

XL

Figs. XXXII-XXXV. Oryctola(jus crasskauduius ((u-oft'r.). —Left fore-limb, iiat. size. XXXII, posterior view ;

XXXIII, front view ; XXXIV, ulnar view ; XXXV, radial view.

Figs. XXXVI-XL. Caprola[/us Jiis^idus {Fears.). —Left fore-liml), nat. size. XXXVI, posterior view ; XXXVII,
front view: »-=radiale, i = intermedium (lunar), ^« = ulnare. l-3=carpalia 1-3.

Cj = carpale 4 (hamatum). XXXVIII, ulnar view : p=pi8iform ; XXXIX, radial view :

XL, front view of antebracbium, proximal end.

too compares it with the Rabbit f. But Dowhere have I found it expressly stated that

this species is burrowing ; the rocky " situations " and " places " to which, according to

both observers, it is confined, certainly would not favour IjurroM'ing propensities.

* A. Smith, in S. Afr. Quart. Journ. vol. ii. p. 87 (1833) (sub " Le/ms rupesti-is").

t " Perhaps the most interesting mammal we secured was the haro of the plateau, and which might well be

termed a ' rock-rabbit.' ... It is very local and peculiar in its habits, confining itself to the highest and most

rooky places on the plateau. On this account wo found it most difficult to procure good specimens. It kept

dodging about the granite boulders, and we seldom got a shot until it was quite close on to us. ... It was never

found out in the open " (British Central Africa Gazette, 15th Oct. 1895 to 1st Feb. 189G, p. 22.)
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Of the " Lepus hrasUicnsis " of Pciraguay, wliose fore-limbs (text-figs. XXIX-XXXI)
mucli i-esemljle those of tlie Rabbit, D'Azara states expressly that it is not a burrowing

animal*, and the same is confirmed by Rengger f.

About the habits of Sylcilagiis stjlvaticus, the " Grey Rabbit " of the United States, we
know from Bachman that " though it digs no burrows in a state of nature, yet when

confined it is capable of digging to the depth of a foot or more under a wall in order to

effect its escape "
|. S. artemisUe, closely related to S. sylvaticm, is described by Clark

as burroAving §.

Special recognition is due to the following graphic description l^y Coues of the

locomotion of three different groups of Hares, viz. the Marsh-Hare {S. palustris), the

"Wood-Rabbit" (S. sylvaticas), and the "Jackass Hares" [L. callotis). Comparing

in the first place the two former, he says :
—" The Marsh- Rabbit . . . looks smaller, although

actual measurement does not show any very decided difference in size. This deceptive

appearance is owing to the different gait . . . The animal's gait ... is a direct conse-

quence of the comparative shortness of its legs —of the hinder ones particularly . . . The

animal's general configuration is more squat and bunchy ; it seems to run with its body

nearer the groimd ]|, scuttles along with shorter, quicker steps, more constrained and

spasmodic, moving by jerks, as it were ; and has little or nothing of the free bouncing

movements that mark the progress of the Wood-Rabbit. In these respects the last-

named species is exactly intermediate between the Marsh-Rabbit and the large

" Jackass " Hares {Lepus caJlofis) of the West, in which length of stride, height of

bound, and general freedom of swinging gait reach an extreme. These Western Hares

are the swiftest of their tribe in this country, and the Marsh-Rabbit is just the opposite

As attested by all observers, the speed of the latter is appreciably less than that of even

* " II ne fouille point de terriers, quoiqu'on dise, qu'etant poursuivi, il se cache sous des fcroncs pourris et entre

les debris des vegetaux." (' Essais siir THist. nat. des Quadrupedes de la Province du Paraguay,' ii. p. .58,

1801).

t J. E. Piengger, ' Naturgeschichte der Silugethiere von Paraguay,' 1830. —"Hiihlen oder unterirdische Gange

grabt es keine "
(p. 248). " Sein erster Lauf i.st scliuell ; er halt aber uicht lauge aus und wird bald von den

Hunden eiugeholt" (p. 2.5u).

X .Tourn. Acad. Nat. Sei. Philad. vol. vii. p. 3:3.5 (18.37). The following statement as to the feeble endurance

in running of 6'. sylvaticas is almost identical with what Eengger says of <V. hrasiUensis :
—" Although it

runs with considerable swiftness for a short distance, yet it soon becomes wearied, and an active dog would

overtake it, did it not reti'eat into some hole of the earth, into heaps of logs or stones, or into a tree with a hole

near its roots. ... In the Isorthern States, where the burrows of the Maryland marmot and skunk are numerous,

this hare retreats to their holes " (op. cit. p. 328).

§ " Wherever the thorny clumps of chapparal and the loose sandy soil afford protection to this smallest of rabbits,

it may be found in great numbers. No matter when or whore one of these maj' be seen, a clump of chapparal or

its burrow seem always at hand ; thus it does not travel far, and a few jumps bring it to a place of safety. . . .

The burrows usually run into sand hillocks formed around bushes : sometimes, however, they are dug into the bare

compact surface." (J. H. Clark, in Spencer F. Baird, ' Mammals of N. America. —Part ii. Special Ileport upon the

Mammals of the Mexican Boundary,' p. 48, 1850.)

11
Cy. also Bachman on Siilrilat/tis j'tilt'-'^ii'is: "Instead of leaping like the common Hare, it runs low to the ground,

darting through the marsh in the manner of the Hat." (J. Bachman, " Descr. of a new Species of Hare found in

South Carolina," Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Philad. vii. p. 190. Head May 10th, 1830.)

68*
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the Wood-Rabbit, though it certainly appears to get over the ground quite cleverly,

particularly to one who has just missed, by under-shooting, a running shot" *.

The most remarkable member of the family, as to its habits, is the " Romerolagus

Nelsoni, Merr.," from Mount Popocatepetl, Mexico, of which it is stated: —"This

singular animal has exceedingly short hind legs, and instead of moving by a series of

leaps, like ordinary rabbits, runs along on all fours, and lives in ruuAvays in the grass

like the meadow-mice " f. Mr. E. W. Nelson, the discoverer of tiiis creature, has

furnished the following further particulars :
—" A search under the overhanging masses

of long grass-blades show^ed a perfect network of large arvicola-like runways tunneling

through the bases of the tussocks, and passing from one to another under the shelter of

the outcurving naasses of leaves. It was evident that the rabbits ^vere very numerous

here ... So far as observed, these animals are strictly limited to the heavy growth of

saccatan grass, between about 3050 and 3G50 meters . . . They make their forms within the

matted bases of the huge grass tussocks, by tunneling passage-ways along the surface of

the ground through the mass of old grass leaves and stems, and then hollowing out snug

retreats within the weather-proof shelter thus obtained "
%.

I am unfortunately unacquainted with the limb-skeleton of this interesting animal.

Although from the foregoing description it results that it cannot be considered a

burrowing animal, I venture to anticipate that its ulna will be found at least as little

reduced as in the common Eabbit, and not placed behind the i^adius.

Hodgson \ gives the following information on the habits of Caprolagus hispidttn

(Pears.) :
—

" The Hispid Hare is a habitual burrower, like the llabbit; but, unlike that

species, it is not gregarious, and affects deep cover, the pair dwelling together, but apart

from their fellows, in subterranean abodes of their own excavation . . . Less liighly

endowed with the senses of seeing and hearing than the CommonHare or P^abbit, and

gifted with speed far inferior to that of the former or even of the latter species, the

Hispid Hare is dependent for safety upon the double concealment afforded by the heavy

undergrowth of the forest
||

and by its ow^i burrow, and accordingly it never quits the

former shelter, and seldom wanders far from the latter, whilst the harsh hair of its coat

affords it an appropriate and unique protection against continual necessary contact with

the huge and serrated grasses, reeds, and slirubs in the midst of which it dwells, and

* Elliott Coues, " Observations ou the Marsh-Hare,'" Proc. Boston Sot-, of Natural History, xiii. pp. 87, 88, 80

(18G9).

t C. Hart Merriam, " Eouerolafjus Nelsoni, anew Genus and Species of llabbit from Mount Popoeatejietl, Mexico,''

Proc. Biol. Soo. 'V\"ushington, x. p. Kj!) (1896).

X Op. cit. pp. 109, 170.

§ B. H. Hodgson, • On the Hispid Hare of the Saul Forest," J. A. S. Bengal, xvi. 1, pp. 573, 574 (1547).

II
By later writers it is denied that C. hispidu^ is an inhabitant of the forest. Blanford (' Fauna of British India,'

Mammalia, ii. p. 454, 1891) says :
—" According to Hodgson the Hispid Hare inhabits the Sal forest, whilst Jerdon

states with more probability that it is found in the Terai (that is, of course, the marshy tract usually thus called),

frequenting long grass and bamboos &c." Jerdon's words are :
—" It frequents jungly places, long grass, and bamboos,

and, from its retiied habits, is very difficult to observe and obtain "' (T. C. Jerdon, 'Mammals of India,' p. 220,

1867).
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dwells so securely that it is seldom or never seen even by the natives, save for a short

period after the great annual clearance of the Tarai hy fire ; and they tell me that it feeds

chiefly on roots and the bark of trees, a circumstance as remarkably in harmony with

the extraordinary rodent power of its structure as are its small eyes and ears, weighty

body, and short strong legs, with what has been just stated relative to the rest of its

habits. The whole forms a beautiful instance of adajitation without the slightest change

of organism " *. Even if it had not been expressly stated, I would have concluded

from the structure of the fore limbs (lext-flgs. XXXVI-XL) that the Hispid Hare is a

l)ui-rowing animal : in fact, the only member of the family whose organization betrays

fossorial propensities.

Nothing is known aboiit the habits of the Sumatra Hare, Caprolagns {Nesolagus)

Netscheri t. Prom the structure of its fore limbs, PI. 38. fig. 28, it may be safely inferred

that it is a bad runner, and it may be an occasional burrower; but it is certainly much
less fossorial than C. hispidns.

The mode of locomotion of L(Kjoiirys [L. piis/lliis) is thus described by Pallas :

—

" Incedunt L. p/isilH elumbi et sul)sultante gressu, sed propter bi-evitatem pedum,

maxime posticorum, neque celeriter eurrunt, nee nisi inepte exsiliunt. In posticos pedes

raro eriguntur "
I Winge concludes from this that " the mode of locomotion is therefore

the same as in Lepus.'" Besides, he thinks it probable that the ancestors of Lagomys

have been better runners than the recent species ; this, on account of the resemblance of

the rump- and limb-skeleton between Layomys and Lepiis. Also, according to the same

Avriter, some features in the skull of Lagomys, showing that the organs of smell and sight

are less developed, point nevertheless towards a former different condition §. As seen

from the figures (PL 38. fig. 20), Lagomys resembles ordinary Rodents and Insectivores

in the lateral position and non-reduction of the ulna, and also in its comparatively short

hind legs. This is the primitive condition. Are we, then, to assume that the ancestors

of Lagomys, starting from this condition, reduced their ulna and shortened their hind

legs, only to revert again to the former primitive condition presented by the living

species? Equally far-fetched seems to me the supposition that the choanai had formerly

been wider and the eyes larger. Neither Prolagus (PI. 39, fig. 36) nor Tifanomys supports

the former assumj)tion, and there is no indication of larger orbits in Frolagus, nor of

supraorbital processes in either of the two fossil genera. The statement, " incedunt

L. pusilli elumbi et subsultante gressu," which recalls Coues's description of *S'. palustris

(" scuttles along with shorter, quicker steps, more constrained and spasmodic, moving by

jerks, as it were"), proves, in my opinion, an incipient stage of the leporine locomotion.

* The view expressed ia the latter part of the last sentence is not correct.

t H. Schlegel, " On an anomalous Species of Hare discovered in the Isle of .Sumatra : Lejjus Sctucluri *' ( Xoti.'s

from the Leyden Museum,' vol. ii. note sii. p. 59, 1880).

+ ' Novae Species Quadrup. e Ulirium Ordine,' p. 35 (1778).

§ H. 'Winge, ' Jordfundiie og nulevende Giiavere (Rodentia),' p. 113.
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PiFTH Carpal Ray.

The Pisiform.

Krause descrilies the pisiform of the domestic E-abbit as aiiiculating with the ulnare

on its A^ohir side *
; in the description of the ulna t, it is stated that the distal

termination of tbis bone has a condyle for tlie facet of the ulnare. These two

statements imply that the pisiform of the domestic Rabbit articulates —as in Man

—

with the ulnare only. If tliey are correct, the German domestic Rabbits are

different from those of this country ; for in the English domestic and wild Rabbits

I find the bone called pisiform articulating with the ulna as well as with the ulnare

;

this is the case moreover in all Leporidte (PL 38. fig. 2, text-figures XXXI, XXXIV,
XXXVIII), in all Lagomyidte (PI. 38. fig. 4), and in the great majority of Mammalia.

In the Leporidse the pisiform, the proximal part of which extends considerably iu

a transverse direction on the volar side of the carpus, shows even two facets for the

volar side of tlie ulna.

Prom the following statements it appears tliat the so-called pisiform of Mammalia is a

compound bone.

Daubenton mentions three accessory bones in the carpus of Hylohatcs and Iiiuus

ecaudatus ; one of them is, in Sijlobates, situated as follows :
" il se trouve place sur

le joint qui est entre le troisieme et le quatrieme os du premier rang ;
" situated, therefore,

on the articulation between the ulnare and pisiforme %. The carpal bones of Itiuus are

said to have the same position as in Ilylohates, only differing in their form §. In Papio

the accessory bone in question is said to be wanting ||.

Cuvier's description is almost identical. Speaking of the " ossified nodules in the

muscle tendons " of the carjius, he says :
—" II y en a deux par exemple, dans le

gibbon et le magot : I'un dans Je tendon du cubital externe, sur le joint du pisiforme avec

le cuneiforme .... manque dans les Sitpajous " ^.

Leboucq describes and figures ** a case in the Gibbon :
—" Chez un Gibbon {Hylobates

leuciscns) de la collection de I'Universite de Gand, il existe entre le cubitus et le cul)ital

du carpe un nodule osseux articule lateralement avec le pisiforme [p'. fig. 28). Ce nodule

me semble representer le cartilage qui disparait chez I'homme." (Reference is here

made to the previous description of a cartilaginous nodule which is constantly met with

in liuman enil)ryos of the third and fourth month.) " En meme temps que le crochet

terminal du cubitus s'accuse netteuient, il se develojipe dans le menisque embryonnaire

un nodule cartilagineux elliptique, faisant suite d'une part a la pointe du crochet et de

I'autre se dirigeant vers I'extremite proximale de Tintermediaire." It disappears

* W. Krause, ' Die Anatomie des Kaninchens iu topogr. und operativer Riicksicbt,' 2te Auflage, p. 120 (1884).

t L. c. p. 119.

+ Buftbn et Daubenton, Hist. nat. geu. et partio. siv. p. 10.5 (1706).

§ L. :. p. 127.
li

L. c. p. 151.

IT Lerons d'Anat. Comp. 2' ed. i. p. 42-5 (18.3.5).

** H. Leboucq, " llech. sur la Morphologie du Carpe chcz les Mammifcres," Arcb. de Biologic, publ. par Van

Beneden et Van Bambeke, v. p. 83, pi. iv. fig. 28 (1884).
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constantly after the foixrth month *. Leboucq considers this cartilaginous nodule of the

human foetus the homologue of the ossicle in Hi/ lobnt.es; both are parts of the

pisiform, the pisiform of human anatomy being, in his opinion, but the distal epiphysis

of the complete pisiform f . In a later paper the cartilaginous nodule is homologized

with the OS trigonum (tarsi) :
" je crois done pouvoir considerer ce nodule et I'os trigonum

comme homologues "
%, whence it would follow that the ossicle of Hylobates is equally the

homologue of the trigonum.

The ephemeral cartilage of the human embryo has since been discovered in an ossified

condition in a carpus of an adult, and received the name triqueti'um secundariuni §.

Both this cartilage in the foetus and the triquetrum secundarium occupy a more radiad

position than the ossicle of the Gibbon, wherefore it would appear that tliey are not,

after all, the homologues of the latter, and this is proved to be the case by the discovery

by Kohlbrugge of tvo accessory ossicles in the Gibbon. In three specimens of the three

species Ilijlohates leuciscn^, H. (((/Uis, and II. Millleri, an ossicle is situated between the

styloid process of the ulna, the pisiform, and the ulnare. It rests on the processus

styloideus and articulates with it and the ulnare. The pisiform joins the carpus

at the jioint of junction between the ossicle and the ulnare. Kohlbriigge recalls the

description of Daubenton, in whose honour the ossicle is named {ossiculum Dauientonu)
;

and he adds that Camper had seen it in the Inuus ||. In the carpus of a Hylohales

syndactyhts the following condition is described :—" Sitiiated between the radius aad the

ulnare is an ossicle, which is joined to the radius and to the ossiculum Daubentouii by a

fibrous ligament ; between both is cartilaginous tissue." The ossicle which, to all

appearance, is that described by Camper in the Mandrill —and which has hence received

the name ossiculum Camper ii —was present in both hands of the Gibbon ; in the left

manus the ossiculum Daubentonii was reduced to a small osseous nucleus ^. From its

position, the ossiculum Camperii corresponds to the cartilaginous nodule discovered by

Leboucq in the human foetus, and is therefore the homologue of the triquetrum

secundarium (triangulare) of Man **. There can be no doubt that the ossiculum

Daubentonii is the element Avhich Leboucq has described in an adult II. leuciscus, since

they occupy the same position. In Leboucq's figure —doi-sal aspect of the carjnis —the

pisiform (jj.) has been removed backward, in order to bring it into evidence ff.

* Op. dt. p. 81, pi. iii. fig. 17. t Op. rlt. p. 83.

i H. Leboucq, " Sur la Morphologic du carpe et du tarse," Aiiat. Anz. i. p. 20 (]88(i).

§ Pfitzner, " Eemerkung-en zum Aufbaii des monschl. Carpus," Verb. Anat. Ges, 7. Vers, in Gijttingen 1893

(Ergiinzungsbeft Anat. Anz. viii. p. 191 (1893).— See also Morph. Arb. iv. p. 508 (189.5).

[|
J. H. F. Koblbriigge, " Versueb ciner Anatomie d. Genus ffi/lohates" (M. Weber, Zool. Ergebn. eiuer Eeise iu

ISfiederlandiscb Ost-Indien, i. pp. 338, 339, pi. xvii. fig. 9 (1890-91).

If Op. cit. p. 339, pi. xvii. fig. 10.

** Tbe ossiculum Camperii (triquetrum secundarium, triangulare) or. as Thilenius terms it, os intermedium ante-

hrachii, has been found in Homo, Bi/Iobates, and Ininis, as mentioned in the test, and, by Pfitzner, in a carpus of

PliascoJomys. Pfitzner's specimen is figured and described by Thilenius (Morph. Arb. v. p. 9, pi. i. fig. 12 (180.5)).

I find -what I take to be the same bone in Lemurs, Insectivora, and Piodentia, -nbereon more will be said in another

place. (See P. Z. S. London, 1899, pp. 428-437.)

tt Oi'. cit. p. 101 (explan. of fig. 28).
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I.eboucq's view that the human pisiform is the homologue oi^ the mammalian pisiform

minus the ossicle he figures in the Gibbon receives confirmation by a discovery of Pfitzner's

in the human adult carpus. He found in five cases a proximal process of the pisiform*.

To this " jiisiforme secundarmm " would correspond the " uhiare antebrachii " of Thilenius,

met with in ten manus of five embryos, where it is situated volad and ulnad of the proc.

styl. ulnai, and proximally from the pisiform f . Both German authors take this element

to belong to the same category as the os Camperii, viz. to be a carpal of a " preproximal

series." Wehave, however, seen that Leboucq shows that the os Daubentonii, which in

Hijlobutes is not unfrequently an independent ossicle, is contained in the mammalian

pisiform. For my part, I see no stringent reason to assign this os Daubentonii to a

"preproximal" series; from its position I consider it to be the first, proximal, carpale of

the fifth ray, and it might therefore appropriately be designated as V. 1 ; it corresponds to

the 1. 1 on the radial side, the radiale marginale, which in Echidna actually articulates with

the radius (Owen). In Eeptilia, especially in Emydidae, we frequently find an ossicle or

a cartilage occupying the position of a V. 1. Its absence in the Urodela is easily explained

by the reduction of the ulnar part of the urodele carpus, even the fifth digit being lost.

The reduction of the ulna and the ulnad extension of the ulnare may account for its

being, in Mammalia, generally situated on the volar face.

What, then, is the distal part of the mammalian pisiform ? One might suggest, as the

easiest expedient for getting rid of this embarrassing element, that it is V. 2, viz. the

second car})al of the fifth ray.

But, besides there being, as we shall see hereafter, another competitor for this distinction,

there is not the slightest evidence of the distal pisiform having at any time occupied a

similar position. On the other hand, it shows evidence of a former greater complexity.

In most, if not in all Mammalia, except Man and the Anthrojioids, the pisiform is

provided with a distal epiphysis; and in some there is more than that. In the Hodent

Bathyeryus mariUnms, as described by Von Bardeleben, "... the iJrsepollex and the

postminimus are both very well developed. The latter consists of two bones, of which

the proximal {pip.) is the true pisiform, and measures 5 millim. in length, while the

distal is 7'5 millim. in length. Wemust therefore in the future distinguish a proximal

from a distal 'pisiform,' and I regard the former as, in all probability, the carpal, and

the latter as the metacarpal segment of the postminimus "
J.

Two skeletons of Bathijergus maritimus are in the Natural History Museum, neitlier

of them quite adult. In the older one, which is the original of Voa Bardeleben's figure 3,

the distal part of the pisiform is incompletely ossified, as showm in the figure ; it is still

completely cartilaginous in the younger specimen. A similar, more or less ossified distal

* Morph. Arb. iv. p. 508 (189-5). " Dieser Fortsatz war (in vier Fallen) proximal, utid zugk-it^h eher etwas

dorsal als volar gerichtet. .Seine plane Fliiche stellt eine coiitinuierliche Fortsetzung der Gelenkfliiclie des

Hauptstiicks dar ; im tjbrigeii war der Fortsatz riugsberum duroh eine tiefe Einziehung abgesetzt."'

t Morph. Arb. v. p. 470 (189G).

X
" On the rroepollex and Pra;hallux, with observations on the Carpus of Thei-iocksmus phylarchus,'' Proc. Zool.

Soc. London, 1889, p. 260, pi. xxx. fig. 3, pi.p.^pi.d. ; id. Verb. Anat. Ges. 3te Vers. Berlin (Ergiinzungsheft) Anat.

Anz. iv. p. 108 (18S9).
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pisiform I find in tlie liys-tiicine Cfenomys and in Mus, and it will probalily be met with

in many otlier fossorial and climbing Rodents.

What seems to be a remarkable adaptation of the distal pisiform to a special function

is exhibited l)y the strong cartilage, whicli in Fteromys is prolonged to support the

lateral membrane serving as a parachute. Thilenius makes of it an element of an

antebrachial series, his " ulnare antebrachii " *
; but he is misled by Owen's much reduced

figure of the skeleton of a " Fteromijs voluceUa "f, in which the detached cartilage has

been drawn proximally to the pisiform and separated from it by a small interspace.

The true connection of this cartilage was already known to Buffon % He described it as

a bone ; but in the only skeleton {Pteroyuiis m<(gnificiis) at the Natural History Museum
in which this element is preserved it is perfectly cartilaginous, and as such it is described

by Owen in Sciuropterm coliicella §. In Pteromi/s magnificus it is chiefly attached to the

distal end of the pisiform, and, by a much smaller process, to the tuberosity of the fifth

metacarpal. Its direction is in the beginning right backward, in the prolongation of the

long axis of the osseous pisiform ; but gradually it turns upward, forming in its entirety

a semicircle. It might be maintained that the patagial cartilage of Sciuropterini is in

origin quite extraneous to the pisiform, and that it has only secondarily become supported

by this widely projecting bone. With the scanty material at my disposal, I am not in a

position to follow up the matter closer, nor is this the place to do so. A clue might be

obtained from young specimens of ttercmtjs; and if they should show both the usual

pisiform epiphysis and the patagial cartilage, they would support the view of an extraneous

origin of the latter.

The lengthened subcylindrical bone which in the insectivore Cht'ijsochloris extends

from the carpus to the humerus, " simulating a third antebrachial bone," was considered.

by Meckel ||, followed by Cams^, Peters **, Giebel ff , and Dobson %%as an ossification of

a tendon ; regarded by the latter three as that of the m. flexor digitorum profundus.

Cuvier §§, ^l. Wagner
|| H, Gervais^^, and Owen*** homologize this bone with the pisiform.

* Morph. Arb. (Schwalbe) v. p. 508 (1895).

t 'Anatomy of Yertebnites," ii. p. 385, fig. 154 (18611).

i; "II y a de plus dans le polatonche im os (AA) lon,a de 5 lignes, en forme d'aivte ou d'eperoii. qui tieut au

(|uatrieme os du premier rang du carpe, of qui s"etend oljlicjuenienf en arriere et en liaut le long du bord de la

membrane qui forme les ailes de eef animal." (Hist. Na( . gon. et partic. x. p. 11:3, pi. xxiv. 17():>.)

§ L. e.

II
System d. vergl. Anat. ii. (2) p. 374 (18:25). He ealls tbe element " ein voni Streekknorren des Oberarmbeins

zum Speiebenendo [it is, bowever, on the ulnar side] der Ilandwnr/.el gehendes, starkys, verknijcbertes Band.'"

^ "
. . . ein drifter Knochen des Untergliedes, welcher jedocli nur als eiue yerkniiehcrte Sehne, oder vielmehr ganz

verknocherfcr Muskel (fle.vor carpi, nhiaris), anzusehcu is'."' —C. G. Carus, Krlauteriingsfafeln zur vergleichenden

Anatomie, ii. p. :')1, Taf. it, fig. Ill, //' (18l'7).

** W. Peters, iS"atur\v. Eeise uacb Jlossambique, Zoologie, i. p. 72 (1S52).

+t Giebel, in Ijronn's Klassen u. Ordnungcn, vi., v. p. 534 (1879).

jj G. E. Dobson, 'A Monograph of the Inseetivora," ]). 121 (1882).

§§ G. Cuvier, Lecjons d'Anat. Comp. 2'' ed. i. p. 42i;
(

1S35).

illi
Schreber's ' Saugthiere,' Suppl. ii. p. 12(1 (1841).

^T P. Gervais, Hist. Nat. des Maramileres, i. ]). 252 (1854).

*»* P. Owen, ' On the Anatomy of Vertebrates," i. p. 392 (18GG).
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From the description j^iven by Dobson, it becomes quite evident that from the distal

end of this l)one there arise tendons for the fonr digits, so that we have here a bone

functioning as the commoTi tendon of the flexor digit, prof. Fronr this, however, it does

not necessarily follow that it is an ossified tendon. (The pisiform of Man is imbedded

in the tendon of the m. nlnaris internus ; but scarcely any anatomist will to-day

persist in considering it to be a tenontogenous sesamoid. It has been degraded to

play the part of a " sesamoid " *, and that only in Man and some of the Anthropo-

morpha.)

Dobson has figured the volar aspect of the carpus of a Chrysochloris Trei-ehjaiii^, in

which the alleged ossification of the m. flexor prof, tendon has been removed. Here we

see. uhiad from the lunar, the flattened face of a bone [us.), which is not referred to in

the text; in the explanation of pi. xiii. fig. 5 it is termed the "ulnar sesamoid." Carus J

luxs seen and described this ossicle, and so have D' Alton sen. & juu. § The first-named

states that the " ossified tendon " starts (" ausgeht ") from it ; both Camsand the D'Altons

call it a pisiform (" Erbsenbein") ; but, so far as 1 am aware, later autliors, with

the exception of Dobson, have overlooked it.

In a skeleton of Chrysochloris aurea, this so-called sesamoid articulates dorsad with

the ulnare, dorsad and radiad with tlie lunar, proximally with the ulna, volad and distally

with the " flexor dig. prof, ossification." The latter shows at the dorsal side of its distal

base two facets, the larger ulnad one for tlie " ulnar sesamoid," the smalhn- radiad for a

volar and distal projection of the lunar.

I take this " ulnar sesamoid " to be the ossiciilum Daubentonii, viz. the basal part of

the pisiform ; but, owing to the distorted condition of the Chrysochloris carpus

—

the lunar articulates with both radius and ulna— and from my insufficient material,

w^hich consists in a single skeleton of one of the smallest species, I cannot state my case

with greater certainty. If my vie\v is correct, then the " tendon ossification " is in all

likelihood the homologue of the distal part of the pisiform of other Mammalia, where it

very often starts backward at right angles from the long axis of the limb, sometimes,

as in Hylobates ||, directly downward, and sometimes more or less upward, viz. in

a proximal direction [Talpa). Which is tlie primitive direction I cannot for the 2iresent

decide. The Chrysochloi'idae vary so much from one species to the other that Cope

has divided them into three genera % ; and we may hope that it will be possible to settle

the question of the homology of this curious bone when the skeletons of these diff'event

forms shall have become available for comparison.

It appears to me that the distal part of the pisiform will prove to be a remnant of a

lateral ray, which only secondarily entered into connection with the ulnare and the ulna.

Of this lateral ray the other accessory distal elements of Bathyergus, Cieiioii/ys, Mm, and

» n
' Das Pisiforme spielt . . . die Uolle eiiics in der Sehne des Miiskols (Jlexor curpi idnaris) bcfindlicheu Sesani-

beiijs," (jegenbauv, Lehrbuch d. Anatomie des Menschen, 6tc Autl. i. p. 422 (Ifidit).

t 'A Monograph of the Insectivora,' pi. xiii. fig. ii (lS8l!). J L. c.

§ E. D'Altou d. Ae. und E. D' Alton d. J., ' Die Slielete dor Chiropteren und Insectivoreii," p. 22 (1831).

\\
Kohlbriigge, /. c. fig. 10.

^ ' Araei-ican Naturalist,' xxvi. p. 126, footnote 1 (1892).
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even the cartilage of Sciuropterini, possibly were parts. There is not tlie slightest

evidence that the lateral ray lias ever been a digit of the manus of the Tetrapoda.

Carimie 5 (V. 3).

Tlie question whether there is some ground for assuming a central carpale (V. 2) in

the fifth ray is closely connected with the present subject, so that it will be dealt with
in this place.

I have known for a long time a comparatively large facet on the proximal ulnar

side of Metae. V in two species of tlie fossil Prolagus, P. oeningeusis (Kon.), and
P. sarrhis (Wagn.) (PL 38. fig. 19, v), for wliich I could not account, tlie metacarpals of

Lepus, which were at ray disposal at the time, showing notliing of the kind. This same
facet I have of late found to be present in Lagomys {L. rufescens), where it articulates

with a small ossicle, wliich also jiresents a facet to the ulnare (PI. 38. fig. 4, v). The
ossicle is likewise present and has the same connections in St/ /ri fag /is brasUiensis (text-

figures XXIX & XXXI), S. sp. from Bogota (PL 38. figs. 1, 2, c), and Orgclolagn.s crassi-

caudatus (text-figures XXXIII & XXXIV). In two otlier sj^ecies {Nesolagiis Netscheri

And. Caprolagifs hispidas) the facets are visible, but the ossicle has been lost.

What is the ossicle in question ?

As is well known, Gegenbaur was the first to express the opinion that the mammalian
hamatum is a compound of carpalia 4 and 5, on the ground that in lower forms we find

the fourth and fifth digits provided each with a separate carpale *. Leboucq sees in the

mammalian hamatum the homologue (jf carpale t only. " Le carpien 4 + 5 de Gegenbaur

ne correspond exactement dans les premiers stades de developiiement qvi'au metacarpien

IV seul; le metacarpien V est place lateralement par rapport a ce carpien. I,e carpien

4 + 5 se separe de I'axe an niveau de Lintermcdiaire
;

quant au V"* metacarpien, tout fait

supposer que son rapport avec le dernier os de la rangee distale est secondaire chez les

mammiferes
;

primitivement c'est toujours avec le IV" metacar2)ien seul que ce carpien

est en continuite. On ne voit a aucun stadc^ de developpement ce carpien forme de

deux parties, ou presentant le moindre vestige de sa double origine. Oil serait alors le

carpien 5 ? En examinant les premiers stades de developpement, non-seulement chez

rhomiue, mais chez les divers mammiferes que j'ai pu etudier, on voit que le metacarpien

V est place en face de I'os cubital, mais separt^ de lui par un interstice pUis grand que

celui qui sejiare les autres metacarpiens de leur carpien correspondant. On pent

admettre que c'est au niveau de cet espace que doit se trouver le carpien 5. Quant a

determiner ce qui doit representer ce carpien, on pent admettre son absence complete,

ou bien le considei"er comme non differencie, et contenu virtuellement dans un des

elements squelettiques du voisiuage : soit I'os cubital, soit le metacar2)ien V. L'hypotjiese

la plus probable serait de considerer le carjiien 5 comme ne s'etant pas diiierencie a

I'extremite proximale du metacarpien V "
f.

* U)it<.Tsuchuiigen z, veigl. Anatomie d. AVirbdthiure, i. pp. 45, 53, 121 (1^U4).

t " liech. sur la Morpholugie du Carpe chez les MamniLleres,"' Arch, de Biologic, publ. par E. van Benedeii et.

C'h. van Uambeke, pp. Ul', 93 (1H84).

09*
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In the following year Turner described and figured five distinct distal carpal bones in

a Whale. After having mentioned that in 3Iesoplodo)i hldeiis " carpalia 4-1-5 formed a

single bone .... which was grooved on its dorsal surface opposite the interval between

metacarpals IV and V," he proceeds to describe the carpus of an adult Hijperoodon

rostratus. " Tlie distal carpalia are five distinct bones, not so regularly faceted as those in

the proximal row, and with a larger proportion of cartilage between them. These bones

pass from the radial to the ulnar border in regular order, as C 1 to C 5, and each is

associated with the metacarpal bone of its corresponding digit. A similar arrangement

exists in both limbs, and the carpus possesses also an elongated pisiform cartilage, which

in one is partially ossified " *

.

Von Bardeleben had previously made the following statement :
—" Deutliche Anzeichen

einer friiheren Trennung in zwei Elemente zeigt das Hamatum bei den Beutelthieren,

weniger auff'allend bei den Nagern, sowie bei Ziphiiis {Hyperoodon). In zwei Stiicke

getrennt, abcr, auf der einen Seite wenigstens, schon im Verwaclisen begrilTen, ist es an

dem Skelete eines jungen Baren in Berlin." t-

To these assertions Baur replied that he had never in any mammalian embryo observed

the hamatum to be the outcome of a fusion of two elements, and he adds :
—" Wenn es

l)ei iilteren Thieren den Anschein hat, als ware eine Tbeilung vorhanden, so ist dies eben

etwas secundiires und ist morphologisch nicht verwendlmr "
%. In his latest utterances

on the subject §, Von Bardeleben mentions (mly the separation of the hamatum in

" Ziphius {llyperoodon)^'' thus tacitly withdrawing the statements regarding other

Mammalia, made at the meeting of the Jenaische Gesellschaft of May 15, 1885, above

quoted, as %\ell as in a subsequent meeting of October 30 ||.

The manus of the Jena specimen of Ziphins cavirostris, to wliich Von Bardeleben

refers, has been described and figured by Kiikenthal. It contains altogether three distal

carpalia : the one resting on Metac. IV and V shows on its dorsal surface a delicate

furrow, " eine zarte Furche als Andeutung einer friiheren Trennung zweier Carpalia" ^.

This is what Von Bardeleben, in Ids " Referat," calls having found in Zipliim " eine

natiirliclie Zerlegung des ' Hamatum ' in das Carpale IV und Carpale V " **, and further

on :
" Dass Ref. im Mai 1885 die primitive (vielleicht secundare —jedenfalls dem

Verhalten bei Urodelen entsprechende) Trennung des 'Hamatum' oder Carpale 4-f-5

(Gegenbaur) in Carpale I und Carpale 5 Ijei Ziphius cavirostris autfand (an der Hand des

Jenaer Exemplars)." ft.

In his subsequently-published researches, Kiikenthal describes fresh facts and sums

up those previously recorded %%. In embryos of Beluga and Monodon there sometimes

* Journ. Anat. Physiol, xii. pp. ISO, 183 (188(3).

t Jeuaische Zeitschr. f. Naturw. xix. (xii.), Suppl. ii. p. 87, Sitzung urn l-j. ilai 188.5.

J Zool. Auz. 1885, p. 487.

§ Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1894, p. 375 ;
" Hand und Fuss," Verh. d. .Inat. Ges. viii. pp. 2()3, 301 (1894).

;i
Jen. Zeitschr. xix. (xii.), Suppl. iii. Sep.-Abdr. p. 78 (1885).

•U Denksohr. d. nied.-naturw. (tes. zu Jena, iii. pp. 38, 4G, pi. iii. tig. 18 (1889). See also E. Rosenberg, op. cit.

p. 2, footnote 4 ; Kiikenthal, in Morph. Jahrb. xiv. p. 50 (1893).

** Op. cit. p. 203. tt 0/:<. C't. p. 301.

Xt Denkschr. med.-naturw. Ges. Jena, iii. pp. 208-280 (1893).
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occur five carpalia. An additional instance of five carpalia in an adult Hyperoodon is

adduced from a specimen in the Royal College of Sui'geons *, and two examples in

enabryos of the same genus f . The reduction in the number of carpalia is explained by

fusion or vanishing (" Schwund ") ; the fusion is brought about in two different ways :

—

" Bei den Ziphioiden verschmilzt das Carpale distale 5 mit dem C. dist. 4, es kommt also

zur Bildung eiues Hamatums ; bei den Belphiniden verschmilzt das Carpale distale 5 mit

dem Ulnare, oder aber es kommt iiberhaupt zu einera volligen Schwunde des ersteren,

und seiue Stelle wird vom Ulnare eingenommen." Transitions between both types of

reduction occur in Beluga and Monodon.

In an embryo of JEmys littana, of 8 mm. length, Rosenberg found in the place of

one hamatnm two completely-separated cartilages. "Der melir ulnar gelegene ist etwas

kleiner und steht ausser mit dem Ulnare und seinera radialwiirts <?eie2:enen Nachbar-

element nur mit dem Mete. IV in Beziehung. Der andere der in Rede stehenden Knorpel

trjigt das Mete. IV; in seinem dorsalen Abschnitt wird er auch von dem Mete. Ill

lieriihrt, welchem iibrigens sein eigenes Carpale zukommt. Es ist kein Zweifel, dass

diese beiden ovoiden Knorpel die zu postulirenden Carpale 4 und Carpale 5 sind, die in

typischem Verlialten zu ihren Metacarpalien vorliegen . . . es stelleu daher das Carpale 4

und Carpale 5 in diesem Stadium volkommen selhstandige Elemente dar." In three

larger embryos (TO mm.) the same investigator observed three stages of fusion of the

carpalia in question. He considers that this result supports Gegenbaur's view with

regard to the hamatum of Mammalia %.

Pfitzner has given the name Os Ve.mJiainim to an ossicle in the human carpus, first

described by Vesalius, who considered it to be a sesamoid. It is situated on the ulnar

side of the hamatum, and its distal facet touches the tuberosity of the fifth metacarpal §.

Later on, he mentions two other cases in Man, one found by Gruber
||

and a third

by himself ^. In Vesalius' case, the ossicle articulated apparently with the hamatum and

Metac. V. In Gruber's case " begann es vom Hamatum abzuwandern und sich dem
Met. V enger anzuschliessen, mit dem es wahrseheinlich schon coalescierte." In

Pfltzner's own case finally, the ossicle had no more connection with the hamatum, and

had undergone a synostosis witli the Metac. V. Pfitzner continues :
" Als weitere

Riickbildungsstufen haben wir wohl anzunehmen, dass es vom Met. V giinzlich assimilirt

wird iind in dessen Tuberositas aufgeht," a view which is confirmed by what Thilenius,

who terms this element " Carpo-metacarpale 8," has foimd in the human embryo **.

Pfitzner is of opinion " dass in gewissem Siune das Os Vesalianum, namentlich in seiner

urspriinglichen Lage, einem hypothetischeu Carpale V zu entsprechen vermochte."

Like their predecessors, neither Pfitzner nor Thilenius have met in the human carpus

with a division of the hamatum into a carpale 4 and 5, in Gegenbaur's sense.

Pfitzner's os vesalianum carpi occupies about the same position as the ossicle in

* Ihid. p. 27S, text-fig. 11. t Ihid. text-figs. 12, V-i.

X Jlorph. Jahrb. xviii. pp. 8, 9 (1892).

§ Morph. Arb. i. p. 756 (1892).

II
Arch. f. Anat. Phys. pp. 499, 50ii, Taf. xii. (1870).

f Morph. Arb. iv. p]i. 543, 544 (lb95). ** lb. v. pp. 4SS, 489 (1890).
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Lagomyidae and Leporidae mentioned above. I am not aware that it has ever

been recorded before in lagomorj^hous Rodentia ; while it seems qixite a common
element in Mammalia jirovided with a Avell-developed fifth digit, at any rate in

E-odentia, Insectivora, and Edentata, and Avas known to the older anatomists. Cuvier

mentions it in the Great Armadillo {Priodon (/igcmteus), and describes and figures it

as situated laterad of the ulnare and articulatins; with the Metac. V *. In the fio:ure

jjublished by .Flower f, it would appear to articulate with the ulnare as well. As to its

presence in Rodentia, Cuvier remarks :
" Eufin il y a tres souvent aussi au. bord externe

du carpe, en dehors du cuneiforme et de lunciforme, un os sumumeraire, petit et lenti-

culaire ; on le voit dans le castor, le pore-epic" ^. It is figured in a carpus of the

Castor ^. In the ' Lecons d' Anatomic comparee,' mention is again made of this " os

surnumeraire " in the Hystrix: "
. . . il y a un os surnumeraire entre le jnsiforme et

I'os metacarjjien du cinquieme doigt ; il est attache sur I'os crochu"
||.

Thilenius ^, quoting Cuvier's figure of the Castor carpus, is inclined to consider this

ossicle as his (Thilenius's) " ulnare externum " = the ulnar part of Ptitzner's triquetrum

bipartitum of the adult, found in the human embryo **. He adds, however :
" Infoige

der radialen Verschiebung des Carpale (4 + 5) erreicht es indessen audi das Metac. V."

The question is whether, when an os vesalianum is ])resent, the hamatum is really

displaced, or is not rather in its original position; only secondarily either supjjlanting

the vesalianum, or acting in a compensatory manner for it, when the latter is either

displaced or has disappeared. When comparing Thilenins's figures 11 and 12 of this

" ulnare externum " ff with figures 13 and 11 %%, representing a later stage, the impression

is conveyed that in the latter this ulnare externum {ue) has been displaced proximally

by the ulnad extension of the hamatum. A secondary jjj'o.rimal displacement of a carpal

(or tarsal) would, however, be quite unusual, and Thilenius has expressed some doubt §§
whether the figures mentioned all represent the same bont;. In fig. 11, where ne abuts

upon Metac. V, the former element might be Pfitzner's vesalianum (carpo-roetacarpale 8,

Thilenius). The text-figure XXXIV of the present paper seems to exclude the

possibility, ventilated by Thilenius
|| ||, tliat '-vesalianum" and "ulnare externum"

—

which have not yet been found together in the same manus of Man—might represent

one and the same bone. The enormous ulnad and volad expansion of the ulnare,

as shown for the Lagomorpha in this figure (XXXIV) —which occurs in other Mammals
also —leads to the assumption of its being a compound of an ulnare -j- ulnare externum

Thilen. The "ulnare externum" ( = ulnar part of triquetrum bipartitum Pfitzn.) would

then be the second (central) carpale of the fifth ray (V. 2).

Meckel has described the os vesalianum in Erinacens -.

—" Der lyel hat in der obern,

weit breitern Ordnung oier Knochen. Kahn- und Mondbein sind zwar verwachsen,

* Oss. loss. V. 1, p. 127 (1^23).

t ' An Introduction to the Osteology of Mammalia,' 3rd ed. tig. IIU " «," p. 307 (1885).

+ Oss. foss. V. 1, p. 48 (1823). § Ih. pi. ii. tig. lU.

II
Lerons d'Anat. comp. 2de cd. i. p. -127 (1835).

^r Morph. Arb. (Sohwalbe), v. pp. 508, 509 (1S90).

** Morph. Arb. v. pp. 473, 474 (1S96).

tt Morjjh. Arb. v. pi. xxi (1896). ++ Ih. §§ Ih. pp. 489, 508.
|i || lb. p. 489.
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allein das grosse dreieckige Eein triig-t aussen und vorn einen kleinen, runden Knocben

cingelenkt, den man ein zwcites Erbsenbein nennen kann. Von den vier vordern

ist das Ilakenbein weit kleiner als gewobnlich, und das dreieckige stosst daher aussen

betrachtlicb ^veit an den fiinften Mittelhandknochen" *.

Owen mentions the same ossicle in the Hedgehog, but more distally :
—" A sesamoid is

attached to the outside of tlie base of the metacarpal of the digitus minimus "
f. In

a left carpus of Erhiaceiis rnropfPiis lying before me, the ossicle articulates with both

the ulnarc and Metac. V, the facet for the latter being smaller and, as in Prlodoii,

situated ulnad from the ulnare. The same bone is mentioned in Gymimra by Dobson |.

Eeferringto this ossicle, Leboucq says :
—" Ce qu'on appelle 2'" pisiforine, existant chez

quelques mammiferes (h(?risson, tatou, etc.), n'est qu'un sesamoide developpe dans le

tendon de Textenseur cubital du carpe" §. It may be a matter of surprise that, in the

same chapter in whicli Leboucq insists with strong argunu>nts tliat the pisiform cannot

he classed among " les os sesamoides," he casts aside with a few passing words this

equally imjioitant bone. The exj)lanatioa is to be found in the words " chez quelques

mammifei'es
;

" the autlior being evidently not sutficientiy acquainted with the " os

vesalianum."

Having placed the facts before the reader, I have now to sum up. All the attempts

(Leboucq, Baur, Rosenberg, Pfitzner, Thilenius) to trace ontogenetically the pre-

sumed fusion of carpalia 4 and 5 to form the " hamatum " have confessedly failed.

Geijenbaur explains this negative result by sujiposing that the ^lammalia inherited

the "hamatum," from lower Vertebrates. This leads him U) the assumption that the

occasional occurrence of two separate carpalia (i and 5) among Cetacea is secondary ;

the more so as we find other very considerable changes in the manus of these

animals
||

.

To this argument might be opposed the daily increasing luunber of instances

brought forward in which we sec primitive characters occurring precisely in those

species, or in those organs, which in other respects are highly differentiated (specialized),

the preservation of old characters l)eing obviously due to the specialization of others.

This by no means new truth was, if I am not mistaken, first enunciated by Haeckel.

In support of the foregoing, I wish to refer to a very noteworthy remark by Gegenbaur

liimself. In defence of certain conclusions arrived at in his well-known " Gliedmaassen-

skeiet der Enaliosaurier " ^, he states that in Sauropterygia and Ichthyopterygia the

* System d. very;!. Aiiat. ii. 2, pp. 3iJ3, :^94 (181^5). t ' Anatomy of Vertebrates,' ii. p. 390 (18G6).

X
' A Monog-raph of the Insectivora,' p. 21 (1S82). § Areh. de Biologie, v. p. 84 (1884).

II

" Die Eiiiheitlicbkoit des lIuiiKitmn der Siiiigethiere ist voii mir al.s ein auf dem Wcge der Thylogenese

erworbener Befund erklart wordeii, da in niederen .Vbtbeilungen der vierto und fiinfte Finger je ein discretes

Oarpalstuck besitzen. Da jcner Erwerb durch Concrescenz bald auf die Siiugetbiero libcrging, moobte ich bezweifeln,

dass ira Carpus der Cetaceen der uicdere Zustand nocli zu erwcisen ist, selbst weim auoh unter den vielerlei dort

bestehendcn Befundeu ein Carpale 4 und ein C'ar[)ale 5 sicb darstellt. Denn die iibrigon Veninderungen sind in

diescm Handabscbuitto zu bedeutend, als dass eiu seamtUh- crfolgtes Zustandekommen eiues dem uraprungiieben

ahnlicben Vcrhalteus zweier distaler Car[)alia ausgeschlossen ware."' (C. Gegenbaur, Vergl. Anat. der Wirbelthiere,

i. p. 542, 1898).

^ Jen. Zeitschr. v. (1870).
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adaptation to a new function does not in any way explain the typical features of their

limbs. " Where we meet with similar adaptations, the original condition has never been

completely effaced " (italics mine) *.

The undivided condition of the " hamatum " in terrestrial Mammalia can now be

explained in a very simple and obvious manner, since by means of the " os vesalianum
"

we are enabled to sliow that the presence of a separate carpale 5 is not in the least

limited to af evv cases among Cetacea, but is a frequent occurrence in other Mammalia
likewise, a circumstance which has hitherto either been wrongly interpreted or entirely

overlooked. Tlie " hamatum " of Mammalia is not carpale 4 + 5 of Reptilia, but it is a

carpale 4 which, as a rule, has become enlarged, and has, in addition to its own functions,

usurped those of carpale 5. Whether a usurjDation is in ecery instance to be assumed

is another question, which cannot be entered into here ; it may, for the present, be

sufficient to repeat that the suj^eradded function of carpale 4 may often be not the

cause but the consequence of the degradation of carpale 5.

Where carpale 5 is absent in the terrestrial Mammalia, it has, so far as my experience

goes, either disappeared by atrophy, or become absorbed by the tuberosity of Metac. V,

as in Man. Finally, therefore, since the fusion of carpale 5 with carpale 4 has never

been observed in these, its occurrence may be peculiar to the Cetacea.

HemARKSON the Metatarsus and Tarsus of LAGOMORrflous Eodentia.

1. Motatarsale I and Tarsale 1. —Krause states f that in adult E.abbits the os tarsale 1

becomes fused with the os Metatarsi I, and for this he refers to his text-tigure 6i B.

He continues as follows:

—

"In new-born animals, however (fig. 64a), the tibial

prominence of the proximal extremity of Metat. I is independent, and consists of an os

tarsale and a lengthened distally-pointed bone, representing a rudiment of the hallux,

at tlie distal end of M'hich there is inserted the tendon of the m. tibialis anticus. In

reality, therefore, the os tarsale 1 of the Rabbit is the o.t. 2 of Man, and the os

Metatarsi I of the Rabbit represents the os tarsale 1. the hallux and os Metat. II of

Man." So far as the fig. 64 a, " horizontal section of right hallux of a 12-days-old

Rabbit." goes, this is correct, assuming that the two outline-figures of the tarsalia

(1 and 2) are meant to show them in a cartilaginous condition. But the lettering of

fig. 64 b, " right os Metat. I " (meaning Metat. II of comparative anatomists) of an adult

* "
. . . muss daran festgehaltou wcrden, dass die Anpassuiig au eine neue Fuiictiou keiueswtgs das Typische der

Gliedmaasseni'orm zu erklaren vermag. Wowir .solchen Anpassuiigen begeguen, hat sich der urspriingliche Zustand

nie ganz verwischt. In der Flosse der Baiaenen ist das Saiigcthierarmskclet klar zu erkennen, ebeuso wie bei den

Cheloiiiern die Schildkroteuextremitiit. Hier bei den Fiialiosaiiriern ist aiieli gar niehts auf Reptilien Beziehbares

am Flossenskelet vorhauden. Von der schoii bei Amphibieu vorhandeiien Hifi'erenzirung vou beiderlei Giiedmaassen

iiicht ein blasser Schein ! Es miisste also an der Gliedmaasse ciii RUckgang bis zu den erstcn Aufangen erfolgt

und von diesen her cine selbstandige .\usbildung eingetretcn sein, wenu Reziehungen zum Reptilientypus hier

einmal an der Gliedmaasse bestandeu haben mogeu. JedeiiCalls gehiireu diese Bildungen nielit in die Reihe der

Reptiliengliedmaassen, soudern unter die Anfiiiige, wie sie denii gerade in dem schou bercgten Mangel des Different-

werdens von Vorder- und Hinterextremitiit sogar unterhalb der bis jetzt bekanntcn Reptilien sich stellen. So

birgt sieh iu diesen Fragen ein interessantes Prjblem." ( Vergl. Anat. der Wirbelthiere, p. 531.)

t W. Krause, Anatomie d. Kauiuchens, :^"' Aufl
, p. l;i2 (lKS4).
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R bbit, from the medial side, is erroneous. The process T, "place of the real Hallux,"

is the tuberosity of the Metat. II; with this tuberosity neither the tarsale 1 nor

the rudiment of the Metat. I come in contact, and therefore they cannot form a

connection with it. The proximal process of Metat. II, numbered 1 (= place [_SteUc] of

the real os tarsale primum), represents instead the rudimentary Metat. I (see PL 38.

figs. 5 and 6 I), which in young Lepus is distinct, but afterwards becomes fused w'ith

Metat. II. Tarsale 1 is visiljle in the vouns' llabbit in a cartilairinous condition *,

but in this species and in a Sylcilagns fi-om Bogota, in both of which I hav^e been able

to examine various stages, I have neither observed au ossification of it, nor a fusion

W'ith the rudimentary Metat. I, as assumed by Ivrause and by Leche. It gradually

shrinks and apparently is absorbed f. It is quite possible that in some species a fusion

may take place as a rule or exceptionally ; but I deny it to have been demonstrated in

the Rabbit, in which it is said to be the rule. Professor Howes informs me that he too

has searched in vain for evidence of this.

2. Ftision of Tarsale 2 vjith Jlet a tarsale II. —A fact hitherto not noticed in

Lagomorpha is the fusion of tarsale 2, the mesocuneiform (e, of my figures) with

Metat. II. This fusion takes place in Prolagns (PI. 38. figs. 17, 27 a), in Lagoinys

(PI. 38. Hgs. 16, 26 (e,)), and in som^ Leporidse. In Nesulagus Netscheri (PL 38. fig. 23),

the figured specimen of w-hich is not adult, the fusion is not quite complete ; in the older

specimen at the Ley den Museum I saw it was complete. In a specimen of S/jlvilagus

hrasiUeiisis from Lagoa Santa, the property of the Copeuliagen Museum, tarsale 2 is

fused in the right limb and distinct in the left ; in an incomplete limb of the same

species in the Royal College of Science, London, the fusion is complete.

3. Frcecuneiforyne. —As in the case of tlie vesalianum carpi (see pp. 501-3). my
attention was arrested by an accessory bone in Prolagus sardus through a small facet on

the tibial side of the proximal termination of Metat. II, or rather of Metat. I, since, as

shown before, this part is occupied in the young by the rudimentary Metat. I, which later

on becomes fused with Metat. II (PL 38. fig. 1", pe; fig. 27 a, facet on the upper left side

of Metat. II). This is the region which corresponds to the insertion of the muse. tib.

posticus, and therefore the ossicle, indicated by the facet, is tlie so-called distal prte-

hallux, or Baur's " klauenartiges Gebilde." Winge has denied the existence of this ossicle

in Lepus and Lagomijs \, but I have found it in both families, and, as we shall see later,

it has been met with as a rare occurrence even in Ijcpus europccus. In Laijomi/s it

articulates (PL 38. figs. 15, 16, 26 pc) by a smaller facet with the navicular as well,

and lies in the distal continuation of a much larger ossicle (fig. 26, ti), which articulates

with the navicular and the astragalus. The latter is undoubtedly Baur's and Leboucq's

"tibialc" (the proximal ossicle of Von Bardeleben's " prfehallux ").

I find the smaller, distal, ossicle in the following Leporidre, viz. iu Nesolagus

* See Leche, iu Bronu's Klass. u. Ordn. d. Thierr. vi. v. 28"^' Lief. pL xevi. fig. 3 (1S85).

t Retterer (Cump.-reud. et. Mem. Soc. Riol. (lU) i. p. 807, 18!»4) regards the ossicle, whicli I with others hold to be

a nidinientary iletat. I, as tarsale I, deuyiiig- all trace of the foriaer. The presence of a cartilaginous tarsalo 1 in 3'oiing

Rabbits is easj- of observation, but presumably it was not yet chondrified in the stages examined by Retterer.

j H. Winge, " .Jordfuudne og uulevende Guavere," E ilu.seo Lundii, i. p. 1G9 (1857).

SECON]) series. —ZOOLOGY, VOL. VII. 70
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Netscheri (PI. 38. fig. 23, ^x-) ; in Onjctolagus crassicaudatus (fig. 22, pc), where it

seems on its way to undergo a synostosis with Metat. II ; in Caprolagiis hispidus

(fig. 2^,p>c), where it has shifted its position completely to the volar side of Metat. II

;

in a specimen of Sylvilagus brasiliensis, from the Co^oen ha gen Museum ; and lastly in

the Wild Rahhit, where the ossicle is very small and situated volad as in C. hispidus.

I owe this specimen to Mr. Sherrin, Articulator in the Nat. Hist. Mus., who at my
request dissected some Hahbits' feet, in search of the ossicle in question.

In his careful researches " Ueher den Siiugetier-Pra^hallux " *, Tornier met with this

ossicle in one case only of all the Rabhits' and Hares' feet examined, and great stress is

laid on this isolated occurrence. " Die Lage dieses iiberziihligen Knochelchens beweist

imwiderleglich, dass es selbst homolog ist dem Knochen welcher bei vielen der liisher

untersuchten Tiere der t 1-Medialseite gegeniiber liegt. Da er an Hasenfiissen

individuell auftritt und an jungen Kaninchen- und Hasenfiissen nicht vorhanden ist, so

ist es zweifellos, dass er eine secundiire Bildung ist, und daraus ist mit Sicherheit zii

schliessen, dass er audi bei den Tieren, wo er iramer vorkommt, eine seouudare Bildung

ist " t. And again :
" Der muse, hallucis abductor-Knochen kommt endlieh dritteus

zuw^eilen bei erw^achsenen Vertretern solcher Thierarten vor, bei welchen der Knochen

unter norraalen Umstanden weder im Alter noch wahrend der Ontogenese vorlianden ist

{Lepus timidus) | ; bei diesen Individuen ist er —dagegen giebt es keinen Widerspruch —
secixndiir entstanden" i^. Therefore, as already stated in the first-quoted passage, he

again asserts that the homologous boue in all other Mammals is equally secondary.

Even if the presence of the ossicle in question, as believed by Tornier, w^ere limited to

exceptional cases in one species of Lepms, the author's arguments w^ould not be

valid. It is one of the characteristics of these reduced " accessory " bones to ossify

very late (Thilenius) ; and its exceptional appearance in L. europccus could, a prion,

be interpreted quite as well in the sense of a disappearing element as in Tornier's

sense. But the presence of this bone as a constant element in Lagomyida3 and several

Leporidae totally changes the aspect of the question. In the more primitive forms of

La"-omor})ha, the ossicle seems always to be present and pi'oclaims itself a reduced

element by its varying size and position. In those Lepoi'ida: —of which L. europceus is

the prototype —which are the most specialized for leaping, we must expect it to be of

quite exceptional occurrence.

The ossicle has been observed in the " Hare" likewise by Pfitzner ||, who calls it the

pnecimciforme. As to whether this and similar accessory bones are to be considered

as "secondary" or "sesamoids," Pfitzner has shown us the way how to proceed^,

viz. that we cannot base our conclusions on the examination of a single specimen

or a few species. The " pryecuneiforme " has been studied by Pfitzner especially

* G. Tornier, " Ueber deaSaugetier-Pniihallux. Eia dritter lii'itrag zur I'liylogciicse dcs iSaugoticrfusses." Arcb.

f. Naturgcsch. 1S91, pp. 115-:i04.

t Op. cil. p. 1^1. + Meaning Lejtus eurupieiis, Pall. § Op. cit. p. 190.

II
Moiph. Arb. (Soliwalbe) i. p. 533 (1S92) ; iv. p. 354 (189.5). Prof. Pfitzner lias kindly informed me that the

species is L. eufop)(^vs. Pall.

f LI. CT. ; and Morph. Arb. vi. p. 394 (1S96).
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ill the Caruivora (wbeve it had been seen by Meckel) ; and of the Polecat alone

he examined seventeen specimens. His conclusions are summed up in the foUowinsj

Avords :
—" Skelet und Musculatur variieren unabhangig von einander, da tiudet kein

Ineinandergreifen beider Processe statt, hochstens, und stets uur in beschranktem

Maasse, ein gewisses Nebeneinanderherlaufen Muskeln und Muskelansatze und Skelet

variieren ohne innere Korrelation, und deshalb ist es fiir die Deutung eines bestimmten

Skeletstiickes ganz irrelevant, ob ein bestimmter Muskel sich daran ansetzt oder nicht.

Das Prascuueiforme bleibt das Prai^cuneiforme, ob sich M. tib. auticus oder M. lib.

posticus ganz, theilweise, oder gar nicht daran ansetzt, und fiir die Deutung eines

Skeletstiicks oder selbst seiner Komponenten, also fiir die etvs'aige Frage, ob andere

Skeletstiicke durch Assimilation mit ihm vereinigt sind, bleibt es mxnz frleicho-iltii; und

ohne jede Beweiskraft, welcher Muskel an ilmi inseriert. —Aber auch mit den Biinderu

steht es nicht anders ; auch sie variieren naeli Vorkommen und Ausbildung ohne

Rucksicht auf die Slieletstilcke " *. And Thileuius :
" Die Beziehungen, welche die

accessorischen Elemente der chiropterygialen A-Virbeltliiere zu Muskeln, Sehuen oder

Biindern besitzen, sind nicht primiire Erscheinungen, soudern secundiir wiihrend dei-

Ontogenese erworben '"

f.

When the " tibiale " is not a separate bone, as in many Rodents, it is considered to be

part of the navicular, the "tuberositas navicularis medialis " (Baur, Leboucq, Emery:};).

It does not seem to me to preclude the assumption of a medial tibiale, which would be a

part or the whole of Emery's " paraceutrale" §, the first element of the second ray (II, 1).

If then the tibiale marginale (or externum) is the first element of the first ray (1, 1), the

suggestion lies not far off that, lilve the distal " priepollex," the distal " pnehallux
"

(prsecuneiforme) is the second element (I, 2) of the same ray, but that it has generally

been thrust out of the series.

4 "Accessory ossicles" articulatiiKj with 2Ietatursal V. —On PI. 38, fig. 9, I have

represented the enlarged figure of a right Metat. V. from La drive, a froai the dorsal,

h from the volar side. This is still another instance of a fossil metapodial, presenting

unusual articular facets, for which, for a long time, I was unable to account, for \v<int of

material for comparison.

Tlie ossicle is much larger than the Metat. V of Proliujns ceniiigensis, which other-

Avise resembles it closely, exhibiting the same particulars as do the fifth metatarsals

of Prolagus sardits and P. sardus var. corsicainis. I must leave it undecided whether the

figured metatarsal belongs to Tifaiioi/iys Fontaniiesi or to Lafjopsis eerns, which, judged

from other parts of their skeletons, were both of aljout the same size.

On the volar aspect {h) is seen a large facet, starting from the proximal end and

running obliquely in the direction of the tuberositas lateralis. In LeporidtB I find in the

* Morph. Arb. vi. p. .304 (1890).

t ihid. X. ])p. .J44, .345 (1895).

J: C. Emery, " B(-'itr. z. Entwicklungsgesch. ii. Morph. d. Hand- ii. Fussskelets der Ma'supialier :''
(Somon's

' Forscliungsreisen in Australieii," ii. pp. 394, 395 (1897).

§ C. Emery, " Die Ibssilen Ileste von Archerjcsanrus und Erijops uud ihre Bedeuliing fiir die 3Iorphologie des

Glicdmaassenskelets," Anat. Adz. xiv. pp. 206, 2u7, figs. 3-7 (1898).

70*
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corresj)onding part no facet, but instead, either a convex swelling of the region, or in some

cases, on the contrary, a more or less rugose depression. In Lagomys {L. riifesceiis and

L. melanostomus) there is the facet in the same place, and articulating with it a

comparatively large orbicular or triangular ossicle. I think it probable that, in those

Leporidfe {Caprolagus hispidus, C. Netscheri, Sylvilagus brasiliensis) where the corre-

sponding region of the Metat. V is raised to a convex protuberance, the ossicle in question

has become fused wdth the former bone.

A similar ossicle has been met with by Pfitzner iu Carnivora, viz. in Ursiis ai'ctos and '

in Lidra *. I find the same ossicle in Cercojiithecidye, in Mus, and, among Insecti-

vora, in Erinaceus, Gymnura, Myogale, Condylura and Ceutetidse {Limnogale,

Oryzoryctes, Ilicrogale). In the latter, and in Myoyale, it is enlarged transversely and

extends also on to the base of Metat. IV.

Pfitzner homologizes the ossicle in Carnivora with a similar one on the fifth metacarpal

of Primates (os hamuli), and regards these and similar occurrences in the third tarsal

ray (os unci, in Feliti) as carpalia (or tarsalia) which have become " abortive," and have

been secondarily displaced towards the volar side f . The question would then arise

whether we have to consider the ossicle of the Metat. V as pertaining to the fifth or to

the fourth ray ; for from its position —and the same remark applies to the " os hamuli "

—

on the tibial side of the Metat. V, and sometimes articulating with Metat. IV also, it may
belong to either. For the present the question cannot be settled ; but since both tarsal

and carpal elements in question are of apparently widespread occurrence, we may hope

to get better acquainted with tliem before long. In the marsupial Permneles ohesula,

Metat. IV and Metat. V have each a separate plantar bone, articulating Avith their

proximal capitulum %.

On the dorsal side of the tuberosity of Metat. V—on the left in fig. 9«—is seen what

appears to be a facet, partially extending to the volar side also. The same facet is

present in both species of Frulagus. It at once recalls to mind what occurs on the

Metac. V of P/-oJagui> and Lagomyti, and some Leporidaj, where carpale 5 (os vesalianum

carpi) articulates with the tuberosity.

A distinct os vesalianum tarsi (Pfitzner) is a very rare occurrence in Man, in whom it

has been seen by Vesalius, Gruber, and Spronck §. Pfitzner never saw it free; when

distinct —one case figured by Vesalius, two described and figured by Gruber, one by

Spronck —it is situated on the fibular side of the pes, " in the angle between the cuboid

and Metat. V, articulating Avith both." An epiphysis which may occur on the tuberosity

* Tageblatt der 60. Vers, deutsch. Naturf. und Aerzte in Wiesbaden, p. 251 (1887). —Speaking of the Bear, the

author states that the ossicle occurs on the plantar base of Metacarpal V ; from the context it would appear that

this is a misprint for Metatarsal V • at anj' rate, in Lutra it is present on both Metacarpal and Metatarsal V, as

stated by the same author.

t Morph. Arb. i. pp. 7, 8 (1S9I) ; 541, 542, 587 (1892) : iv. p. 539-543 (1895).

+ C. Emery, " Beitr. z. Entwicklungsgesch. u. Morph. d. Hand- u. Fussskeletts der Marsupialia" (Semon's

' Forschungsreisen in Australieu,' &c., ii. p. 381, Taf. sxxv. figs. 45, 46 (1897).

§ Morph. Alb. i. pp. 522, 595, 596, 756, 757 (1892) ; vi. pp. 472-475 (1896).
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of the human fifth metatarsal is considered by Pfitzner * as one of the terminal stages

of its assimilation by the latter bone.

I lind an epiphysis on the tuberosity of Metat. V in the Eodent genera Genrychus and
Ctenomys. The bone itself 1 have never seen independent, but, from what I have stated

above as to the fossil metatarsal, there can hardly be a doubt that an ossicle articulates with

the tuberosity. The cuboid of 'Prolagus, of which I have a number of specimens, shows

a facet —absent in Leporidte —on the proximal fibular side ; and this, together with the

facet on the tuberosity of Metat. V, suggests the presence in these LagomyidjB of either

one ossicle articulating distad with the Metat. V and proximad with the cuboid, or two
ossicles, the proximal of the two articulating with the cuboid, the distal with Metat.

V ; both possibly articulating originally also with each otlier at their apposed surfaces.

Considering the ratlier considerable distance which must have occurred between the two
facets, the latter hypothesis —of two bones —seems the more probable.

The presupposed proximal ossicle would be the homologue of the " os peroneum

"

(Pfitzuer) of Man f aud other Prioiates, which is the so-called sesamoid in the terminal

tendon of the peroneus lougiis muscle. It has in Man, aeeording to Plitzuer, a frequence

of about S-9
°

'^, ai)(l is situated on the postero-lateral end of the eminentia obliqua <iviboidei.

" Hier findet sich in den Ptillen bester Ausbildung eine scliarf abgesetzte Facette, dereine

gleiche auf dem Peroueum entspricht " %. This os peroneum was seen by Daubenton in

Hylobates :
" II y a de plus dans le gibl)on uu liuitieme os place au cote externe du tarse,

a I'endroit ou le ealcaueum touche au cul)oide "
§. In the skeleton of a Rylobates lar in

the Natural History Museum, there is to be seen an ossicle articulating with the cuboid;

and it is of quite general occurrence among the Cercopithecidoe. Gillette mentions it in

Monkeys generally as articulating with the cuboid
||

. Whether the ossicle mentioned

by G. Pischer in the Tursius is a vesalianura or a peroneum I cannot decide for the

present. He says : "Auch findet man in den Taiseni noch ein iiberziihliges Beinchen,

rund, linseuformig, doch liiuglich, Avelches eigentlich auf dem letzten Mittelfussknochen

aufsitzt, der sich immer mit seinem Kopfe weit nach hinten zieht "^. I see the " pero-

neum " in a minute ossicle in Limnogale (an aquatic member of the Malagasy Centetidfe),

adhering to the tendon of the muse, peroneus longus, laterally from the cuboid, and I

believe the reason that it has not been more frequently seen in Mammals is that the

muscle is generally cut away in preparing tlie skeleton.

* Morph. Arb. vi. pp. 262, 203, 474 (1^90).

t Ihld. i. pp. 530, 531, 504-5U8, figs. 12, 13 (1S92) ; vi. pp. 456-462 (1896).

:|: Iliid. vi. p. 456.

§ BufFon-Dauljeiiton, Hist. nat. geu. et partic. xiv. p. 106 (1766).

II

" Chez les singes, I'os sesamoide du peronier lateral est tres-volumineux. puisque, ehez des individus de petite

taille, nous I'avons trouve au moins aussi gros que ceux du pouee de rhomme, constant et ayant la forme d'un trois-

quarts d'ovoide regulier ; il possede una face veritablement articulaire, un peu convexe, et qui repond a uuc facette

cgalement encroutee do cartilage de la partie infericure du ouboVdo.'' (Jouni. de I'Anat. et de la Physioloo-ie viii.

p. 533, 1S72.)

^ Gotthelf Fischer, 'Anatomic der Maki,' p. 154 (1S04). This ossicle is not mentioned in Burmeister's ' Beitriio-e z.

niih. Kentniss der Gattung Tarsius ' (1S46).
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The "peroueum" would then be homodynamous with the ulnave externum Thil.

(ulnar part of Pfitzner s triquetrum bipartitum),=V 2; and tlie vesalianum tarsi with

the vesalianum cai'pi,=V3, or tarsale 5, the cuboid being tarsale 4.

The cuboid of jMammalia is generally considered to be a compound of tarsale 4 + tarsale

5 ; but where an os vesalianum, or its traces on the tuberosity of Metat. V, are present

such a supposition cannot, however, be admitted. Emery found in embryos and poucli

specimens of the Marsupial genera Didelphys, JEpyprnmnus, and Phascolarctm separate

tarsalia t and 5 *. Por the former genus at least he has demonstrated that tarsale 4

and tarsale 5 become fused in later stages. This instance of a compound Mammalian

cuboid (tarsale 4 and 5) is the only one in the literature which can be taken seriously

;

but it is quite possible that in other Mammalia too the vesalianum uiay be assimi-

lated by the cuboid, instead of by Metat. V, as in Man and some Rodeutia.

Concluding Remarks and Suggestions as to Classification.

The oldest known lagomorjihine genera, Titanomys, and Falceolagas, have several im-

portant characters in common: still, the differentiation into Lagomyidoe {Titanomys) and

Leporida3 {FalcBolcigus) had already taken place. In the number of upper molars and in the

shape and composition of the bony palatal bridge, Titanomys shows itself the precursor of

the recent Lagomys, Palopolagus of the recent Lcpus ; and it is therefore advisable to retain

the two groups as families, although they converge back in time. Moreover, in other

characters —absence of su])raorbital processes, pattern of the cheek-teeth

—

Palceolagiis

approaches nearer the Lagomyidse than do the more recent Leporid;e. In the gradual

transformation of their cheek-teetli, both groups, as has been amply demonstrated, run

parallel from the Lower Miocene down to recent times. The Lagomyidtii, as at present

known, start from a more primitive type than the Leporidae, since in Titanomys the

cheek-teeth have remnants of roots and the upper ones preserve their original pattern

throughout life ; whereas in Tahcolagiis, so far as I know, the cheek-teetli are already

rootless, and in old age they lose their original pattern, without, however, developing the

new one. In the transformation of their tooth-pattern the Leporidae eventually go a step

beyond the point at which the Lagomyida? stop, the cheek-teeth of Lepus being more

completely metamorphosed than those of recent Lagomys. In this respect, as well as in

the specialization of their limbs for swiftness, correlated with the greater perfection of the

sense-organs —and, as a consequence, witli corresponding modifications of the skull

—

the Leporidte are to be considered the more specialized of tlie two ; but there are several

members of the Leporidae which, with regard to the two last-mentioned sets of characters,

and the complete or almost complete absence of the tail, preserve considerable similarity

to the Lagomyidte. By the absence of the upper m. 3, and by some peculiarities of

the cranium, pointed out by Winge (perforation of the fossa pterygoidea —fusion of the

* Atti Ace. Liiicei, Eend. iv. 2, p. 274 (IS&iJ) ; id. in Semon's ' Forschuiigsreiseii in Australien,' &c., ii. pp. 374,

378, 383; figs. 20, 30, 31, 59 (1807).
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spongiose os tymj)anicum with the petrosum), the Lagomyidge are more modernized than

the Leporidge.

If we take for a gnide the gradual metamorphosis of their upper cheek-teeth, the order

of succession in Lagomyidse is : Titauomijs, I'rolagus, Lagopsls, Lagomys. Lafjonii/s is

clearly the offspring of Lago2)sis ; but Lagopsis cannot be descended from Prolagiis, the

latter having lost the last lower molar (m. 3), which is present in Lagopsis {and Zagomgs).

Lagopsis must have taken its origin from a form with upper cheek-teeth like or nearly

like those of Frolagus, but provided witli a lower m. 3, a hypothetical " Frolayopjsis
"

descended from Tiianomys or some closely related form with persistent lower m. 3. In

Titanomys {!'. visenoviensis) there is already the beginning of the tendency to the loss

of this tooth. Frolag/is equally descends from a Titauoinys-like form, and has continued

without much change from the Middle Miocene to the present era, since it still lingered

in Corsica at the Neolithic period.

Titanomys

{Prolarjoiis'is) Prolafjvn

La f/O/K

Laijo)a 1/s

Leporidcc. —Apart from attempts to separate the Eabbit as a genus from the rest of the

Leporida\ which have not, however, met wdth common assent, the family has pretty

generally been considered to be composed of one recent genus only, Lepus. In 181'5, Blyth

proposed a new genus Caprolagiis, for Pearson's Lepus Mspidns*. The appropriateness

of this generic distinction has been contested by Hodgson and by "VVaterhouse. The

former, omitting to take into consideration the remarkable configuration of the skull of

the Hispid Hare, pointed out, that " In the Timid and Red-tailed Hares the long ears,

the large eyes, the frame as well suited to extreme speed as the eyes and ears to effective

vigilance, are certainly in remarkal)le contrast wdth the small eyes and ears, heavy frame,

and short equal legs of the Porest Hare : but all these distinctions, as well as those of

domicile, become less and less tangible in the Variable Hare, the Rabbit, the Tolai and

the Tapiti, in wdiich moreover we have variously reproduced, even to tlie subordinate

peculiarities of the Indian Porest Hare, such as its white flesh, its short tail, its

subterranean retreat and creeping adhesion thereto, so unlike the dashing career of the

* E. Blyth, " Description of Caprolagus, a uew Genus of Leporine Mammalia ; with two plates." Journ. As. Soo,

Bengal, xiv. i. pp. 247-24U (184.5).
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red-tailed and English species " *. Waterhouse's objections are to the following effect :

—

" Strongly marked ... as these distinctions are, if the Assam Hare be compared with

the CommonHare, they are less so when that animal is compared with the Indian Hare

{Lepus rtijicauclatus), and much less so when it is compared with the Lepus bracliyurus

of Japan. This last-mentioned animal has the short ears and tail of the Lepus Jiispidus,

and the same large molar and incisor teeth, combined with a powerfuUy-foi-med skull,

but in this skull the notch which sets free from the fore part of the supraorbital process

is not absent, as in Lepus hispidus : it agrees in having the patch unusually long, but

diflTers from the skull of L. hispidus (as it woiild apj)ear from Mr. Blyth's figures) in

having the zygomatic arches straight and parallel as in other Hares ; the Assam species

having the zygoma somewhat arched outward. The pecub'arities which I have pointed

out as distinguishing the lower jaw of the Lepus riificaudatns from that of the L. timidus

are also found in the lower jaw of i. hispidus, but here the angular portion has a still

greater transverse diameter "
t. The result of these criticisms was the withdrawal of

the genus Caj^rokiffus by its author +.

For my part, I am unable to accept these opinions. Some of the remarks of the

former writers are undoubtedly just, and two of the examples of other Leporine species,

adduced by Hodgson, as resembling the Hispid Hare, are more to tlie point than

Waterhouse's comparisons. But the conclusions I infer from them are very different

from those of these authors. The external characters and the conformation of the skull

and limbs, in which the Hisjiid Hare is distinguished from L. europceus —taking this latter

as the type of the genus Lepus s. str. —are very remarkable. The circumstance, which

I shall more fully point ovit hereafter, that there are other Leporines approaching the

Hispid, simply shows that the latter —apart from its specialization as the only true

fossorial member of the family —does not stand alone, and tliat several other species

equally deserve to be separated from the genus Lepus.

The first attempt at a tabular arrangement of the species of Lepus, according to their

affinities, was made by Baird ^, who availed himself of the characters of the skull ; limiting

himself —with the exception of "Lepus cuniculus
" —to North American species. The six

sections into wliich the genus is divided sliow that this excellent observer had on the

whole a right conception of the affinities of this group. Not all his sections, however,

are of equal value ; section B, comprising L. califormcus and L. callotis, is in reality

more closely related to A {L. timidus, X. f/lacialis, L. americanus, L. campeslris, &c.)

than to the other sections ; and the same may be said with regard to E {L. Trowbridgei

and L. Audubonii), which, as a matter of fact, is in closer relation with D [L. s^lvaticus

and allies) than with the rest.

With such a good example to follow, a successor, taking up the whole of the known
Leporidse, might have been enabled to make a furtlier step forward. This is what J. E.

* B. H. Hodgson, " Ou the Hispid Hare of the 8aul Forest " (Journ. As. Soc. Bengal, xvi. i. p. o74 (1S-J7).

t G. R. Waterhouse, 'A iSTatural History of the Mammalia,' ii. p. 80 (1S4S).

i E. Blyth, Catal. Mamm. in Mus. Asiat. Soc. Calcutta, p. 133 (1863).

§ Spencer F. Baird, ' Jfammals of North America,' pp. 574, 575 (1859),
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Gray attem^^ted to do *. From the title of the article, " Notes on the Skulls of Hares

(Leporidte) and Picas (Lagomyida^) in the British Museum," the actual contents could

not be guessed, for the work is an attempt at a complete classification of the Lagomorpha,

in which several characters besides cranial are made use of. The characters assigned

to the family Leporidoe are in part either erroneous (characteristics of the molars), or they

do not hold good for all the minor divisions, and are consequently partly in contradiction

Avith the subsequent cha; ' ^teristics of the sections. This family is divided first of all into

two sections, one reserved for Blyth's Caprola(jus, the other for the rest of the Lejiorida?.

This latter is again subdivided into two groups :—A. Hares, B. Babbits, the latter

containing the Babbit alone, raised to generic rank [Cuniculus). In group A are given

generic names to some of Baird's divisions. The latter's D (ex L. syhaticus) becomes

SylvilagKs, his F {L. aqimticus, L. jx'litstris) Hydrolagus ; while a genus Tapeti is

created for the Brazilian Hare, and Eiilagos for "i. mediterraneus" and " L. Judcea;.''

In the subdivisions of this A group (Hares), great stress is laid upon a comparatively

unimportant cranial character, which had cautiously been made use of by Baird. Thus

we get two subdivisions : I. Postorbital process more or less united with the skull

[Hydrolagus, Sylvilagtis, Eulagos). J I. Postorbital jirocess separate from the skull

[Lepus, Tapeti).

The species of the genus " Lepns" are classed according to geographical distribution,

and thus there are unavoidably throA;!! together very heterogeneous forms in the African,

Asiatic, and American members. Among the latter are L. Audahoiiil and L. Troio-

bridgei, which are thus widely separated from Sylvilagus, containing their closest allies.

The fore-mentioned paper was wasely ignored by J. A. Allen, in his Analysis of the

species and varieties of North American Leporidtef. Allen on the whole follows Baird,

with some im2:)rovements in detail, but with one step backward, by widely separating the

CuUotis group from L. fiinidiis and its allies.

Some of Gray's generic names have since been used as subgenera, e.g. by Mearns,

with whose "Analysis of three Subgenera of Lepus'' %> containing some valuable

information, I propose to deal elsewhere.

A new genus of Leporida^, Romerolagus, from Mount Popocatepetl (3350 metres),

was described some years ago by Hart Merriam §. The author's views as to its

systematic position are summed up in the following words :—" The skull, singularly

enough, does not show the departure from Lepus that one would expect from a

study of the other bones. It agrees in the main with skulls of the American Cotton-

tails (subgenus Sylnilagus), but differs in the postorbital processes, which are small,

divergent posteriorly, and altogether wanting anteriorly, and in the jugal, which is

greatly elongated posteriorly. The interparietal is distinct, and in old age becomes

ankylosed with the supraoccipital. The thoroughly leporine character of the skull shows

that the animal can hardly be regarded as ancestral to Lepus, as might have been

* Ann. & Mag. Xiit. Hist. xx. 3, p. 210 (1807).

t ' Monographs of North American Rodentia. —II. Leporida?,' by J. A. Allen, p. 283 (1876).

+ Proo. U. S. Nat. Mus. xviii. p. 5.51 (1896).

§ Troc. Biol. Soc. of Washington, x. p. 169-174 (1896).

SECONDSEEIES. —ZOOLOGY,VOL. VII. 71
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inferred from its short ears, short hiud legs, and various skeletal characters, hut that it

is a specialized, offshoot from the genus Lepus itself "' *.

My own views as to the significance of the characters of Romerolagus are about the

same as those with regard to Caprolagus. They are certainly of generic value, hy com-

parison with those generally assigned to the genus Lepus. But it does not follow that

Romerolagus can stand as a separate genus, or, to put it in a more general way, that

it occupies an isolated position compared with other Leporidae. I feel sure that if the

same care had been bestowed on the examination of the skeletons of some other Leporidae

near at hand, e. g. the aquatic Hares f, Hart Merriam would have arrived at the same

conclusion as I have. It will probably be possible to show hereafter that Romerolagus is

specialized in some respects, as might be anticipated from its habitat. The remarkable

shortness of the ears is presumably the combined result of inheritance and specialization.

The absence of the tail is certainly an acquired character, as it is in Lagomys. The

comjilete clavicle can scarcely be regarded in the same light ; hut, although I know of no

other member of the Leporida3 having a " complete " clavicle, Romerolagus does not, in

this respect either, occupy such an isolated position as the author seems to think. That

the skull is " thoroughly leporine " I cannot admit ; there are several cranial characters,

as will be shown, which are unusual in most Leporidae, but which Romerolagus shares

with Pahcolagus, with some recent Leporidae, and with the Lagomyidae, and which may
be I'egarded as ancestral.

The whole of recent Leporidae may be divided into two groups, probably of higher

than generic dignity, which might conveniently be called : A. Caprolagus group, and

B. Lepus group.

A. Caprolagus Group : —
1. Caprolagus: C. sivalensls, Maj.; C. valdaruei/sis (Weith.) ; C. hispidus

(Pears.) (type.)

2. Nesolagus (nom. nov.) : N. Netscheri (Schleg. & Jent.).

3. Oryctolagus : O. cnnicultis (Linn.) ; O. crassicaudatus (GeoflFr.).

4. Sylvilagns, comprising in this term :

—

a. Lhnnolagus (S. pialustris, aqualicus, &c.).

b. Romerolagus (S. Kelson/', iMerr.).

c. Tapetl [S. braslliensis, &c.).

d. Sylcilagus (S. sylvaticus, &c.)

The question whether 1-4 are to be considered as genera or subgenera is for the

present quite immaterial. Sylvilagus s. str. is the least primitive of this group, and

Oryctolagus stands somewhat apart.

B. Lepus Group. —This group contains the one genus Lepus s. str., including all the

species not contained in group A.

* Op. cit. p. 172.

t This remark refers also to the limbs, although I do not know them from either.
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The Caprolaxjvs group (A) differs from the Lepus group by the following characters,

part of which, as said above, it shares with Paheolagiis aud with the Lagomyida? :

—

Lesser specialization for speed, and in correlation with this, lesser develoi^ment of organs

of sense (sight, smell, hearing). Fore and hind feet comparatively short and subequal.

Ears short. Eves smaller. Tail very short or missing.

Cranium, depressed above, anteriorly and posteriorly very little bent downward. Upper

contour of frontals and posterior part of nasals almost horizontal (exc. Orijctolagus).

Inferior border of orbit —formed by malar bone —shorter than in the Lepus group ; sinus

on the lateral face of malar not advancing so far forward (exe. in Oryctolagus). Upper
border of zygoma l)ent inward, inferior Ijorder arched outward (exc. in Oryctolagus).

Posterior appendix of zygoma elongate and, in correlation, mandibular condyloid process

elongate also (exc. in Oryctolagus crassicaudatus)

.

Infraorbital foramen larger than in Lepus and its immediate neighbourhood almost

devoid of reticulation. The heavier skull in the X group is in evident correlation with

the different mode of locomotion. The following cranial characters of A are apparently

in correlation with the less develojoed organ of smell : —Horizontal portion of os palatinum

comparatively well develojied ; interpterygoid fossa and choaufe comparatively small.

Foramina incisiva comparatively narrow and short. Anterior part of nasals less inflated

than in Lepus. In correspondence with the smaller eyes, the orbits are comparatively

small, and the orbital processes more or less reduced.

In conclusion, I wish to express my very special obligations to Prof. Howes for loan

of material, valuable suggestions, and the pains he has taken in connection with this

memoir.

EXPLANATIONOF THE PLATES.

Plate 36.

Fig. 1. Cnprolayus [Oryctolagus) cunkuhis (Linn.), jiiv. Riglit maxiHary ; cl. 3-m. 2.

Fig. 2. Plemidapis Dmibrei, Lem. Riglit upper molar. Enlarged copy from Bull. Soc. Gcol. France,

3. xix. (1891) pi. X. fig. 62 w.

Fig. 3. Pelycodus helveticus, Riit. Right upper molar. Enlarged copy from Abh. Schweiz. Pal. Ges.

XV. pi. fig. 12 ff (1888).

Fig. 4. Prolaf/us sardits (Wagn.). Left maxilla with deciduous teeth (d. 3-d. 1) and first molar. Monte
San Giovanni (Sardinia). Br. Mus. G. D. No. i\I3464.

Fig. 5. Caprolagus {Oryctolagus) cuniculus (Linn.); slightly older than fig. 1. Right maxilla; d. 3-
m. 2 ; alveolus of m. 3.

Fig. 6. Titunomys Fontannesi (Dep.). Second (last) right upper molar (m. 2), almost disused. Middle
Miocene. La Grive-Saint-Alban (Isere), as all the other specimens of this species *.

Fig. 7. THanomys Fontannesi (Dep.). First right upper molar Cm. 1).

Fig. 8. THanomys Fontannesi (Dep.). Posterior right uj^per premolar (p. 1). Br. Mus. G. D. No. 5268
Fig. 9 THanomys Fontannesi (Dep.) ? Second right upper premolar (p. 2) ? *

Fig. 10. Prolagus ceningensis (Kon.). The three left upper premolars (p. 3-p. 1) of young specimen.

Middle Miocene. La Grive-Saint- Albau, as all the other specimens of this species. Br.

Mus. G. D. No. 5234.

* The figures marked thus are from specimens in the possession of the author.

71*
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Fig. 11 Prolagus sardus (Wagn.). Posterior right upper premolar (p. 1), from a young specimen.

Monte San Giovanni (Sardinia). Br. Mus. G. D. No. M3461.

Pi"-. 13. Titammys Fontannesi (Dep.). First left upper molar (ni. 1), slightly worn.

Fig. 13. Titanomys Fontannesi (Dep.). First left upper molar (m. I), slightly worn.

Fig. 14. Titanomys Fontannesi (Dep.) . Right upper, probably deciduous, molar ; mueh worn *.

Fig. 15. Titanomys Fontannesi (Dep.). Posterior right upper premolar (p. 1) *.

Fio-. 16. Prulnyus sardus (Wagn.). Fragment of right maxillary ramus, with posterior premolar (p. 1),

and the two true molars (m. 1, m. 2). Monte San Giovanni. Br. Mus. G. D. No. M3159.

Fi"-. 17. Caprolagus [Oryctolagus) cuniculus (Linn.). Young individual, slightly older than fig. 5. The

two posterior premolars (p. 2, p. 1) and the two anterior molars (m. 1, m. 2) of the right side.

Fio-. 18. Titanomys visenoviensis, H. v. Mey. Upper molar, much worn. Bravard Collection. Lower

Miocene, AUier. Br. Mus. G. D. No. 31094-104.

Fig. 19. Titanomys visenoviensis, II. v. Mey. The two posterior ]n-emolars (p. 2, p. 1), from a fragment

of the right maxillary. Lower Miocene of Wcisenau ((jcrmany). Br. Mus. G. D. No. 21495.

Fig. 20. Caprolagus (Syhilayus) brasiUensis (Linn.). Riglit upper posterior deciduous molar (d. 1), from

a skull in the Br. Mus. Z. D. No. 58.4.15.1.

Fig. 21. Prolayiis (eningensis (Kon.). Complete series of the riglit upper cheek teeth (p. 3-m 2)*.

Fig. 22. Lejjus timidus, Linn. (L. variabilis, Pall.). Right upper cheek-teeth of young individual; the

two posterior deciduous molars have been removed, in order to show the overlying premolars

(p. 2, p. 1). Ireland. W. E. de Wintou, Esq.

Fig. 23. Titanomys Fontannesi (Dep.). Left upper jaw, showing the empty alveoli of the five cheek-

teeth. 4x1*.

Fig. 24. Prolagus sardus (Wagn.). Complete series of the right upper cheek-teeth, or (p. 3-m. 2).

Ossiferous breccia of Monte San Giovanni (Sardinia) *.

Fig. 25. Lepus europceus, Pall. Unworn right upper median premolar (p. 2) of young individual.

From a skull in the Br. Mus. Z. D. No. 523 /.

Fi"^. 26. Lepus timidus, Linn. Posterior right upper deciduous molar (d. 1 ), removed from the jaw fig. 22.

Fio-. 27. Caprolagus hispidvs (Pears.). Median right upper premolar (p. 2), of young individual in the

Br. Mus. Z. D.

Fig. 28. Lepus sp. Right upper deciduous molars (d. 3-d. 1). China. Br. ilus. Z. D.

Fig. 29. Prolagus wningensis (Kiin.). Right upper deciduous molar (either d. 1 ord. 2) *.

Fig. 30. Lagopsis verus (Hens.). Right upper deciduous molar (either d. 1 or d. 2). Middle Miocene

of La Grive-Saint- Alljan *.

Fig. 31. Lagopsis verus (Hens.). Median riglit upper pi-emolar (p. 2). La Grivc-Saint-Alban. Br.

Mus. G. D.

Fig. 32. Lagopsis verus (Hens.). Left upper molar. La Grive-Saint-Alhan. Br. Mus. G. D.

Fig. 33. Cajjrohigus hispidus (Peavs,.). Comjilete series of the right ujiper cheek-teeth. Adult. From

a skull in the Br. Mus. Z. D.

•i^'ig. 34. Lejms nigricollis, F. Cuv. Posterior right upper premolar (p. 3). Br. ]Mus. Z. D. No. 81.4.29.7.

Fig. 35. Titanomys Fontannesi (Dep.). Left upper deciduous molar (either d. 1 or d. 2) *.

Fig. 36. Paheolayus Haydeni, Leid. Fragment of right maxillary ramus, showing the empty alveolus

of the median premolar (p. 2), and the three following cheek-teeth (p. 1, in. 1, m. 2). Br.

Mus. G. D. No. M5727.

Plate 37.

Fig. 1. Titanomys Fontannesi (Dep.). Isolated lower anterior premolar (p. 2), unworn. Middle

Miocene of La Grive-Saint-Alban, like all the other specimens of this species*.

Fig. 2. Titanomys Fontannesi (Dep.). Another isolated specimen of the same tooth, slightly worn*.
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Fig. 3. Titunoiiiys Funtmimsi (Dep.). A third isolated specimen of the same, slightly more worn by

attrition than the former *.

Fig. 4. Titunomijs Fontannesi (Dep.). A fourth isolated specimen of the same, much worn *.

Fig. 5. Prolagus sardus (Wagn.), var. corsicanus. The two inferior deciduous molars (d. 2, d. 1) from

a left mandibular ramus. The first true molar (m. 1) of the specimen, not figured, shows a

vestige of the terminal cusp (" t " = hypoconulid).

Fig. 6. Prolagun aiiinc/ensis (Kon.). Left mandibular ramus of young individual, showing the two

deciduous (d. 2, d. ]) and the two true molars (m. 1, m. 2). La Grivc-Saint-Ali)au. Br.

Mus. G. D. No. M523G.

Fig. 7. Titanoinys Fontannesi (Dep.). Complete series of the lower cheek-teeth (p. 2-m. 3) in a left

mandibular ramus. Adult. Br. Mus. G. D. No. 5267 a.

Fig. 8. Caprolagus [Onjctolagus) cuniculvs (Linn.). The two lower premolars (p. 2, p. 1), in a right

mandibular ramus of an immature specimen. Herefordshire. W. E. de Winton, Esq.

Fig. 9. Pro/uf/tis (eninycnsis (Eiin). Complete series of inferior cheek-teeth (p. 2-m. 2), left side.

Adult *.

Fig. 10. Titanomys Fontannesi (Dep.). Posterior premolar (p. 1) and anterior true molars (m. 1, m. 2)

in a left mandibular ramus of an immature specimen, p. 1, being still in the socket, has not

yet come into attrition. Br. Mus. G. D. No. 52G~ b.

Fig. 11 «. Titanonnjs visenoviensis, 11. v. Mej. Isolated upper postei'ior premolar (p. 1), or anterior

molar (m. 1?, right side. Lower Miocene of Weisenau. Br. JIus. G. D. No. 7217 c.

Fig. 11 b. Titanomys visenoviensis, H. v. Mey. Probably posterior premolar (p. 1) or anterior molar

(m. 1). Left side. Lower Miocene of Weisenau. Br. Mus. G. D. No. 7217 d.

Fig. 12. Prolagus wningensis (Kon.). Anterior premolar (p. 2) from a left mandibular ramus.

Fig. 13. Caprolagus Lacosti (Pomel). Anterior premolar (p. 2) from a left mandibular ramus. Upper
Pliocene of Perrier (France). Br. Mus. G. D. No. 27618.

Fig. 14. Lagopsis rents (Hens.). The tAvo posterior true molars (m. 2, m. 3) from a right mandibular

ranms. La Grive-Saint-Alban. Br. Mus. G. D. No. 5263.

Fig. 15. Titanomys Fontannesi (Dep.). Upper view of left mandibular ramus, exhibiting the empty

alveoli of the five cheek-teeth *.

Fig. 16. Titanomys Fontannesi (Dep.). Posterior premolar (p. 1) and the two auteriot true molars

(m. 1, m. 2) in a right mandibular ramus. Empty alveoli of p. 2 and m. 3. Br. Mus. G. D.

No. M5267 c.

Fig. 17. Caprolagus {Nesolagus) Netscheri (Sehleg. & Jent.). Posterior upper premolar (p. 1), right

side, from the skull in the Br. Mus. Z. D. No. 92.5.24.1. Sumatra.

Fig. 18. Caprolagus sivalensis, Maj. The two inferior premolars (p. 2, p. 1), from a fragment of the

left mandibular ramus. Pliocene, Siwalik Hills, India. Cautley Coll. Br. ^lus. G. D.

No. 16529. (By an inadvertence of the artist, the anterior side of the teeth is turned to the

right —their outer side being directed upwards in the plate —instead of to the left, as in all the

other figures of mandibies and teeth of the left side.)

Fig. 19. Caprolagus {Ronterolagus) A\'lsotii (Merr.). Anterior premolar (p. 2), from a right mandibular

ramus. Mount Popocatej)etl (Mexico). Br. Mus. Z. D.

Fig. 20 a, b. Caprolagus {Sylvilagus) palustris (Baehm.). Lower anterior premolars (p. 2), right {a) and

left [b), from a specimen in the Br. Mus. Z. D.

Fig. 21. Titanomys Fontannesi (Dep.). The posterior premolar (p. 1) and the two anterior true molars

(m. 1, m. 2) in a fragment of the right mandibular ramus.

Fig. 22. Caprolagus hispidus (Pears.). The two premolars (p. 2, p. 1) from tiie right mandibular ramus

of an immature specimen in the Br. Mus. Z. D.

Fig. 23. Caprolagus Iiispidu^i (Pears.). Complete series of lower cheek-teeth (p. 2-m. 3) from a rio-ht

mandibular ramus of an adult specimen in the Br. Mus. Z. D.
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Fig. 24. Titanomys visenoviensis, H. v. Mey. The two aBterior true molars (m. 1, ra. 2) from a frag-

ment of the left mandibular ramus. Bravard Coll. Lower Miocene of Allier (France). Br.

Mus. G. D. No. 31095.

Fig. 25. Titanomys visenoviensis, H. v. Mey. The two premolars (p. 2, p. 1), from a fragment of the

right mandibular ramus. Lower Miocene of Allier. Br. Mus. G. D. No. 31096.

Fig. 26. Lagopsis rerns (Hens.). Tlie four anterior cheek-teeth (p. 2, p. 1, m. 1, m. 2) and the empty

alveolus of the last (m. 3)^ in a left mandibular ramus. La Grive-Saint-Alban *.

Plate 38.

Fig. 1. Caprolagus {Sylvilagus), sp., jnn., from Bogota. Right raanus, anterior or upper surface view,

Nat. size. V—vesalianum (carpale V); h—hamatum (carpale TV). Nat. size.

Fig. 2. The same. External (ulnar) view. Nat. size.

Fig. 3. Caprolagus (Oryctulagus) crassicaudatus (Is. Gcofl'r.). Br. Mus. Z. D. No. 96.6.6.L Left

manus, ulnar view. Nat. size.

Fig. 4. Lagomys rvfescens, Gray. Br. Mus. Z. D. Right manus, anterior view. 2x1.

Fig. 5. Caprolagus {Oryctolagus) cuniculus (Linn.), juv. Right tarsus, ulnar view. Nat. size.

Fig. 6. Caprolagvs (Sylvilagus) brasiliensi.i (Linn.), juv. Roy. Coll. Sc., London. Right tarsus, ulnar

view. Nat. size.

Fig. 7. Caprolagus {Sylvilagus) , sp. juv. Bogota. Right tarsus, ulnar view. Nat. size.

Fig. 8. Caprolagus (Sylvilagus) brasilieusis (Linn.), juv. Roy. Coll. Sc, London. Right antebra-

chium and manus. a, anterior, /;, posterior or volar view. Nat. size.

Fig. 9. Lagopsis verus (Hens.), or Titanomys Fo7itannesi (Dep.). Middle Miocene, La Grive-Saitit-Albau.

Br. Mus. G. D. No. M5274. Right metatarsus V. a, anterior; b, posterior view. 2x1.

Fig. 10. Lagopsis verus {Herts. ), or Titanomys Fontannesi {T)q]\.). Middle Miocene, La Grive-Saint-Alban.

Br. Mus. G. D. M5273. Left ulna, a, anterior ; b, posterior view. Nat. size.

Fig. 11. Prolagus sardus (Wagn.). Left ulna. «, anterior ; 6, posterior view. Nat. size. Pleistocene

breccia, Monte San Giovanni (Sardinia). Br. Mus. G. D. M3471.

Fig. 12. Prolagussardus {'Wa<^n.). Right radius, a, anterior ; 6, external (ulnar); r, internal (radial)
;

d, posterior View. Nat. size. Pleistocene breccia, Monte San Giovanni (Sardinia). Br. Mus.

G. D. M3471.

Fig. 13. Prolagm sardits (Wagn.). Left metatarsus II, from behind. 3x1. Pleistocene breccia,

Monte San Giovanni (Sardinia). Br. Mus. G. D.

Fig. 14. Lagomys rufescens, Gray. Left metatarsus II, external (fibular) view. 3x1. Br. Mus. Z. D.

No. 74.11.21.17.

Fig. 15. The same. Posterior view. 3x1.

Fig. 16. The same. Anterior view. 3x1.

Fig. 17. Prolagus cmingensis (Kon.). Left metatarsus II, anterior view. 3x1. Middle Miocene,

La Grive-Saint-Alban. Br. Mus. G. D. No. M5248.

Fig. 18. The same. External (fibular) view.

Fig. 19. Prolagus sardus (Wagn.) . Right metacarpal V, from the outer (ulnar) side, to show the facet for

the OS vesalianum (carpale V). 5x1. Pleistocene breccia, Monte San Giovanni (Sardinia),

Br. Mus. No. G. D. No. M3471.

Fig. 20. Lagomys rufescens, Gray jnn. Right antebrachium. «, front view; 6, external (ulnar) ; c, internal

(radial) view. 2x1. Br. Mus. Z. D.

Fig. 21. Lagomys rufescens, ad. Right radius, a, internal (radial) ; b, front view. 2x1. Khorassan.

Col. Yate.

Fig. 22. Caprolagus (Oryctolagus) crassicaudatus (Is. Gcofl'r.). Left tarsus and metatarsus; internal

(tibial) view. Nat. size. From skel. Br. Mus. Z. D. No. 96.6.6.1.
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Fig. 23. Caprohiyus {Nesulayus) Netscheri (Scbleg. & Jent.). Right tarsus and metatarsus ; internal

(tibial) view. Nat. size. From skel. Br. Mus. Z. D.f

Fig. 24. Caprolagus {Caprolagus) fiispidus (Pears.). Right tarsus and metatarsus, internal (tibial) view.

Nat. size. Br. Mus. Z. D.

Fig. 25. Lepus timidus, Linn. {L. varuihUis, Pall.). Right tarsus and metatarsus, internal (tibial) view.

Nat. size. Ireland. Br. Mus. Z. D. No. 76.4.10.2.

Fig. 26. Lnyomys rufescens, Gray. Right tarsus and metatarsus, internal (tibial view). 2x1.

Fig. 27. Prolagus sardus (Wagn.), var. corsicanvs. Left metatarsus II. a, antei'ior; b, internal;

c, posterior ; rZ, external view. Nat. size. Pleistocene breccia, Toga nr. Bastia (Corsica). Br.

Mus. G. No. D. M3486.

Fig. 28. Caprolagus {Nesolagus) Netscheri {^c\i\eg.k, Jcut.). Left autebrachium. «, front view; J, ex-

ternal (ulnar) ; c, internal (radial) ; d, posterior view. Nat. size. Sumatra. Br. I\Ius. Z. S.

Sumatra. Br. Mus. Z. D.

Fig. 29. Logomys rufescens, Gray. Riglit nlna. a, external (ulnar) view (almost posterior in adult

Leporidae) ; b, posterior view (almost internal in adult Leporidte) ; c, front view (almost

extei-nal in adult Leporida;). 2x1. Khorassan. Col. Yate.

Fig. 30. Caprolagus {Orijclolagiis) canicii/iis (Linn.). Left antebrachium. a, front; b, external (ulnar);

c, internal (radial) ; d, posterior view. Nat. size. Herefordsliire.

Plate 39

Fig. 1. Titunoiuys Fontannesi (Dep.). m. 1, sup. dext. Anterior view. 3x1. Middle Miocene. La

Grive-Saint-Alban *.

Fig. 2. Titanomys Fontannesi (J)e^.). m. 2, sup. dext. «, anterior; 6, external view. 3x1. La Grive-

Saint-Alban *.

Fig. 3. Sciaropterus fuscocapiUus, Blyth. m. 2, sup. dext. Anterior view. 4x1. Br. Mus. Z. D.

No. 52.5.9.19.

Fig. 4. Titanomys Fontayinesi (Dep.). Upper deciduous molar, much worn. Anterior view. 3x1.

Tooth figured PI. 36. fig. 14.

Fig. 5. Titanomys visenoviensis, a. V. ^iej. p. 2, sup. sin. «, posterior; Zi, lower view. 4x1. Lower

Miocene, Weisenau. Br. Mus. G. D. No. M7217.

Fig. 6. Titanomys Fontannesi (J) e^.). Right lower molar, a, anterior ; 6, inner ; c, outer view. 21x1.

La Grive-Saint-Albau *.

Fig. 7. Caprolagus (^Oryclohigus) cuniculus (Linn.), juv. m. 1, sup. sin., posterior view. 3x1.

Fig. 8. Caprolagus (Oryctolagtis) cuniculus (Linn.), juv. m. 1, sup. dext. Anterior view. 5x1.

Specimen figured PI. 36. fig. 1.

Fig. 9. Capi'olagus (Oryctolagus) cuniculus (Linn.), juv. dec. 1, sup. dext. a, anterior; b, outer view.

5x1. Specimen figured PI. 36. fig. 1.

Fig. 10. Pterornys melanotis, Gray. m. 2, sup. dext. Anterior view. 3x1. Br. Mus. Z. D.

No. 48.8.15.2.

Fig. 11. Titanomys visenoviensis, H. v. Mey. Left lower molar. «, outer; 6, inner; c, anterior view.

2i x 1 Br. Mus. G. D. No. 21495.

Fig. 12. Titanomys Fontannesi (Dep.)? p. 2 sup. dext. (?) Anterior view. 4x1. La Grive-Saint-

Alban. Specimen figured PI. 36. fig. 9. After renewed examination, the generic affinities of

this tooth seem very doubtful.

t pc. of this fig. to be read together {=pc. prsecuneiform).
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Fig. 13. Titanomys Fontannesi (De^.). m. 1 s-up. sin. Anterior view. 3x1. La, Grive-Saint-Alban.

Specimen figured PI. 36. fig. 12.

Fig. 14. Titanomi/s visi'noviensis, K. V. Mej. m. sup. dext. Anterior Wew. 3x1. Specimen figured

PI. 36. fig. 18.

Fig. 15. Smiropi(Tusi xanthipes (Milne-Edw.) . m. 2, sup. dext. Anterior view. 3x1. Ur. Mn.s. Z. D.

No. 95.7.5.1.

Fig. 10. TUanomys visenoviensis, H. v. Mey. m. 2 sup. dext. Lower view. 10 x 1. Weisenau. Br.

Mus. G. D. No. M7217.

Fig. 17. Caprolai/us [Sylvilagus) brasiliensis (Linn.), jun. Sternum. Front view. Nat. size. Royal

College of Science, London.

Fig. 18. Cajyrulayus (Nesulaffus) Neischeri (Sclileg. & Jent.). Sternum. Front view. Nat. size. Br.

Mus. Z. D. '

Fig. 19. Titanomys Fontannesi (De]).). p. 1 sup. dext. Anterior view. 3x1. Specimen figured PI. 36.

fig. 8.

Fig. 20. Pteromys nitidus, Desm. Germ of m. 2, sup. dext. Anterior view. 3x1.

Fie-. 21. Titanomys Fontannesi (Dep.). dec. sup. sin. Anterior view. 3x1. Specimen figured

PI. 36. fig. 35.

Fig. 22. Lugopsis verus (Hens.), dec. sup. dext. Anterior view. 4x1. Specimen figured PI. 36.

fig. 30.

Fig. 23. Prolagus oeninffensis (Kbn.). dec. sup. dext. Anterior view. 7x1. La Grive-Saint-Albau.

Specimen figured PI. 36. fig. 29.

Fig. 24. PToJagvs sardiis (Wagn.), var. corsicmins. IMetatarsns IL Pleistocene breccia of Toga, near

Bastia (Corsica). 3x1.

Fig. 25. TitanomyK Fontannesi (Dep.). Left mandibular ramus, a, inner; (!», outer view. Nat. size.

La Grive-Saint-Alban *.

Fig. 26. Prolagus osni7ige?isis (K'6n.). dec. 2 inf. 4x1. La Grive-Saint-Alban *.

Fig. 27. Prolagus sardus (Wagn.), var. corsicanus. Right mandibular ramus.' a, inner; h, outer view.

Nat. size. Pleistocene breccia, Toga (Corsica) *.

Fig. 28. Caprolagus (Nesolagus) Neischeri (Schleg. & Jent.). Right mandibular ramus, outer view.

Nat. size. Br. Mus. Z. D. No. 92.5.24.1.

Fig. 29. Titano7nys Fontannesi (Dep.). Posterior fragment of right mandibular ramus, a, outer; 6, inner

view. Nat. size. La Grive-Saint-Alban *.

Fig. 30. Lagopsis varus (Hens.). Right mandibular ramus, a, outer; A, inner view. Nat. size. La

Grive-Saint-Alban *.

Fig. 31. Titanomys Fontannesi (Dep.). Left mandibular ramus, a, outer; 6, inner view, Nat. size.

La Grive-Saint-Alban *.

Fig. 32. Caprolagus [Caprolagus] Mspidus (Pears.). Palatal view of skull. Nat. size. Br. Mus.

Z. D. No. 48.9.12.11. »j = maxillary, 7J = palatinum.

Fig. 33. Caprolagus {Sylvilagus) Nelsoni (Merr.) [Ruuierolagtis Nelsoni, Men:]. Palatal view of skull.

Nat. size. Popocatepetl, Mexico. Br. Mus. Z. D. No. 97.6.1.5.

Fig. 34. Lagomys rvfescens, Gray. Palatal view of skull. Nat. size. Br. Mus. Z. D.

Fig. 35. Cnprolayus (Sylvilagns) brasiliensis (Linn.), juv. Palatal view of skull. Nat. size. Royal

College of Science, London.

Fig. 36. Prolagus sardus (Wn^n.). Palatal view of skull. Nat. size. Pleistocene breccia, Monte San

Giovanni (Sardinia). Br. Mus. G. D.

Fig. 37. Co]jrolagvs [Oryctolagus] crassicaudatus (Is. Geofii'.). Palatal view of skull. Nat. size. Br.

Mus. Z. D. No. 96.6.6.1.

Fig. 38. Caprolagus {Nesolagus) Netscheri (Schleg. & Jent.). Palatal view of skull. Nat. size. Br

Mus. Z. D.


